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A B S-T RA C T

The application of gas chromaËography to flavor research is reviewed.

New methods for the preparaËion of capí11-ary columns and 1-ong narrow-bore

packed columns are descríbed. Long narrow-bore colrrmns having 500-700 plates

per foot were found to be a suiËable substitute: for capil-Lary columns in high

resolution gas chromatography. The achievement of high sensitivities with

flame íont-za1Lon deLectisn (FID) sysËems is evaluated. Ttre modifications and

the methods used to achieve sensitivities of the order of L0-L2 gtum/rec of

ethyl- acetat'e are described. Eight different FrD sysLems r^7ere tested and

compared. A new method for singLe column Lemperature Programming at relatively

high sensíËivities and for eliminaËíon of background interference in a gas

chromaËograph-mass spectrometer system is described. Methods for decontami-

nation of 1-41 syringes, fraction collection and detecËion of trace peaks
I

appearing on the slope of l-arge ones vTere developed. A loss of chromatographic

resoluËion of up fo 50% due to rtunswept pockeLsttwas found Ëo occur in the

vacuum system of a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer sysËem. RetenËion data

of homologous series of alcohol-s, esËers, al-dehydes and ketones on seven liquid

phasesare presented. More than 150 consËituents were detected in a grape fusel

oil distillation residue using Ëemperature programmed capil1-ary columns.

Twenty-eight of these \,^7ere tentaËively identified using the sËandard addition

method. Selected exampLes of Ëhe appl-icaLion of the systems and the meLhods

developed to the direct. analysis of the fLavor constj-tuents of al-coholic

beverages and fermentation by-products are given. Preliminary results of ana-

lysis of grape fusel oil distillation residue by dual channel gas chromatography-

are shown.
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PART

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The fundamental aspects and the understanding of Lhe sensations

of smell and taste by human beings and animals is considered to be one of

the most neglected fields of scientific enquiry (l). An explanat,Íon and

perhaps support of this observat.ion can be given. Mants interest in the

flavor and aroma of the world surrounding hím is probably very old. rt

has only been wíthin the past decade, however, that he has developed

sufficiently sensitive techníques to enable hÍm to deËermíne the chemical

composítion of flavors and odors (2). Revealing the chemical composiLion

of flavors is an essential step for understanding the underlying processes

in the sensations of -smell and tasËe. Apart from its importance in the

basic research of odor, revealing the composition of specific flavors has

gained new dimension as an indispensible part of applíed research in the

widely diversified areas of the advanced technology of Ëoday. rn many

branches of modern life and particularly in the world's huge food and

beverage industries, understanding Ëhe mysteries of flavors, their

objective evaluation and control are of utmost importance. The objecËive

óh"t""tutLzaLion of flavor and aroma of a product in Ëhe food industry

must be logically preceded by a comprehensive analysis of its chemical

composition.

By Lheir nature, food flavors offer formidable dífficultíes to

the invesigator of Ëheir chemical composition. AlËhough it is difficult



to generaL|ze, the majority of food flavors appear to share certain

characterisLics:

1. They usually consíst. of compx,ex mixtures of many components.

For instance, Teranishi et al (3) detected more Ehan 150

const.it,uenËs in a st,rawberry flavor oil and Keulemans (4)

reported Ëhe presence of over 200 constiLuents in a coffee

f lavor concentrat,e.

2" Flavors are the mínor constituents of the foodstuffs and

beverages in which they are present and exert their strong

influenee at, extremely low concentration levels (2,5). The

concenLration of flavor:., constituents is frequently well

below Lhe limits of detecËabi1íty of ordinary chemical

methods of analysís (2) and their presence can be detected

only by applying cosËIy and tedious concentration procedure s (6,7) .

For insLance, the human nose can deËect a concentration
-L6of 10 gram/ml of ionone in water (5). presenËly the most,

sensitive detection devices existing can detect t0-L2 gt^^ of.

subsËance and the mosL sensit.ive wet chemical meËhods rarely

approach Ëhe 10- 
9 

ft^^ leveI. In order to obtain sufficienË

material for a study of the compositíon of orange juice flavor

Hall and Wilson (6) sËarËed with 39,000 lirers of orange juice.

Haagen-Smith (7) investigaËed volat,ile flavor constituents of

pineapple starting r,rith 4,000 kg of fruit.

3 " The exact molecular configuration of Ëhe constituent,s composing
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flavors is highly specific, i.e., slight changes of molecular

configuration of the compound in quest,ion such as isomerisatíon

or rearrangement produce large changes in odor (2,8). For example,

Ëhe molecular struct,ures of menthol and isomenthol differ only

in conformatíon but this difference is sufficíent Èo produce

a pleasant taste in Ëhe case of menthol and an unpleasant,

taste in the case of isomenthol (8).

In view of these examples it is evident ËhaË only the extremely sensiËive

chemical techniques can offer any possibility of success in dlvulging Ëhe

consËiËution of food flavors (2) 
"

Of the vast array of tools and methods Ëhat Lhe chemist cari use

as aids for flavor analysis, gas chromatography plays a central role (5,9-11)

IL has rapidly become the primary means in flavor analysis and has greaËly

enhanced our capabílities and potentialiËies in Ëhis field. The impacË of

gas chromaËography on flavor research has been clearly expressed in Ëhe

scientific literature. trrleurman (9) in his artícle on recenË developmenL

in food odor research methodsrwrites¡ rrOdor research got, its second starË

with the arrival of gas chromatography..n." BavisotLo gg al (10) write :

"The cormnon denominator behind the impetus in flavor research has been the

progress made in the refÍnemenL of insLrument.al methods, with partícular

emphasis on gas chromatography." Bidmean (11) writes: 'rThe technique

(gas chromatography) is admirably suited to rhe separation of small amounts

of volatile materials in a complex flavor mixt,ure.'r

The facËor which has the greatest influence on flavor is odor (12).

Odor is a sensation produced upon conËact of vapors of volatile compounds

wiËh Ëhe olfacËory recepLors" It is only natural, Ëherefore, that gas

chromatography, which is now the most powerful t,echnique for analysis of

volatíle compounds: rdould become Lhe major Ëool in flavor research.
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Gas chromatography was introduced by James and Martin Ln L952 (13),

and has since gro\^In to become one of the most versaË,ile and ividely used

research tools ever invented. Voluminous literature orr Ëhe subject in the

form of books' monographs and slrmposia proceedings has become available

and over 10,000 scíentific articles dealing wiËh the developmenL and

applicaËions of gas chromatography have appeared. Abstracting services

are also being conducted. I,Iidely differing gas chromaLographs, ranging

from large preparaËive units which use columns 25 cm. in diamet,er (L4)

to miniature models for space exploration (15), have been developed Ëo suit

the requirements of specific apþlicatíons. The range of applicaLions of

gas chromaËography and its potenËialities are rapidly expanding Ëhrough

Ëhe development of advanced insËrument.ation and t,echniques. The application

of gas chromatography in flavor analysis exemplifies this statemenË.

Before the developmenË of the sensitive detectors, i.e.rduring rhe 1953-1959

period, 8âs chromatography became widely accepËed ín flavor research but it

did not bring basic changes in Ëhe approaches t.o the problem. Only recently,

afËer Ëhe development of the híghly sensíLive ionization det,ectors the

situation became different and the introduction of these detectors in odor

research is now fundamentally changing the approaches by enablíng direct

and head space analysis (3,9) . The direct, or headspace methods of analysis

of flavors, are important not only in eliminating the need for tedious and

costty concentrations, but mainly in making it possible to deEermine directly

the t.rue composition of the natural flavor (9). Furthermore, this approach

minimizes the possibilíty of creating arÈifacts which has always been a problem

in flavor analysis (2) 
"

Several schemes for detailed analysis of flavors using gas chromato-

graphy as the major tool have been proposed (5,9). In general, however, the
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analysís of flavors almosË always ínvolves three princípal stages (2) z

A concentrat,ion sLage, in which enrichment of the concentraËion

of flavor íngredients in the sample is achieved.

A fractionation or a separation stage in which the individual

flavor components of Ëhe original mixÈure are isolaË,ed (not

necessarily collected) in a pure form.

The idenLificatíon stage, in which the molecular sËruclure of

the individual compounds is determined.

Gas chromaËography offers a possibiliËy to caïry out, Ëhese three

stages in a single stepi however, it is not, equally successful for all

Ë,hree of them. The concent,ration sËage can be either bypassed wÍth

considerable success by using high sensitivity detection devices (9) or

performed by preparaËÍve gas chromatography (5). Gas chromaËography ís

ideally suiced for the fractionation stage (3,5,9-tl). The ídentification

stage can be performed wiË,h gas chromat,ography only Ëo a límíted exËent.

rt should be remembered, holvever, Ëhat when very small quantiLies of

a flavor constiË,uenË are presenË ín t,he original mixture (10-10 to l0 l2grr*¡

gas chromatography becomes the only tool that can provide information on

Ëhe idenLity of this consËituenË through its reËent,ion behavior.

tr{eurman (9) advocates the use of pyrolysis as an addtional aid for the

identification of flavor constiËuents by gas chromatography. Bayer (5), on

the other hand, recommends microscale reacËions combined wíth gas chromatography

as a means of identification . Mass specËrometry is the mosL sensítive and

the most powerful tool for identification of 'the pure flavor constituents
separaËed by gas chromatography (2,3,5,16). The high cost of mass specËro-

meLers, however: prevênt,s Ëheir widespread use in fravor research.

1.

)

3"
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Until the last Ër,^io or three decades Ëhe producËion of alcoholic

beverages throughout the world was carried out on a tradiËional basis.

A rather amusing expression of the traditional approach to production of

alcoholic beverages (Chem. and Eng. News, March 15, L965 ) is given in

a sign which hangs outside Ëhe Stitzel-I,leller distillery in T¡ouisvi11e,

Kentucky, which reads: "No Chemist Allowedl Nature and the old time

ttknow how" of a Master Distiller geËs the job done here. Because

traditíonal Kentucky I^Ihiskey is a natural producË, we disdain syntheËics,

scientists and Eheir accompanying apparaLus. This is a DisËillery - not

a whiskey factory'r.

lhe consumpLion of alcoholic beverages (beer, wine and disLilled

beverages) in Ëhe world is enomous. To supply the huge demand for alcoholic

beverages, the iridustry has had to scale up production. In a large scale

production, relying on the Ëraditional rules only can lead t,o greaË

uncertainLy and frequent pitfal1s. Adopting a scienËific approach to the

problems of alcoholic beverage production becomes inevitabLe. Of Lhe many

aspecËs of alcoholÍc beverage production, Ëhe conËrol of the flavor of the

final products is perhaps Ëhe most' difficult and naLurally the most important

one. Srricr control of Ëhe production variabl"jîia necessarily secure a

uniform hígh qualiËy producË. Routine organolepLic evaluation of the

product throughout the producLion cycle is noË highly reliable (17) and

does not give clues as to the cause or source of trouble, if any. A compre-

hensive chemical analysis of the flavors ínvolved combined r¿ith Lheir

organoleptic appraisal is considered as a most dèsirable approach (18-20) to

the control of flavor in producËion. Due Lo Lhe difficulLies in chemical

analysis of flavors menËioned earlier such an approach could not be easily

þerformed in the past. I,lith a development efforË, 8âs chromatography

combined wiËh organolepËic t,esting can offer Lhe possibiliËy of rouLine



control and diagnosis of flavor formation throughout Ëhe producËion cycle

of alcoholic beverages.

Development of sensitive methods for analysis of Ëhe flavor

congeners in alcoholic beverages would assist in preventing the formation

of undesirab}e flavors due t.o incorrectly operaËed stages ín Ëhe production

cycle but it cannot prevent the occurrance of such flavors if their

precursors are presenË in the raw material, i.e.rgrain. Securing high

quality starting materíal is therefore essential for production of high

quality beverage. UnforËunately, no rÍgid formula of whaL is high quality

grain for producËion of alcoholic beverages exists. It would be correct

to state that high quality grain for alcoholic beverage production r¡ould

be grain that contains a high percentage of the precursors of desirable

flavors consti¡uenLs and a low percentage of Ëhe Precursors of undesirable

flavor constiËuents. To deËermine which constituents have desirable and

which undesirable e'ffeets,.on the flavor, the alcoholic beverages must

fírst be analysed in the greatest possible detail " By correlaLing Lhe

composítion of a series of samples with their corresponding organoleptic

definiËion, one can presumably conclude which consLituenLs are desirable

and which undesirable for the flavor of the final product. By carrying

out research to determine the precursors of Ëhe desirable and undesirable

consitituents, one -.would acquire the information required Ëo conduct plant

breeding aimed to produce varieties of grain which are enriched in pre-

cursors of desirable constituents and contain a minimum of precursors of

undesirable ones (20) " Ttre levels of the various precursors in the differenË

varieeies.:of grain would be monÍtored by suitable analyLical methods and

used to guide Ëhe plant breeder in his program. Availability of suitabl-e

methods for analysis of the trace flavor consLituents in alcoholic beverages'

horrever, is fhe first prerequisite of the above mentioned scheme for deve-

lopment of high qualiËY grain"



The work described in t,his Ëhesis was initiated with the purpose

of developing sensítive gas chromatographic techníques for analysis of a1-

coholic beverages and fermentat,ion by-product,ç. tr{hile pursuing this aim,

conËribuLions to the special aspects of flavor analysís by gas chromatography

were made by introducing improvemenËs in the exísting techniques and

apparatus, co1lecËing data and st,udying the problems involved ín Lhe

achievement of high sensiËivity and high resolution. One of the most

powerful methods for ídentification of the consËituenËs occurríng in complex

mixtures is the one sLage combínation of gas chromatography and mass spectro-

met,ry. It was therefore our aim Ëo assemble such a sysËem and investigate

iËs limits of applicabilíty in Ëhe identification of constituents emerging

from a gas chromatographic column. The compilaËion of retentíon data of

the compounds of interest and invest.igat,ion of Ëhe selectiviËy of various

liquid. phases towards such compounds \¡7ere considered Ëo be essent,ial for

Ëhe projecË and has been given considerable attention.



PART II

SPECIAI PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF

GAS CHROMATOGRAP.HY TO FTAVOR RESEARCH

Chapter I

Defining the Special Performance Requirements of Ëhe

Gas Chromatography System

The applications of gas chromaËography in food and beverage

flavor research and the specific problems encountered in each are too

numerous to be revier¡ed here with any detail. They range from analysis

of the flavor constituents of coffee (2L), honey (22), cheese (23),

coconut oiI (24), peaches (25) and grapes (26) to t,he study of Ehe effect

of cooking on flavor components of beef (27), investigation of vol-atile

autoxidation prodtrcts of sunflower oil (28) and flavor deterioration in

fried chicken (29), covering pracËical1y Ëhe entire range of industries

and producËs. Hundreds of references perËaining to the direct or índirect

application of gas chromatography in the food and beverage flavor research

can be found in bibliographies on gas chromaLography (30, 31)..

Dífferent performance features of Ëhe gas chromatograph are

essential for different applications. For instance, high sample capacity

of the column and efficiency of the fracËion collection are Ëhe feaËures

required in preparative gas chromatography (UD; compacËness, low weight

and special samplíng equipment -'in space applications (15), and automatic

sampling combíned r^liËh frequent repetiËion of the analysis cycle in

process analysis (32). Similarly Ëhe special problems encountered in flavor
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analysis (Part I) impose certain performance requirements on the gas chroma-

tograph. In order to produce superior results in flavor research in general,

or in some partícular aspecE of flavor analysis (detect.ion, resolution or

identificatíon) ít becomes necessary to improve the performance of the

gas ehromatographic system and develop methods whích are especially suited

to the specifíc needs of the problem.

Re_s-ol-ution agd sensitivity. Resolution which depends on the

column and sensiËiviËy which depends on the deËector are imporËant in

opLimizing any application of gas chromatography (33). In trace analysis,

however, Ëhese factors become by far more critical and must be given Ëhorough

consideration (33).

The basic funcLion of gas chromatography in food and beverage

flavor research is in revealing Èhe composition of the mixtures of volatile

constituents with special emphasis on trace constituenËs. This involves

Ëhree sËages .,

a. resolving the indívidual constituents of the mixËure into

weLl defined zones which are eluted out of the chromatographic

coLumn in succession,

b. detecting each of the individual constituents resolved even

when presenË ín very small quantiËies,

c. determining the identity of the constítuents.

Obviously, high resolution, high sensitivity and capability to provide

evidence for idenËification are the major performance requirements of

the application of gas chromatography t.o flavor analysis. Resolving

Lhe componenLs of flavor mixËures ís a prerequísite for revealing their

composition. Securing high resoluËion is, therefore, essenLial.
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Detecting the presence of trace flavor constituents emerging in a pure

form from a high resolution column is entirely dependent upon the sensi-

tiviËy of the detection system used. IL would Ëherefore be correct to

state thaË in flavor research. the achievement of highsensitivit.íes is

a fundamental aspect (9) " A careful analysis of the above menEioned

basic requíremenËs shows that Ëhêy are of opposing character and thaË

achieving very high values for one musË be done by sacrificing another.

Sample capacity. High resolution can, for instance' be achieved

with columns of low sample capacity such as capillary colurnns (34' 35).

However, even when a hígh sensitiviËy deËecËion sysËem is used, trace

constituents may remain unrevealed due to the small amount of sample

perrnitted. DevelopÍng columns that. offer sufficiently high sample capacity

and high efficiency is therefore of special interest in flavor analysis.

Certain compromise between capacity and efficiency must be found and

columns that provide increased capacity as compared to the "classic"

high resoluËion capillary columns whíle sti11 offering a sufficiently

high number of plates and acceptance of a wide variety of liquid phases

should be preferred. High sample capacity is essential when the range of

concentraËions of the consËiËuents of the mixture varies over more than

three orders of magnitude. In flavor research one frequently deals wiËh

rarigesof concenLraËion'. extending over five Ëo nine orders of magnitude(5, 9)

As Lhe range of concentrations increasesr irrorê and more resoluËion and

sample capacíty are needed to facilitate high deËecËability.

Range of molecular strucËures. As sËaËed earlier, a coÍìmon

characËerístic of food and beverage flavors is the fact Ëhat they are

present as complex mixtures (3, 4) . To reveal the composition of a complex

mixture of unknown constituents is a formidable task (2,5, 9). fhe selec-
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-tÍvity of the liquid phase or solvenË efficíency plays a major role in

achievement of high resolution (36-38). trühen the nature of the subst,ances

present in the mixture is known, high resoluËíon can be provided by using

high selectivity liquid phases (36). However, sínce in most of Ëhe cases

the míxtures consist of several groups of compounds (alcoholsr êStêrsr

aldehydes, ketones, eËc.) one carlnot usually provide equally high resolution

for all the members of all the groups simulËaneously. One is therefore

confronted wiËh a problem the solution of which requires a choice between

four different, approaches ;

a. prelimínary fractionaËion into separate groups (alcohols,

esters, ketonesretc.),

b. repeated analysís wiLh differenL liquid phases,

c. searchíng for a suitable general purpose liquid phase,

d. development of special mulLi-column gas chromatographic

system.

The disadvantages of approaches a and b are that the procedures are more

complicated and more sources of errors and artifacts exist. A major design

effort is required for approach d which would require the development of

ne!ü concepts and nevr components.'. Approach c is most suitable for rapid

routíne monitoring of the levels of the Erace flavor constituenËs in

a given product; however, it requires a somehThat tedious empírical search

for suitable liquid phases and relies more on column efficiency.

Range of concentrations. The quantitative composition of Lhe

sample is directly related to the problem of achieving resolution and

associated wiLh sample capaciËy of the column (33). When Ëhe sample

consisËs,,. .,, of a mixture in which the range of concentrations of flavor
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consEiLuents exLends over two orders of magnitude only, high resolution

cornbined with suffíciently hígh sensiËivity n¿ry secure high detectabílity

wiLhout the need for high sample capacity. Inlhen Ëhe composition of Lhe

mixËure exËends ov€r a wide range of concentrationsrí.e.rf.Lve Lo nine

orders of magnitude (5, 9), revealing the presence of the trace consËiLuents

becomes extremely difficult due to severe overlapping, and due to lack

of clues as Ëo their presence. If, for example, under most of the major

peaks appearing in a typical 1-00-peak flavor chromaËogram a.Ërace consti-

tuent of I ppm of a compound is hidden, exposing the míxture through diffe-

renË liquid phases may only hide these traces in another place under

anoËher compound (5). IË can, therefore, be concluded that the narrorver

the range of concentraËions of the sample the easier it becomes to reveal

its composition by gas chromaËography. A glance at the rrGlueckauf plotr'(33)

supports this staËemenË directly. UnforËunately, the composition of mixËures

encountered in food and beverage flavor research usually extends over

a wíde range of concentrations (5, 9,). In direct analysis of alcoholic

beverages, for insLance, one is confronted wíth mixtures which extend over

9 - 10 orders of magnitude.

Range of boílíng-points. Additional diffícultíes in revealing

the composition of flavor mixtures are encountered when constituents

of widely differing boilíng points are present. Usually, as a solution

Ëo this problem, temperature prograflrming is performed (3, 39). However,

liquid phases that exhibit selectivity towards low boil-ing constituents

are usually not stable at higher temperatures and cannot be used for

revealing the composiË.ion of the hígh boiling point constituents. On the

oËher hand, liquid phases that are stable at high temperatures are usually

solids at low temperatures and cannot be used for Ëhe separation of the
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low boiling point constit,uents. In addition to the quesLion of stability

of Èhe stationary phase aË high temperatures or its viscosity at Low

temperatures (39), the continuously increasing vapor pressure of the

liquid phase occurring duríng temperature programming causes severe

problems when working at high sensítivity. The widely adopted dual column

dual detector approach to the problem (39) ís applicable only for low

or moderate sensitivities or only when programming through ranges of

Ëemperatures aË which the vapor pre.ssure of Ehe liquid phase is negligible.

A ner¿,simple method for temperature programming at high sensitiviLies

will be described in thís thesis. It therefore can be concluded that

Lhe narrower Lhe range of boiling points of the constiËuents composing

the mixture, the easier it becomes to fÍnd a suiËable liquid phase.



ChapLer

Chromatographic Regol-ution and Methods for Achievement

of Hígh ResoluLion

The principles and Ëheory of the process of chromatographic

separation have recently been presented in a detailed and an exceptionally

clear way by Gíddings (37, 38). Earlier, the theories of gas chromatography

have been presenLed in all the textbooks on gas chromat,ography (33,40 - 44)

and its specÍal techniques (34, 35, 39). The presentaËion of formulae here

ís therefore restricted Ëo a minimum and introduced only to clarify Ehe ËexË.

Guíde rules for selection of optimum parameËers for achíevement

of a gas chromaËographic separation have been described in the literature

(33, 35 - 37,40,44). These rules apply to flavor analysis in a general

r^74y. They usually deal wiËh optimizing the operating paramelers and

deriving the minimum number of theoretical plates required to achieve Ëhe

separaËion of an isolaËed pair of substances. However, in the application

of gas chromaËography to flavor analysis we deal \,7ith detection of trace

constituents in complex mixLures under complicaËed sets of circumstances.

The general rules for the achievement of high resolution or high column

efficiency cannot therefore be blindly followed.

To succeed in performing Ëhe complex gas chromatographic funcËíon of

resolving multicomponent mixtures, one musË optimize the use of theoryr

experience and intuiËíon, according to the character of the problem on hand.

It ís the purpose of this chapter to menËion bríefly the general rules

on increasing column efficiency and resoluËion in view of Ëhe special problems

involved in det,ermíning the composiÈion of flavor mixtures.
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2.L. Principles and Guide Rules for Achievement

of High Resolution

2.L.L" Column efficiency

Chromatographic separation is achieved in prínciple due to the

differences in the velocities of component zone migration and limited

zone spreading. No separation is achíeved when zone spreading overpor¡7ers

the differerrce between the componenL velocity of zone migration.

Resolution is a measure of the degree of separation of zones (3g). The

degree of zone spreading is a measure of column quality or column efficiency.

It is expressed in terms of the "Height. Equivalent to a Theoret,ical plater,

H.E.T.P" (33 - 34). Column efficiency is Ëherefore one of Ëhe Ëwo major

factors involved in the achievement of high resolution. It is therefore

of interesË to review here briefly the theoretical guide rules for the

achievemenË of high column efficiencies.

By assuming additíve but independent, contributions of Ëhe

underlyíng processes responsible f.or zone spreading, van DeemËer, Zuiderweig

and Klinkenberg (45) developed the rate theory of gas chromatography.

The principle outcome of their theory is the well known van Deemt,er equation¡

ftD , d?-H=2^dp+2g_.ses.# #"i.#". lrl

where t dp = solid support particle dÍameter

¡, - * 
tlrq

"tu""
K = distribuËion(parËitiort coefficienË

¡ = packing consËant

f = tort.uosiËy constant

D = diffusion coefficient of the component in Ëhe gas phase
c
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D, = diffusion coefficient. of the component in the líquid phase

df = liq,tid phase film thíckness

u = linear velocity of the carrier gas

F___; F",,= volume fraction of gas and liquid in the column.gas ' tr_q,

IL immedíaËely becomes apparent. from equatíon 1 that by decreasing the

particle sizè, decreasing Ëhe liquid phase film thíckness, using uníform

packing, employing a heavier gas (1ower gas diffusion coefficÍent) and

optimizing the flow raËe, a decrease of Hri.e"rincreasè.of column

efficiency2 !,ril1 be achieved.

In a simpler form, Ëhe van Deempt.er equation can be rewrítten as follows :

ir=t+B/;+c.; lzlr r-/

where , -n = Ëhe average plate heighË

I = the average linear velocity of the carrier gas

A = eddy current. or mulLiple path term

B = molecular diffusíon t,erm

C = resistance Ëo mass transfer term

Jones (46), showed that additional Ëerms are required in the

van Deempter equation t,o account more accurately for Ëhe processes taking

place in a gas chromatographic column and derived a six term equaËion which

can be writËen in the simplified form as follows :

È = A+ B/ü + c ü + c.ü+ c-ü+ c ü'e.L2-3 [, ]

The Lerms A and B are identical Ëo those of equation 1. The liquid mass

transfer term C, differs only slightly in Ëhe numerical coeffLcíent 2/3

instead of B/oz " The new terms in Jonest equation account. for resistance

to mass transfer in the gas phase (ctî), velocity disrribution (c2î) and
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"correlationr' (C3f). Gíddings (37) derived a different modification of

the classic van Deempter equation ;

" = ';; o* + en( r - R) 3 . - uP" 
[o)u-DtDe

where : g = configuration factor, a constanË depending on the shape of

rhe units of liquid phase (generally equaL L/4)

R = retention raLio (peak velocÍËy to gas velociËy)

¿r) = proportionally constant

rn the simplified form Ëhis equation can be wriLten as forlows

H = B/u * Cru * .rr [t]
By using the modified version of the van Deempter equation a somewhaË

more refined prediction of guíde rules for optimi.zíng column parameËer

can be made as shown by Giddings (37)" EquaLions 1, 2, and 3 provide

a considerable amount of information regarding the possible ways for

achieving high column efficiencies. Keulemans (40), purnell (42),

Da1 Nogare (33) and Giddings (37) presented an excellenr analysis of

Ëhe pracË,ical approaches for minimLzíngH. Giddings' approach (37)

will be followed here in a condensed way with added conrnents of int,eresË

in flavor analysis.

Column lengËh, L. From equations l, 2, and.3, one gathers

LhaÈ H is independent of column lengËh and thaË the toËal number of
theoretical plates should be directly proportional to the length of the

column" This seems Ëo be true only when Ëhe pressure drop across the column

ís sma1l (44). tr{ith longer column 'elution times increase. Since analysis

time is noË of greaË import.ance in research, using long columns is one of
the easiest \,rays t,o improve resolution. However, because both peak

spreading and differential migration Ëake place, Ëhe overall resolution
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increases only with rJÏ rather than with L. Ttre maxÍmum practical column

length is limiËed by difficulLies created in p¡eparíng such columns, by

difficulties in operating at high inlet pressures and by Lhe decrease of
sensitivity occuring due to the broadening of the peaks. Before these limits
are reacheiå however, there is a wide range of column length thaË can be

used withouË serious difficulties. The practical limits of maximum column

lenglh can be exLended provided special methods for preparation of such

columns and operaË'ion at high pressures are developed. Long packed columns

are of special interest in flavor analysis because Ëhey combine higher sample

capacíty and high efficiency. A meËhod for preparaËion of long columns in
síngle lengËhs was developed and described here and Lhe applicability of

such columns as substitutes to capillary columns was invesLigaËed (secËion 2.3 ).
carríer gas ,frow velocity, For maxímum resoluËion the flow

velocity of the carrier gas has to be adjusted to make H minimal.

MaËhematically the opËimum flow velocity, uopËr is found by setting Ëhe

derivative dtt/du equal to zero (33, 36 , 37, 40, 42, 44) and solving for u.

rn practice, hovrever, it is easier to find rona of plotLing H versus u and

noting Ehe location of the minimum. Th. rop, can be also found by injecLing

a pair of closely relaËed substances under different flows and measuring

Ëhe resolution obtained in each case. Chromatographing isothermally aË

uopt flow rates for the resolution of complex mixËures with a wide range

of boiling points may give extremely long elutÍon times for the heavy

constituents and cause lowering of peak heights to Ëhe levels of baseline

fluctuaLions" As a rough general rule u should, therefore, be kept between

L to 2 times topË. The recenËly developed technique of flow programming (47)

seems to be particularly suitable for work with complex mixtures.

Flow velocity in any point of Ëhe column is dependent
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on the inlet and ouËleL pressures set by the operator. The optimum

flow velocity can be-aehieved for various inlet and ouËlet pressures.

To optimize t1ne absolute values of the inlet and out,leË pressures in

addition to Ëhe flow velocity it is necessary to consider how Ëhe various

Ëerms appearing in Lhe compleË,e equaËions depend on the pressure. The

term B in equations 2 and 3 is proportional to the gaseous diffusion

coefficient D, which is inversely proporËionaI to p. llorking at higher

pressures therefore improves Ëhe efficiency. on the other hand the

term Co appearing in equaËion 5 is inversely proport,ional to D and Ëhusó-g
proportional Lo p. By combining the appropriaËe expressions into the

equation Ëhat give" H*i' one observes Ëhat the smallest value of plate

height occurs as p ----+ âé . However, the actual gain of resolution

obËained by increasíng Ëhe aveïage pressure þ depends on the relaËive

magnitude of C^ and C, . Further increases of pressure are of no valuegI
when Cr>>Cl/p" As far as the pressure is concerned there are no special

rules to be followed in flavor analysis.

solid s_upporË. Difficutties in the application of the guide

rules for hígh column efficiency are caused by solid support effects.

The theory of gas chromaËography assumes that the solid support is an

inert mat,erial which acts only as a scaffold to hold Ëhe liquid phase in

a highly dispersed configuration. The commonly used diatomaceous earÈh

is far from being inert, and causes considerable loss of column efficiency

due to adsorption on the liquid-solid int,erface" Various t,reaËments for

reducing the surface activity of solid supports Ëend to decrease its

surface area Lhus causing an undesirable decrease of the dispersion of

Lhe liquid phase" The structure of solid support is of Ëhe utmost import,ance

for Lhe achievement of high efficiencies and directly influences the
2term d. in equat,ion 4. Smaller pores are more desirable for smaller H.t^
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The pÍnk ground firebrick with numerous pores in the 1¡ range is

superior to the white form of diatomaceous earth. unfortunately

the pink firebrick exhibit,s stronger adsorption effects and its use is
almost prohibited for analyses of substances which contain free active

groups such as -OH,-COOH and -NEr.

Particle diameter- Equation I shows that H is proporËional Ëo

d-, rn equat,i ott 4, H is proporLional Ëo d:. using smaller particleP ' ' p-

diameter is therefore beneficial for obËaining smaller H. As partÍcle

diameter is decreased, Ehe pressure drop across the column increases and

so do experimental inconveniences. I,Íith particular interest to flavor

analysis one must opËimize column lengthr parLicle diameter and inleË

pressure" The gain. of column efficiency by extra column length wíLh

somewhaË bigger particles seems Lo be more promising than shorËer fine
mesh columns for the same inlet pressure. Long narror,ü bore packed

columns (30 to 100 feet 1/8" o.D")which are very promising for high

resolution applications cannot be easily used with Ëhe 100 - 120 mesh

packing 
"

column inËernal diameter. The plate height equations do not

indicate any relationship between H and the diameter of the column.

It is ivell known, however, that large diameter preparat,ive columns are much

inferior to analyt,ical columns. The reason for extra zone spreadÍng in

large diameter columns originates in non-uniform velocity profiles

across the column cross section. IË is Lherefore desirable to work with

columns of smal1 internal diameLer" There ís a recent Lrend towards Ëhe

use of small diameter columns (L/8" or 3fL6,t o.D. instead of the sËandard

L/4't o.D") although the overall gain of efficiency when detectable is noË

high 
"
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Carrier gas. The gas phase diffusion coefficienE, Dr,appears ín

two terms of the plate height equation 4. The molecular diffusion term B

is proportional to Og while the term Cr(gas phase resisËance to mass transfer)

is inversely proporËional Eo Dg. The t,erm B becomes smaller when a carrier

gas with a sma1l D, is used but then Ëhe term c* becomes larger. At, low

flow velocities the t.erm B is dominant and Do should be small while at
Ò

high carrier gas velocit,ies D, should be large. The application of Ëhís

guide rule Eo flavor analysis must be evaluated in Ëerms of the use of

long packed columns. I^lith such columns the use of carrier gases of small

D^ and relatively low carrier gas velocities Ís desirable buË may lead tog

long elution t,imes and necessiEaËes the use of high inlet pressures because

the gases that have larger D, usually have higher viscosities. Helium is

most, unsuitable for Lhis purpose because it combines large D, and relatively

high vÍscosity (higher than nitrogen). NiËrogen is, of course, suitable

for medium length columns (30 - 50 feet) but, not for ext,ra long columns

(50 - 150 feet) because iË will require excessive Ínlet pressures.

Hydrogen appears to be mosË suitable for this range. The relati'r¡e meriËs

of carrier gases in conjunction wiLh long narrow bore packed columns are

further discussed ín section 2.3 of this chapter.

2.L.2. Resolution

The factors that ínfluence t,he resoluËion of any given pair of

substances are best analysed from Ëhe separation function (37).

S.F. =

2(4K) t
L6H( f + K)2 LuJ

where :AK =

v-
I\-

rl-

the difference in the partition coefficients

the mean partition coefficient

plate heighË
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L = column length

þ = ratLo of free gas volume to liquid volume in the column.

The factors which affect column efficiency,Il, were discussed in the

previous secLion of this chapter. Obviously, smaller H results in beLter

resolution. The effect of column length has also been discussed earlier.

In the following the effect of various palameters on K and f wLLL be

díscussed.

solvent efficiency or selectiwity. In most of the cases the

term selectivity refers directly Lo ¿ K and seems more correcË than

the Ëerm polarity for describíng Lhe properties of liquid phases (48).

Giddings (37, 3B) defined the quantíty aK/K as I'relative seleclivityrr.

Equation 6 shows that resoluLion can be achieved only when AK' O, and

that liquid phases Lhat exhibít largec AK fön a given pair of substances

frLof e
achieve the separatiol easi17. The bulk of published data on propertíes

of líquid phases and their selectivity is the only source of information

for a scienList who is aË,Ëempting Ëo achieve a particular separation.

The difference in the partiLion coefficients of Lwo compounds expresses

differences in interacËion forces between Ëhe molecules of the solvent

(liquid phase) and the molecul-es of the solut,es. UnfortunaËely,the theory

of these in¡eractions is extremely complex and selectiviËy cannot be

predicred (37, 40). Íhe search for high selecLivíty liquid phases is

therefore entírely empirical and guided only by experience and chemical

inLuition.

selectiviLy is not the only property of the tiquid phase that

influences the resoluLion. The liquid phase diffusion coefficienË Dt

(equaËions I and 4) is one of . the most imporËant single Lerms influencing
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column efficiency. UnfortunaEelyrvery little data on D, values are

available. This is due to experimental difficulties in measuring this

quaotity. Pioneering work on t,he measurement of diffusÍon coefficients

was carried out by Evanoff and Harris (49) using polarographic techniques.

The use of some high selectivity liquid phases may Ín cases become

prohibitive due to extremely small values of D, of the compounds of interest

in these phases or due to adsorbtion of these compounds on the gas-liquid

interface.

Temperature. The effect of temperaLure on K is very strong

(exponential). In most of the cases an íncrease of 25-35oC will reduce

K to half of Íts original value and double the rate of component mígration.

The relative selectivity .AK/K decreases as the t.emperaLure is increased.

At sufficiently high temperatures A K becomes so sma1l that the values

of H and L are no more sufficient to provide resolution. Lowering

column temperaËures obviously enhances the resolution as far as ,ô,K/K is

concerned. IË also decreases H which bríngs further enhancement of the

resolutíon. However, there is a limit to how much the operating

temperature can be lowered while sti11 gaining in resolution because D,

becomes too small. At lower operating temperatures eluËion times increase

Ëhus decreasing the detectabíliËy"

Liquid phase loading. The effect of the liquid phaseloading

percentage on the resolution is expressed ín equation 6 thro"gh f .

The quantíËy þ appears both directly in thís equatíon and indirectly/
through H (n in equation 4 equals f/(f+ K) ). The resolutíon

appears Eo increase with I becoming smallerri.e.rincreasing the percen-

tage of liquid phase. However, H suffers a prominent increase for liquid
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loading exceeding 30% which limits the maximum permíssable liquid loadings

Ëo about 3O%. Below 30% loading H does not vary greatly. The elution

time is strongly influenced by changes of the liquid phase percenËage

and although it does not appear Ín the equation, high liquid loadings

automatically limit the column length L which in Eurn limits the resolution.

In optimizLng L and f the elution time and loss of detectabiliËy must

be Ëaken as limiting facËors. In flavor analysis by gas chromatography

detectability cannoË, be sacrificed. High resolution should, therefore,

be achieved by using longer columns with lower percentages of liquid phase

provided there is a net, gain of resoluËion.

2.1.3. Capillary columns

Capiltrary columns, which were íntroduced by Golay in L957 (50),

have repeatedly proven Índispensible in high resolution gas chromatoraphy

(3,4,51-53). They are, Ëherefore, of special interest in flavor research.

Because of their , low sample capacity (34,35), hovJever, capillary columns

are in principle noL suítable for trace analysis (34). They are usually

used in flavor research for analysis of preconcenËraËed samples (3,4).

Due to Ëhe large / values of capillary columns they need more theore-

t,ical plates to perform, given separation Ëhan packed columns (54).

However, due to the low pressure drop per unit length, capillary columns

can offer a very larçnumber of theoret,ical plates by using appropriate

column lengths, wíthout the need of ext,ra high pressures and without

causing excessive increase of elut,ion Limes. Furthermore, due Ëo the low

flow raËes (0.5-5cc/min.) used in capillary columns, single column Lempe-

raLure programming can be readily performed. These features of Lhe

capillary columns make them particularly attractive for Lhe analysis of
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complex mixËures" Two monographs (34,35) give a detailed account on

theory, technology and application of capillary columns. Our conËri-

bution in this field deals wiLh Lhe development of an ímproved meËhod

for preparation of such columns.

2.2. An Improved Method for Preparation of

Capillary Columns.

2.2 .L. Introduction

Capillary columns have repeatedly been proved excellenE for

high resolution in gas chromatography (3,4,51-53). Due to difficulties

involved in their preparation and use, holnTever, the application of capillary

golumns Ís present.ly not as wide as it should be, considering their

merits (55). Special care should be taken Ëo select solvents of

suitable polarity for the coat,ing solutions (3a); the wetting properties

of the sËationary phase towards the material of È,he capillary tubing

should be checked (34,56), and means should be made available for forcing

the coating soluËion through the column at a low and constant velocity (35).

This latter condiËion ís difficult to achieve even when precision needle

valves are used Lo conLrol the gas flow (35).

The existing methods for preparaËion of capillary columns have

been reviewed by Kaiser (34) and Ettre (35). Although the importance of

careful control of the coatíng process has been stressed by these authors,

the sinrplified approach of merely forcing the coating solution through the

column by a constant gas pressure still seems the prevalent method in the

literature. In our laboratory, this simplified approach gave less satÍs-

facËory results. The meËhod of Kaiser (34), usíng an electrolytic ce11
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for producing a low and controlled gas flow, gave satisfact,ory resulLs.

tr'Ie developed a novel method for coating capillary columns,

based on stabilízatLon of the plug velocity and gas velocíty in the colunrr

by the use of a flow restrictÍon device placed downstream from the column

to be coated. Thís device was designated a "liquid brake".

2.2.2. Experimental

ApparaËus. A relatively simple glass apparatus rnias used (Fig. 1),

consistÍng of gas source, mercury manometer (A), inlet, system (B-E),

capillary colurn¡r Ëo be cgated (F), vorumeËric cottector tube for the

coating-plug (G), plug-velocity stabLLLzLtc system (H-K): ând soap bubble

flow meter (M). The heavy, solid crossl¡-nes on Frgure L (marked B, c, etc.)

represent interconnections in the glass sysËem; these were made of short

pieces of Tygon tubrng, l/L6't r.D., and provided with metal screw clips

for opening and closing of the flow línes. The coat,ing solution did not

come in conËact with these t,ube connect,ions wiËh exception of the one

marked D. Other connections beLween glass tubings, and between glass

Lubing and meËal capillary tubing, T,^rere made as butË joints, usíng a sleeve

of Tygon tubing and taking care Ëo join butt ends closely so as to minimize

Ëhe deposiËion of coating liquid at these locations.

A nitrogen cylinder with pressure reducing valve provided the

carrier gas and pressure required to force the coatíng solution through

the column"

The inlet system was made from a graduated l-ml pipette (E),

2 nnr r.D., by cutËing off the pointed Ëip. The coating solut,ion r^7as

introduced aË location c either by disconnecting the Tygon tubing and



Figure I

Coating Apparatus (schematic)

A MercurY fiianometer

B-E " InleL system

F Capillary column to be coated

G Vol-umetric coll-ector Lube for the

coatíng plug (rrliquid brake").

H-K Plug-ve1-ocity stabilizing sysLem

M Capillary soap bubbl-e fl-ow meter
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adding the solution by a pípette, or by injecËing the soluËion by

a hypoderrnic syringe througfi a rubber septum arrangement at location C

(not shown in the figure) 
"

The volumet,ric collector Ëube (G) for the coaËing plug was made

from a section of a graduat,ed l-mr pipette sealed at Ëhe lower end.

IË functioned as a measuring reservoír for the unconsumed parl of the

coaËing plug emerging from the capillary tubrng after coaËing. To

minimize depositÍon of coating solution in Ëhe interconnecLions between

column and collecLor tube and between column and inlet. system, Lhese

interconnections were made as shorË as possíble.

The plug-velocity stabilizing system, designated the liquid

brake, consisted of Ë\^io reservoirs (H, K) for Lhe ttbrakert liquid,

a restricting capÍllary tubing (r), and a collector flask (J) for the

brake liquid with an outlet tube (L). Reservoir H and collect,or flask J

were of approximately 10 ml volume" The dimensions of the restricËing

capillary tubing and the viscosity of the brake liquid were chosen so

that the pressure required to force the brake liquid through the restríc-

ting capillary tubing was considerably higher Ëhan the pressure required

to force the coating plug through the column to be coaËed. A resËricting

capillary tubíng of 10 fL length and O.O1 inch r.D. (stainless sreel)

was sat.isfacËory for the coaËing of columns of 0.02 inch I"D. (irrespective

of column lengËh) " Distilled waËer was used as brake liquid. The purpose

of reservoir K r,^las to refill reservoir H, if required, wiËhout changing

Ëhe pressure in the syst,em.

The soap-bubble flow meter (M) was made from a thick-walled

glass capillary tubing, 3 ft x 1 mm I.D.

A modifíed version of the apparat,us (Fig. 2) was occasionally



FiguÏg 2

M.odified Version of the Cggting Appâratus

for Accurate DeËemination of

FiLm Thickness

Shows the capil-Lary column conaecËed to two

pl-ug volume measuring capillaries (feflon).
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used for more accurate esËimation of Ehe film Ëhíckness. In the modífied

version, tlnio Lransparent and non-wettable capillary tubings (Teflon) were

inserted between the capillary column and Ëhe inlet system and, on the

outleË side, between the capí11ary column and the liquid brake sysËem.

The Teflon tubing diameËer (0.022 inch r.D.) was slighrly larger than

the diameËer (0.02 inch I.D.) of the column to be coated.

Procedure. The column to be coated was freed from possible

organic mat,erial deposit.ed on the inner wall during its production or

otherwise by passing through it a seríes of pure solvents followed by

drying as described by Kaiser (34) and Ettre (35) " Subsequenrlyr the volume

of pure coating solvenË consumed for wettíng the inner waIl of the column

at a certain plug speed \,{as measured in order Ëo estímate the concentration

of coating so1-ution required t,o give the desired film thickness (34). The

column was again dried before being coat,ed.

The desired amounË of coating solutron \^7as int,roduced into Ëhe

graduaËed pípette E at locat,íon C, using a l-ml syring€rwiLh clip D closed.

Clip C was then closed and (wiËh clip B open, the two clips for reservoir K

closed, and reservoir H filled with distilled water) a pressure of approxi-

mately 15 psi was applied. The resulting low flow of nit,rogen through

Ëhe column was n:easured with the flow meter (i{) . clip B was closed and

clips C and D opened; the coating solution slowly entered Ëhe capillary column

wiLh no change in Ëhe flow rate. The flow rate at differenË int,ervals

during the plug Lravel \¡7as measured with the flow meter. The time for. ,-

the coating p1-gg front to pass through Ëhe column was measured. The volume

of unconsumed coating soluLion collecËed in tube G was recorded.

After the coating plug had emerged from the column, the flow of

gas \¡7as conËinued for approximately 4 hx aX unchanged flow rate to
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evaporate the solvent in the column" The gas pressure \,vas then gradually

reduced to zero; the liquid brake system was disconnected from the colunü.

and the column and the flow meter lvas connected directly to the column.

A higher flow rate of about 2 mL/mLn was further maintained for abouL

10 hr by applying a gas pressure of 5-10 mm Hg (above atmospheric) 
"

The column was then conditioned as described by Kaiser (34) 
"

The plug velocity was obtained at different times during the

coat,ing process by measuring the flow rate and converting iË to linear

velocity of the plug (the coaËing plug, the brake tiquíd in capíllary I,

and the air dísplaced from collect,or flask J all have identical flow rates)

The average velocity of the plug Ëhrough the column was obtained by

measuring the time for the coaËing plug front to pass through the column.

The film thickness was estimated from the volume of coating

solution consumed in the column (the difference between the volumes

measured in E and G), the concentration of the coating solution, and the

area of Ëhe inner wall of the capillary column (34). ('

More accurate estimations of film thickness \¡7ere obLained using

Èhe modified version of the apparatus Q'ig " 2) " The volume of coatíng

solut.ion consumed in the column was obtained from measurements of the length

of the plug as ít travelled through the Teflon capillaries before and

after coating 
"

2"2.2. Results and discussion

The described procedure for coaEing of capillary columns

provides for a rigid control of Ëhe plug velocity during its Eravel

through the column and of the gas flow during the subsequent drying process.

The difficulty in obtaíning this rigíd control with many of the contrnon

coating procedures in use,is associaËed with Ëhe conËinually changing
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resistance to flolr that occurs r.^7hen a coating plug travels Ëhrough

a capillary tubing" This difficulty has been overcome in Lhe present

system by introducing a consËanE and high resistance to f1ow, the

liquid brake, in the system downstream from Ehe column to be coated.

rn principle, Ë,his secondary flow restrictor is construcËed to give

considerably higher flow resistance than that occurring in the column

during the coaË,ing process. The resulting flow rate in the sysËem will

Ëhus depend on the secondary flow resisËance and be virtually independent

of the varying flow resistance in the column. By maintaining a constant

resistance to flow in the secondary rest,rictor, Ëhe flow raÉe ín the

column will remain consLant during the entire coating process.

In Ë,he púesent syst,em, the secondary flow rest,ricËor consisËed

of a short capillary tubíng and a r{ater supply thaË was being continually

forced through Ëhe capillary Lubing Ëo create Ëhe required flow resistance.

The results of coating a capillary column with and wiËhout the

use of the liquid brake system \^Iere compared in terms of the plug velocity

and Ëhe gas velocity as recorded at regular inËervals during the coaEing

process (Fig. 3). The column in these experiments was 100 feeL long and

of 0.02 inch I.D.; the gas pressure from the nítrogen t.ank was maíntained

at 760 and 40 mm Hg when coaËing wiLh and withouË the liquid brake, rêspec-

tively; a coating plug of 0.5 ml volume was introduced into the column.

trühen Ëhe liquid brake system was used (¡'ig. 3, A), the flow rate

remained constant, at a linear velocity in the column of 1.35 cm/sec during

the entire coating process, i.e., before, during and afËer the Ëravel of

the plug through Ëhe column.

When the liquid brake sysrem was omirred (Fie. 3rB), rhe flow

rate varied considerably. At Ëhe introduction of the plug into the column



Figure. 3

Plug and Gas Vel-_ocity_in the Col-umn

as a Function of Time During

Lhe Goating Process

A. I{iËh f-iquid brake

B. lüithout f-iquid brake
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the lÍnear velocity in the column decreased abrupLly from 4.4 to 2.1 cm/sec.

During the coaËingr the plug velocity was Írregular and, furthermore,it

increased gradually from 2.1 to 2.6 cmfsec, i.e., a relative increase

of.24 per cent" At exit of the plug from the column" Ëhe gas velocíty

in the column increased abrupËly from 2.6 to 5.1 cm/sec.

The flow pattern obtained wiLhout use of the liquid brake (Fíg. 3, B)

probably illustrates the condit,ions prevailing in the more couunonly used

dynanr-ic coaËing procedures. under such conditions, Lhe formation of

a uníform film is severely hampered by different factors. As Lhe film

Ëhickness under cerËain condiËions has been found proportional Ëo the plug

velocity (34), the gradual increase in plug velocity during Lhe coating

process should resulË in a gradually increasing film thickness along the

column. The rapid acceleraËion of the plug during its exiË from the

column should resulL in a considerable increase in film thickness in this

region of the column. The abrupt increase in gas flow that occurs afËer

emergence of the coaËing plug may resulË in Ëhe formatíon of small new

plugs of coat,ing soluËion at various locations in the column; these

plugs would travel at, consíderable velociËy and result in an uneven film

thickness along the co1-umn. Finally, a slow and unífora rate of evaporation

of i Lhe solvent after exit, of the coat,ing plug, which is considered an

imporËant factor for obtaining a uniform film (34), is difficult to ob-

Ëain under such conditions.

As point,ed out by Bernhard (57) and Zlarkís (58), a certain

degree of ttsmoothing" of film irregulariËies undoubtedly occurs during

the conditioning of the column: particularly if the highest permissible

temperature for the liquid phase is used. One might expect, holvever,

thaË Ëhe smooËhing ís effective only in localized areas in Ëhe column
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and that it nright be dÍfficult by this procedure to correct fora gradually

increasing filn Ëhickness throughouË the entire colunn as caused by plug

acceleration during coating. Also, the beneficial effect of the smoothing

upon column quality may not be entirely predictable.

The flow paËtern obtained with use of the liquid brake (Fig" 3, A),

however, should great.ly facilitate Ëhe deposition of a uniform film as

the plug velocity remains consËanË durÍng coaËing, and the gas flow

afLer plug emergence remains constant and aË the same low velocity as

Lhat of the coating plug.

The flow stabiLLzatíon principle provides a coaËing procedure

Ëhat is well defined, reproducible, and símple to perform. It should

contribute Ëo alleviate the present situation in coaLíng procedures as

recenËly described by Desty (10) : 'tCoating procedures are sËilI fairly

unreliable, parËÍcularly in inexperienced hands There is great need

for careful systematic work ".. if r¡re are to ímprove on the rbash it, through

and hoper meLhod widely pracË,iced.'t

OËher types of flow restricËors, such as a narroTd-bore capillary

Lubing through which the nitrogen gas would flow and create the required

back-pressure, could probably wiLh equal effect replace the liquíd brake

sysËem here described, provided the rest,rictor were placed downstream from

Ëhe column to be coated.
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2.3 . Preparation and performance of Long

Narrow-Bore Packed Columns

2.3 .L. Introduction

High resolution is atËainable in gas chromatography by Lhe

combined effects of high solvent (liquid phase) and column efficiencies,

sma1l S values and sufficient column length (33,37). capillary columns/
offer the use of pract,ically unlimiLed column lengths and high column

efficíencies, However, Ëhey have large values f.or f and small sample

capacity. FurËhermore, their applicatÍon is limited only Ëo stationary

phases of suitable wetting properties (56,s7,59). unforËunat,ely, liquid

phases of hígh solvent efficiency towards polar substances frequéntly

exhibit poor r^retting properties (57).

Long narrow-bore packed columns of low liquÍd phase loadings

(60-64) offer an attracLive alËernat,ive to capillary coluurns ín high

resolution gas chromatography. They offer relat,ively high column

efficiencies, compaËibility with any liquid phase, intermediat,e values

"f f, sufficienËly wide range of useful column lengths and low cost"

These feaLures, together wiËh a most valuable increase in the sample

capaciËy, make the long packed columns suûtable. for flavor analysis.

The convent,ional method for packing gas chromatographic columns

(vertical filling and tapping) is inapplicable for packing long narror¡/-

bore columns. In order to obtain Ëhe desired column lengËh Spencer (61)

inËerconnecËed 10-fL secËions of L/B"O.D. packed columns. InterconnectÍng

short column sections by Swagelok unions increases the dead volume of

the column. Kargers and cooke (62) found that the inability to pack

long single length columns efficiently ouËweighs the disadvanËage of
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Ëhe slight increase of the dead volume occuring when shorË sections

are interconnected. Asimilar opinion \¡ias expressed by Amos and Hurrel (60).

Ihe development of a suit,able method for packing of long narrow-bore

columns in a single length is desirable for Ëhe elimination of dead

volumes, for cuËËing down the cost of the column and for simplifying

their preparation. rt was our purpose to develop such a method and

investígat,e the applicability of long narrow-bore packed columns in

flavor analysis as an alternative to capillary columns.

2.3 .2. ExperimenËal

Columns up Ëo 50 ft lengths were packed by suspending the tubing

vertically, st.raight or in U shape using specially designed tools which

are shown in Figure 4a. These Ëools consíst of a kit of grooved clamps

made of brass which were used to fasten the column ends at the upper

end of the stairwell and to serve as a weight on the lower part of the

U shape as shown in Figure 4b. The packíng material was por.rred batch-

wise into the two ends of the column Lhrough small funnels and packed

by light Ëapping (verËical and horizontal) on the clamps and on the column.

The column was Ëhen coiled with a minimum radius of curvature of 2.25t1

and preconditioned. Columns I and 2 (Appendix 1) \¡iere prepared according

to this procedure. Most of the work was carried out, with column 1 which

contained the same liquid phase as a 100 ft,0.02" r.D. capíllary column

(colurnn 3). several tesË mixtures containing c, to cu alcohols (eoly-

science Corporat.ion, Evanston, Illínois, Qual. Kit No.13) and a 1:!

mixture of 2-pentanol and 3-pentanol were run with columns Lr2r3 ar.d 4

under comparable conditions. An Aerograph model 660 gas chromatograph

(FID system .6., secËion3.7.1 ) was used in conjunction with the long

narrow-bore packed columns. A Barber Coleman Selecta 5000 gas chromatograph,



Figure 4

Grooved PlaLes for Packjng

Lone Narrow-Bore Col-umns

in Single Lengths.

A. The grooved plates (expLoded view).

B. Il-lusLration of the mode of use of the grooved

p1-aLes for packing of a long U shaped colurnn.
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(FID system 4 section 3.7.1.) and a t'scavenger" gas arrangement to

elÍminate dead volumes in the outleL of the column (similar Ëo the

arrangement shown in Figure 17) "was used in conjuncËion with the capil-

lary column. The mixture of pentanols was run aL l00oC wíth columns

1 and 3. The nitrogen inleË pressure of column 1 was set at,40, 50, 60,

70,80, 90, 100 and 120 psi and the mixËure of pent,anols r,vas run twice

at each pressure. The highest resolution \^ras observed for ínleË pressure

of 70 psi. The mixture of pentanols !,tas run with column 3 at various

split ratios 1:50 to.1:300 with nitrogen flow rates ranging between 2.5

and 7.0 ml/min. The optimum flow rate (uopt) was found to range between

2"5 and 3.5 nl/min. Above spl"it ratios of l:2OO no improvement of the

resolutíon \¡Ias observed. For comparíson of Ëhe time reguired to achieve

given separation, Ëhe Qual. Kit No. 13 míxtures (five) were run wíth

column 3 at l0OoC adjusting the flow raËe so that, baseline separation

of all the constiËuenËs is achieved (approx. 7 ml/rnin ). These mix-

tures were also run with column 1 at lOOoC with 110 psi inlet pressure
o

and at L28 C with 130 psi inlet pressure. A míxLure of CS - CtO normal

parafins r,^7as run with column 2 at LOTOC with inleË pressure of 110 psi.

The Qual . Kit No. 13 mixË,ures \,rere also run on column 4 which is an

ordinary l/4tt O.D. analytical column. The perrneability of the long

narrow-bore columns to different carrier gases was invesËigated by

ploËËing the flow raËe versus the inlet pressure for column t,emperatures
o

of 95 or 100 C.

2 "3 "3 ResulLs and discussion

Preparation. The merit,s of packing long columns in single

lengths relative to Ëhose of packing shorË sections which are Later
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ínterconnected should be considered in view of the application and Ín

view of the loss or gain in column performance relative to one another.

The columns packed in single lengths using the tools shown in Figure 4

exhibited sufficienLly high efficiencies Lo permit the following con-

clusion t,o be made: the improved method of packing long narrow-bore

columns described here enables Ëhe preparation of equally efficient

long columns in a single length as compared with the efficiencies of

similar columns packed in shorÈ secËions reported in the literature

(60,61). llith no sacrifíce or gain of column efficíenclr packing of

long columns in single lengËhs as described here has the advant,aoo

of considerably lower cost and expedienË preparation.

Performance. Column L (37 f.t,Lf B" O.D.) exhibited 20,000

theoretical plates for 3-penLanol at 1OOoC and i
"Ë ropr, i.e "1540 plaËes

per foot for an alcohol" AË abouË twice roptrcolumn 1 exhibited 13,800

theoretical plaËes for 3-pentanol and at, Ëhe same Lemperature. Column 2

(50 ft, L/8" O.D") exhibited 20,000 theoreËical plares for hepLane ar

100oC and at approximaËely Ë,wic" ropt. From the number of theoretical

plates observed rt *opË. and , ro'a with column I it was estimated that

column 2 can be expected to exhibit about 35,000 theoretical plaËes aË

u for heptane at the same temperature. This would give about 700
opt

plates per foot for a hydrocarbon. Amos and,Hurrell (60) obtained abouË

500 p1aËes per foot for a hydrocarbon on a 40 fË, L/8" O.D. colurnn

packed in short sections. Spencer (61) obtained 650 plates per foot for

hept,ane for a 100 fË, L/8" O.D. column. Obviously, Lhe efficiency of

Ëhe columns 1 and 2 prepared in single lengLh by the method described

here is equal íf not better Ëhan the efficiency of similar columns
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packed in short secËions. Comparing the chromatograms of Polyscience

mixture 13-4 obtained with column 1 (Fig. 5b) and column 4 (nig. Sc)

reveals the superior performance of column I over column 4 (ordinary 1/4"

analytical column) but considerably less pronounced than may be expected.

Comparigon wiËh capillary columns. The chromatograms of the

2-pentanol and 3-penËanol míxture obtained at 100o C and optimum flow

conditíons with column I and 3 are shown in Figure 6. Vísual comparison

of these chromatograms shows that the resolution was only slightly

higher for Ëhe capillary column (Fig.6a) Ëhan for the packed column (Fig. 6b)

Trace impurities, however, \¡7ere more clearly detected with the paclced

column. Ihe elution time was twice as long for the packed column

(12 min) as for the capillary column (6 min) " Using the Polyscience

Qual. KÍt 13 test mixtures the Ëwo columns ï7ere compared aË the same

Ëemperature (1OOoC) buË with higher Ëhan optimal inlet pressures (flow

raËe) so as Ëo minimÍze tlne analysis time without, losing baseline sepaïa-

Ëion for adjacenË major peaks. In Figure 5 the chromaËograms of Polyscience

test. mixture l3-4 are shown. The overall resolution obt,ained was similar

for Ëhe long packed column (Fig. 5b) and Ëhe capillary column (Fig. 5a).

Minor peaks, however, rdere agaín better revealed with the packed column.

The Ëotal eluËion Ëime was three Ëimes as long for the packed column

(20 rnin) as for Ëhe capíllary column (6 min). In order to compare the .rîeso-

lution of the Ëwo columns at almosË equal elut,ion times the temperature

and the inlet pressure for the packed column wereíncreased (128oC; 130 psi )

Ëo give a shorter Lotal elut.ion time. Under Lhese condiLions the chromat,o-

gram of tesË mixËure Polyscience 13-4 (Fig"5d) shows a considerable

decrease of the resolution as compared t,o the resoluËion obtained aË

10ooc and 110 psi (Fig. 5b). also, an adsorpLion effect of rhe solid



Figure 5

Comparison of Long Narrow-Bore Packed,

CapiLlarv and Regular Columns

Using Test Mixcure 13-4

Test mixLure 13-4 (Qual. Kit"L3, Polyscience Corp.) consists of

seven alcohols (pl-us impuriLies) which are l-isted according to Lheir peak

numbers in chromatograms a-d I

L. n-proPYl alcohol

2. isopropyl- rr

3. 3-methYl-2-butanol

4" isoamYl alcohol

5. 2-methYl--1-Pentanoi-

6. 3-hexanol

7 . n-hexYl alcohol-.

The chromatographic conditions for chromatograms a-d were as f,ol-l

Chromatogram a Chromatogram b

Column 3 (100 ft, 0.02 I.D.)
Co1. ternp. 100oC
splirratiol¡1"00
Inlet pressure 250 nm Hg

Sample size 0.05 ¡L

column L (37 fE, r/a"o.n.)
Col. temp. fOOoc
Inl-et pressure 110 Psi
Sample size 0.05 fi

Chromatogram c

Colnrnr 4 (LO f.t, L/4"
Col. temp. fOOoC

Inlet pressure 20 Psi
Sample size 0.5 It

Chromat.ogram d

o.D.)

(60 nLlrrin)

Carríer gas N2

Col-umn I
Col" temp. 12BoC
Inlet pressure L30 Psi
Sampl-e size 0.05 /1
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Figure - 6

Comparison of Long Narrofv-Bore

Packed and _Capi]-lary Colunns

at Optimum Fl-ow Rates (Uonr) .

A test, mixLureof 2-penLanoL and 3-pentanol was used to compare

the resolution of Lhese colunns ât Lhe same colurrr temperaLure (L00oC)

and using rhe same liquid phase (Tergitol NP-35) "in both columns.

ChromaLogram a

Golumn 3

Splitratiol¡200

Inlet pressure 135 um Hg

Sample size 0.05 ¡L

C]lromat-og.ram b

Column I

Inlet pressure 70 Psi

Sampl-e size 0.05 fL
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support (65) was indicated by the dÍfference ín the relaËive peak heights

obLaíned ar 128oC (Fíg. 5d) and ar 100oC (Fie. 5b).

Select,ion of carrier gas. Since operating at high pressures

creates experimental difficulties and in fact limits Ëhe maximum column

length thaË can be used withouË special samplíng equipment, it was of

interest to examine the pressure-flow curves of these columnswiLh dífferent

carrier gases. In Figure 7 the pressure-flow curves of column I and 2

for nitrogen, helium and hydrogen are shown. The flow rates of each of

Ëhese gases at given pressure are inversely proportional Ë,o their visco-

sities. At IOOoC the viscosities of nítrogen, helium and hydrogen in

micropoises are 208, 228 and l03rrespecLively (37). From these values

and Ëhe curves shovrn in Figure 7 it becomes obvious that helium is most

undesirable for use with long narrow-bore columns particularly when Ëaking

int.o consideration the fact that for pracËically all compounds the D* t.errn

in helium Ís large (section z.L.L ). In hydrogen the Do is even larger
ö

but hydrogen has very low viscosity which is essential in eliminating the

need for very high inlet pressures. In view of Lhe facL that Do is inver-
ö

sely proporËional to the pressure, hydrogen can be used at relatively

high inlet, pressures withouË considerable loss of efficíency due to Ëhe

large D^ values of organic compounds in iË because a considerable length
õ

of the column is under sufficiently high pressure. It can be concluded

that the use of hydrogen would be more suitable wiËh columrs longer Ëhan

50 fË while the use of helíum should be avoided altogeËher. Nitrogen

should be most suitable for columr¡s shorter than 50 fË.

Conclusions. Long narrow-bore packed columns were found to be

successfully applicable as substitutes to capillary columns in high

resoluËion gas chromaËography" They offer resolution similar to capillary



Figure 7

The Flow as Function of the Pressure

for Lone Narrow-3ore Packed Col-trmns
9il

Obtained with DifferenË

Carrier Gases.

A.

B.

Pressure-flow pLots for

(37 f.x, L/8" O.D.) with

nitrogen and helíum.

?ressure-flow ploLs for

(50 fr , L/8" o.D.) with

niLrogen and helium.

column l

hydrogen,

coL.:mn 2

hydrogen,
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Figure 7
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columns, about 100 times higher sample capacíLy, and compatability

with any liquid phase. This is achieved at the expense of considerably

longer elution Ëimes: pronounced adsorption effect of the solid support

and difficulties in injection.



Chapter 3

Flame lonizatio

Achiv_ement of 4igh Sensitivít,ies

3.1. Introduction.

The flame ionization detect,or (FID) was inËroduced ín 1958

almost símultaneously and independently by McWilliam and Dewar (66,67)

and by Harley, Nel and Pret,orius (68). Since Ëhen, it has been given

considerable attention in the literature (30131) and has become Ëhe

most widely used detection device ín gas chromaËography. The intro-

ducËion of the high sensiËivity flame (66) and argon ionization (69)

detecËors represent Lwo of the most imporËant developments in gas

chromatography which greaLly enhanced its scope of applicatíons.

A large fracËion of the applications of gas chromatography mentioned in

Ë,he li.terat,ure (30,31) are in fact based on the availability of the

highly sensitive detection devices in general, and on the flame ioni-

zaEíon detecËor in parËicular. Regardless of Ëhe pracLical achievement.s

made Ëhrough the use of FID iË is difficulL Ëo speak about iLs optimal

design parameters and its ulËimaËe sensitiviËy since so far Ëhe mechanism

of ion formation is not fully understood. NeverËheless, sufficient

data are now available to permiË the introducËion of further ímprovements

in iËs overall performance.

Because of the inrnediaËe need for a high sensit,ivity detecËor

aL the Ëime i,¡hen FID was first introduced, and the relative ease with

which simple operating models of flame ionízation detectors can be assembled,

such detectors were produced and marketed on a purely empirical basis and
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wiËh surprisingly 1íËtle knowledge of the principles involved (70).

Many of these unÍts are sËi1l in use and, what, is unfortunate, some

are still being manufactured.

The literature on this remarkable detector r.üas briefly

reviewed by Schomburg (7L) in the beginning of L962. An excellent

discpssion of Ëhe pracEícal problems encount,ered in the application

of FID and its flmicrott version in capillary column gas chromatography

was given by Kaiser (34) Ln L962. The most comprehensive recent volume

on ionization detectors was given by Krugers (72). He reviews thoroughly

Ëhe liËeraLure on mechanisms of ion formation in flames up to L964 and

includes discussions of other aspects of FID sysLems wiËh considerable

detail 
"

The methods for achieving high sensitivity with FID sysËems

have not been reviewed sysËemaËically. AvailabiliËy of high sensitivity

deËecËors is one of Lhe most imporËanL aspects of the applicaËion of gas

chromatography in flavor research (9) . A review of the lit,erat,ure is

Ëherefore included here emphasizing the practical problems encountered

in Lhe applicaLion of high sensiLivity FID systems to flavor research

problems.

DeËecËing and recording the presence of an organic compound

in a hydrogen flame involves four principal processes:

1. Formation of ions

2. Recombination of ions

3" Collectíon of ions

4 " Measurment of ion currents.

The overall sensÍtivity of a FI detecËor depends on the effÍciency of

each of Ëhese processes. Some of the factors rvhich have an effecË on the
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above mentíoned índividual stages are cofitrnon t,o more Ëhan one process

but do not necessarily contribute in the same direction for each of them.

For instance, geometry of Lhe jet may affect Ëhe formation and collection

of ions but not the measuremenL of ion current.s whereas the mechanical

properLies and the shape of the elecËrodes may influence the recombination

(73), the collection (73) and the measurement of ion currenËs (74) bux

not the formation of ions. The factors Ëhat affecË Ëhe overall

tívity of a¡ FID system can be classified as follows (74) :

senst-

1. Geometry

2. Electrical effects

3. OperaËing condit.ions

4" NaEure and puriËy of Ëhe materials used for construction

of the FID.

3"2" Formation of Ions in Flames

The processes which lead to formation of ions in flames have

been the subject of continuous study for many years before the invention

of the flame ionizatíon detector (75). UnfortunaËl5r, a full explanation

of this phenomenondoes noË exsj.sË as yet. CalcoËe (75-78) established

that chemi-LonLzation, not thermal ionizaËion, is responsible for the

formation of ions in flames. Cómprehensive reviews on the principles

underlying the operation of FID were given by Sternberg et, aI (70) in

1961 and by Krugers (72) Ln L964. SLernberg et a1- (70) summarízed the

evidence presented by Calcote (75-78) which rejects the possibilities

that ioni z91íon is due to the formation of solid carbon particles or

due to thermal LonízaLion of impurities present in flames. Krugers (72)
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systemaËícally analysed the basic reacËíons responsible for the forma-

tion of ions in flames and the possible behaviour of groups of organic

compounds under the conditions existing in flames. Unfortunatel]:

experimental work with flanes is beset by many pract,ical difficulties,

and much conflicting evidence has resulted (79). For this reason no

particular hypothesis has gained general acceptance. However, it is

becoming clear that the reaction (I) originally proposed by CalcoLe (75)

has gained the most support (80) as the basic reacËion which leads to

format,ion of ions ín f lames.
+

CH' -t- O. + CHO .l. e (t)

This reacËion requires CH radicals and atomic oxygen. The CH radícals

are formed by pyrolysis ín the inner oxygen-free regions of the flame

(70,72) and atomÍc oxygen is formed by dissociaEion of môlecular oxygen

and a number of other free radical reactions. Calculated from Ëhe

ionLzaþLon efficiency measuremenËs (Bl) this reaction occurs with pro-

bability of about 1:105. An increase in the probability of ion forma-

tion will lead t.o increased sensitiviËy of the FID sysËem. Changes in the

hydrodynamical sLrucËure of the flame (70,82,96), iLs burning velocity

(34,72), its temperature (83), Ëhe composit,ion of the gases issuing from

the jet (70), the rate of supply of oxygen (70,12,84,85) and the thermal

conductívity of the carrier gas (86) affect the overaLL LonízaLion effi-

ciency and the probability of ion formation. In the following paragraphs

bf this section the factors which affect Ëhe probability of ion formation

are briefly reviewed"

3,2.L. Premixed versus diffusion flames

There are Ë\.'io principal Ëypes of

diffusion flames. In premixed flames the

flames, ptremixed flames and

fuel and Ëhe oxydant gas are
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mixed before ent,ering Ëhe flame and issue from the jet as a homogeneous

mixture (Bunsen flame). In diffusion flames there ís no premixing,

the fuel issues from the jet alone and comes in conËact with the ox5zdant

which is supplíed only from outside the flame by diffusion through its

various reaction zor'es" The diffusion flames differ considerably from

premixed flames due to the facË Ëhat Lhe fuel is in continuous contact

with the oxydant. Lhroughout the entire process and reaction raËes are

not limited by Ëhe rat,e of supply of Ëhe oxydant. Krugers (72), how-

ever, compared various parameters of premixed and diffusion flames and

concluded ËhaË, these t\,ro types of flames differ less than míght be

expecËed. Unfortunately, diffusion flames have been subjecËed t,o con-

síderably less quantiLative sËudy than premixed flames (70). The flame

ionizaËion detector is usually operated with a diffusíon flame (72) which

is more suiËable since the pyrolysis of organic molecules is achieved

in the oxygen free zone of Lhe flame and probably yields more CH radicals.

SLernberg (70) rnade measurement:with diffusion and premixed flames and

found ËhaL Ëhe yield of ions is lower ín premixed flames.

3.2 "2. The effect of the oxygen

The effecË of the flow rate of air (oxygen) on the yield of

ions from a diffusion flame depends on whether the total quanLity of

oxygen supplied to the boundaries of Ëhe flame is larger or smaller than

Ë.he quantiËy which can diffuse per unit Lime ,into the reacËion: zone of

the flame. tr^Ihen this quantity is smaller Lhe yield of ions,i.e.rsensi-

tiviËy,\,ríll be dependent on the rate of supply of oxygen to the boun-

daries of the flame (flow raËe of air) and will increase unËil the rate

of supply of oxygen becomes equal Ë,o iËs diffusion raËe to Lhe reacËion

zone of Ëhe flame. From this point, on the yield of ions ceases to be
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dependent on aír flow raËe and remains consËant when furEher increase of

air flow rate ís made. It should be remembered, however, Ehat high flow

raËes of air may induce turbulence in Ëhe flame and cause a decrease in

the yield of ions. The acLual quantities of air needed Ëo operate a

given FrD unit in the rrplateau" region is largely dependent upon its

dÍmensions and on the geometry of the part,s which lead the aír to the

flame (87,88). rn most of the cases, however, flow raËes of 150 Ëo

400 cc/min of air should be sufficient to keep the response at, leasL at

the beginning of the plateau region. Using pure oxygen or oxygen enriched

air has been proven t,o give higher sensÍtivities (70,84,85,g9) due

to Ëhe higher conceritratíon of oxygen on the boundaries of the flame.

Bruderreck eÇ a1 (89) found the response of their FrD to be six times

higher r,rhen operated with pure oxygen inst,ead of air. Under such condi-

tions, however, the temperature of Ëhe jeË tip may rise Ëo glowing

LemperaLures and cause a considerable increase of the noise. Accessibility

of the air (oxygen) to the flame and parËicularly to iËs base (the

edge of the jet) (73) is anoËher aspecr of oxygen supply ro the flame.

CerËain raËher massive jets (90) may restrict access of air from below

the orífíce of the jet as compared with hypodermic needle Ëype jets (73).

Cone shaped jets of Ëhe Ëype described by Kaiser (34) and Bruderreck er 4
(89) may provide a favorable compromise between access of oxygen and the

mass of metal needed to serve as a heat, sink.

The facË Ëhat no substantial. increase of sensitivity is observed with

more Lhan 30% oxygen (72),can be explained if assumed that the formation

of aLomic oxygen is dependent on the regime of the flame buË. not on

diffusion rate of oxygen. In other words up t,o a cerËain level the process

is limiËed by díffusion and above this level by the rate of formaËion of
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atomic oxygen.

3 .2.3 Hydrogen to inert gas raËio

The effect of Ëhe niLrogen Ëo hydrogen ratio of Ëhe fuel gas

issuing from the jet and air flow raËe on the yield of ions from given

FI detector is the most, frequently studied aspect, of FID systems as

far as formation of ions is concerned (34,70,72,89-95). In most of

the cases, the total flow raLe of the fuel gas issuing from the jet

ranges between 0.5 - 2.5 nl/sec (30 - 150 ml/nin). The fuel gas in

FID systems consists of a míxture of an inerË gas (He,N2,A ,COr) with

hydrogen. The composiËion of Ëhe fuel gas,i.e.rhydrogen to inert gas

ratiorhas a great influence on the overall behaviour of the flame and

a
exhíbitsnslrong -êffecË ón the sensitiviLy of the FID unit (95)"

For any jet geometry and dimensions there will always be an optimum

hydrogen to inert gas ratío and opËimum flow raËe of Ëhe fuel gas for

maximum sensitiviËy. This optimum musL be empirically deËermined.

Manufact.urers of gas chromatographs someLimes provide informaË,íon

or the actual curves which show the opËimum range of hydrogen Ëo inerË.

gas raËios required for highesL sensiËiviËy. Seibel (95) presenËed an

empirical equaËíon which enables us Eo calculat.e Ëhe hydrogen flow rate

required for highest sensitivity when the helium flow rate through the

column is known. Although this equation is not va1íd in cases wher"e

nitrogen is the carrier gas iË can be used as a guide or a starting

poinË in the deËermination of the real opËima. Such empirical equaËions

can be derived by plotting Ëhe hydrogen flow raËe required to give maximum

response at given inert gas flow raLe versus the inert gas flow raLe.

For each jet diameter a linear relationship is observed.
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Total fuel gas flow rate. For each jeË díameter there is an

optímum of Eotal flow nate of the fuel gas for highest sensitiviËy.

siebel (95) showed rhar r^7iEh a 0.016r' r.D. jer highest sensiriviry is
obtained for toLal fuel gas of about L75 mL/min and thaL the sensitíví-
ty aË thís flow rate \À7as twice as high as the sensitivi ty at 40 ml/min

of fuel gas. For a 0.025r' r.D. jeË, on Ëhe oËher hand, it was found

Ëhat. almost equal sensitívity nas obËained for fuel flows ranging

from 173 to 340 ml/min. rË is <iuÍte possible LhaË the variation of

the sensítivity wiËh variation of fuel mixture flow rate is not caused

by variation of the probability of ion format,ion alone buË is a complex

function of several parameËers.

Nature of carrÍer gas. The effecË of the naËure of the carrier
gas (the inerË gas of the fuel mixture) on the sensitivity of FID uniËs

was invesËigated by srernberg çf al (70) and b¡r Hoffmann and Evans (s6)

and inËerpreted in terms of the differences in Ëhe, physícal prop^erties.

Sternberg eË al found that argon gives higher sensitiviËy than helium

and nitrogen when the oxydanË aËmosphere is ordinary air. premixing the

fuel gas with known percenLages of oxygen was found to produce increased

sensitivity with helium buË decreased sensiËiviLy with argon and niËrogen.

The response curve for helium wiËh 4 ml/min premixed oxygen almost coin-

sides with the response curve of argon withouË premixed oxygen.

Hoffmann and Evans (86) found that the sensiËivity of the FI detector is
inversely proportional to Ëhe Ëhermal conductivity of the carrier gas.

I¡Ihen maximum sensÍtiviËy is desired, a carrier gas wiË,h lowest possÍble

Ëhermal conductivity should be chosen.
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3.3 Recombination of Ions

It is presumed thaË ions are formed in a very thin reaction

region aL Lhe ínner core of the flame (70,73,81). Above, or even wiËhin

the reacËion zone positive and negative ions tend to recombíne (77,8L) .

The rate of this recombinaËion is directly proportional to Ëhe product

of the positive ion concentration [W+J ,"a Ëhe electron concentration
7-l

L* J (81) ,í.e.,
dN =øln+J I r¡-l
dt -*L^ J L^ J

in which d. is the recombination coefficient. Calcote (77) used the

decay of ion concentration behind the flame fronË (above the reacËion

region) for measurement of the ion recombinaËion coeffícient. He found

thaË even with subatmospheric pressure flames the ion concentratíon

above Lhe reactÍon zone drops rapidly, indicating that recombinat,ion of

ions ín flames is fast and must be prevented. Dewar (73) carefully

examined the problem of charge separation which is essenËial Ín order to

eliminate recombinaLion. He concluded thaË a narrorr cylindrical electrode

positioned above a hypodermic needle jet produces a sharp gradient of

Ëhe electrical field right along the surface of the reactíon zone cone

of Ëhe flame and enables efficient, separation of charges at Ëhe site of

íon formation. Some workers (70,81,95) tend Ëo assume that by applying

sufficienËly high polarizing voltages Ëo the flame, recombinat,ion is

entierly éliminated since a plateau is observed in the current-voltage

characE,eristics of the FID. Such assumption cannot be made since residual

recombination of ioris, Ëhe extenL of which depends on the several factorsr

may always t,ake place. Alterations of the flame variables wí11 undoubtedly

cause variaLion of. d. which means Ëhat changes in the sensiLiviËy cannoL
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be attributed to production of ions only. orytiehong (81) expressed

Ëhe assumption thaË Ëhe longer ít Ëakes the ions and electrons to reach

Ëhe electrodes the more are losË by recombination and concluded that the

longer the distance between the electrodes the greater Ëhe loss of ions

due Ëo recombination. ongkiehongs's conclusion is probably true only

for some electrode configuratíons but, cerËainly does not apply t,o the

cases where the jet is used as an electrode. rf, for instance, the jeË

serves as a positive elecLrode the electrons move Lowards the jeËi the

positive ions would continue their journey t,o Ëhe collecËor passing

Ëhrough electron free region of Ëhe flame. Therefore, the time iË would

Ëake for the ions t,o reach Ëhe electrode should not alter their total

number.

The effecË of electrode posit,ion on ion recombination. The

paLhs of a particular pair of a posít.ive ion and an electron Lowards

theÍr respective electrodes depend', spetr the site of "birËh" of thís

particular pair and the relative position of the electrodes. The three

principle possibilitíes of electrode positions are shown schematically

in the following illust,ration.

-fïï 
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Configuration A represents Ëhe group of FID units which do not use Lhe

jet as an elect,rode (sectÍon 3.5.1 ) and which have two symetrically

posit,ioned electrodes (95). The probability for recombination with Ëhis

configuration seems to be higher than in configuratÍons B and C. I¡le must

remember, however, thaË although the concentrat.ion of ions is very low

for minuËe quantities of organic compoundsrand so is the probabílity for

collisions, the electrical forces of att,raction beËween opposite charges

may lead t.o recombinat,ion even when theír paths to the electrodes do noL

exactly cross. FurËheirnore, at higher concentraËions of sample in the

flame this effect may become more of a problem and cause a decrease of

the linearity

3.4 CollecËion of lons

Loss of sensitivity due to low collecËion efficiency can be

quite easily diagnosed and eliminaËed, However, few workers seem to

reaLi-ze that the ion collection effícíency of FID units changes continu-

ously depending on the history of the column and the samples run through

iË. The ion collect,ion efficiency of a FID unit is dependent upon several

factors which are dscussed in the following parts of Lhis secLion.

Polarizing volËage. The magnitude of the polarizLng voltage

applÍed âcross the elecËrodes of Lhe FID unit is Ëhe mosË important

single factor which affects Ëhe efficiency of ion collection. The current-

volËage characterisËics of FID units whÍch are frequently reported in Ëhe

literaËure (70,73,81,95) show three dístincË regions :

1. Low polarizLng volËages region (10-70 volts), in which the

response of Ëhe detector is proport,ional to the magniËude of

Ëhe polarí-zing voltage.

) InËermediate polarizLng voltages region (60-300- volts) in which
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the response is independenE of the magnitude of the pola-

rizing voltageri.u.ra plateau region.

Region of high poLarizLng volËages (above 300 volts); the

response again depends on the magnitude of the poLari-zing vol-

tage due to ion multiplication.

The plaLeau region of the current,-volËage characteristic of FID uníts

gives the useful range of operaËing voltages. The lowest voltage of the

plaË,eau region, hovlever, depends very much on Ëhe quantity of substance

used to det,ermine the current-voltage curve (96). This is a result of

Ëhe facË that .r. the voltage applied less the voltage drop across the input

resistor gives the effective polaxi-zi-ng voltage applied to the electrodes (96)

This aspect of the operation of a FID affecËs the linearlty of the detector

only and will not be discussed further. The current-volt,age curves of

FID uniËs produced under various condiËions have been used by a number

workers as a tool for diagnosis, for undersËanding its properties and

opLimizing iLs geometry (70,71,81,87 ,90,92,95- 98) .

. Geometry of the electrodes. Electrodes of great varÍety of

shapes have been used by various workers for construct.ion of FID units (73).

For insLance, the use of rods (90), wires (BB), rings (99), gauzes (81,96),

plaËes (95), cylinders (73) and "be11s" (70) have been described. The

shape and dimenËions of Ëhe electrodes are largely dependent on the mode

of interconnecËing Lhe FID unit with the electrometer and on their poten-

tial relaËive Ëo ground. Certain elecËrode shapes, such as rings or rods,

cannoË be used when both the enclosure of the unit and the collector elect-

rode are at ground potential due Ëo the danger of pronounced competitive

collection. The effect of electrode geometry on efficiency of ion collection

3.

of

for
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r^ras Ëhoroughly discussed by Dewar (73). The most important aspect of

Dewar's work is in determinirÍg Lhe elecËrode geometry which provides

the mosË effective charge separation þy concentraËing the voltage

gradient of the elecËric field on the surface of Ëhe reaction cone of the

flainÇ. He'showed (73) Ëhat, a narror,{ cylindrical electrode is superior

Ëo a vertical rod or f lat horízonLal electrodes. The riarro\,{ cylindrical

electrode is more promising from the sensitivity point of view since iË

noÉ only assures complete collectíon of ions but permits better separation

of charges which decreases the probability of recombÍnaËion. IË should be

remembered, however, that the narrorv cylíndrical electrode would be most

useful when a hypodermic needle jet is used. The most suit.able polarity

and mode of connection for narroT¡i cylindrícal elecË.rode are ground poten-

tial and dírect connectíon of the electrode to the input of the elect,ro-

meÈ,er. Dewar (73) pointed ouË. thaË Ëhis arrangemenL has fasLer response

which is of particular interest ín capillary column gas chromatography"

FrequenLly the jeL is used as one of the electrodes. The shape of the jet,

however, is always desígned to satisfy the requiremenLs of the flame rather

than the requirements for efficienË co1lecËion of ions or electrons. The

mosË suitable place for positive ion or electron collection by fhe jet is

in its center which is empty. Because of the small internal diameËer of

jeËs used in FID units ít is quite difficult to place a thin rod or a wire

in Ëhe middle of the jet. Carroll (100) experimented with several elect-

rode shapes including a cylindricaL gauze and found it less suitable

than flat screen with a hole in Lhe cenËer positioned above the jet.

IIis experiments, horvever,are not I rêpresentative of Ëhe cylindrical shape

because the overall arrangement of Lhe electrodes in his experiment was

very poor. Janak (101) found thaË wiËh t\^ro electrodes of equal s|ze,
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mounted in a position lateral to the flame, the response can drop abruplly

wiËh increasing mass flow raLe. He called Ëhis phenomenon rrthe inversion

effecttr. This effect is probably nothing else but failure of the elect-

rodes to rrextract" the ions and the electrons from a flame which has

high linear velocity.

ConËaminaËion. The surface of the electrodes can become

contaminated wiËh inorganic or even organic residues from the process

of combustion. Even when present ín very small quantitíes Ëhese cont,ami-

nants can cause a sharp drop of Ëhe sensitivíty. For insËance formation

of a very Ëhin film (few molecular layers) of silicon oxides on the

surface of the elecËrodes will be sufficienË Ëo cause drasËic change

of the surface propertíes of Ëhe electrode meËal. Frequent cleaning

of the electrodes becomes essent.ial parËicularly when working with trimeLhyl-

síly1 derivat,ives or with columns which conËain silanized solid supports.

3.5 Measurements of Ion Currents

-7 -13
The ion currents produced in FID units are in Lhe 10 to 10

B
ampe€e range. The inËernal resístance of Ëhe FID cell is in the 10 to

L4
10 ohm range. MeasuremenË and recording of currents of this magnitude

from sources of such high internal resistance cannot be made withouË

amplificaLíon. Regular amplifiers or recording devices, however, have

relatívely low input impedances and cannot be used for measurement of

such currenLs. ElecËrometer amplifiers, which have distincËive charac-

Ëerist.ics, have been inLroduced in the past especially for Ëhe purpose of

measuring signals produced by high Ímpedance sources. Their basic proper-

ties are high input impedances, low current offsets and d-c (low frequency a-c)

amplification. Irlhile there are many kinds of elecËromeËer amplifiers,
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Lhose that have vacuum tube inputs offer the best compromise of input.

impedance, low current offset, frequency response) immunity to over-

voltages, durability and cost (lO2). Vacuum tube electromeËers are,

Ëherefore, the most widely used Ëype of amplifíers for measureroent and

amplification of FID ion currents.

ElecËrometer amplifiers have been developed for and are used

extensively in different fields of scÍentific research such as pH, surface

contact, and ionization chamber measuremenËs, mass specËrometry and photo-

metry. MosË of the elecËrometers, developed Lo a high degree of sophis-

tication for application in these areas, can be directly used in FID syst.ems.

High quality general purpose elecËrometers can also be directly used with

FID units .r,rith greaL success (74,L03). A number of special problems,

however, are encountered in the application of electrometers Ëo FID gas

chromaËography.

A flame ionization detection sysËem consists of a EID unit, a

source of polarizi-ng vol,tage and an electrometer amplifier, These three

components of the sysËem can be inLerconnected in a surprisingly large

number of ways. Selecting a proper mode of interconnection between the

components of the system for.a specific FID design ís one of the mosL

crítical factors for Ëhe successful operaËion of a FID system at high

sensitivities " The mode of inËerconnection depends largely on the design

features of the FID unit and is very much related to the problem of ion

collection (section 3.3) . A series of practical problems ariseswhen one

a¡tempts to measure very smal1 currenLs. Many factors may interfere v¡ith

Ëhe operation of such systems. It is Ëherefore of special inËerest in

high sensiLivity applications of FID systems to recognize the poËential

sources of ínËerference and eliminaEe them.
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3.5.1. Modes of assembling the components of FID systems

The possible modes of interconnecLing Ëhe FID electrodes,the

source of polarizing voltage and the electrometer can be divided into

two groups:

A. FID systems in which the flame jeË functions as one of Ëhe

electrodes,

B. FID systems in which the flame jet is noL used as an

electrode.

Each of these Lwo groups can be furË,her subdivided ínto two different

arrangements;

a. both electrodes insulated from the body and from groundn

b. one electrode not. insulated from the body.

The various modes of assembling the components of a FID system are

as follows :

Group A 1. BoËh the jet and Ëhe collecËor are insulated from ground.

The collector is kept at ground potentíal. The polarizing

voIËage is connected between the jet and ground.

(a) jet posiLive

(b) jet negaLive.

2. Only the collecËor is insulated from ground and kept

positive. The polarizing voltage is connecËed between Ëhe

amplifier and the collecËor.

3. Only the collector is insulated from ground and kept posiËive.

The polarlzLng voltage connecËed between ground and ampli-

fier thus elevating the amplifíer Ëo Ëhe polarízíng volLage leve1.
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4. Only the jet is insulated from ground and kept at

negaËive potential. The poLarLzLng voltage is connected

beËween the jet and Ëho ámpli'fier.

Group B 1. The electrodes are identical in shape and size and are

both insulated and symmetrically located relative to

the jeL. The polarizing vol-tage can be connected to

each one of the elecËrodes rvithout causing any change

of its performance.

2. Both., electrodes are insulated from ground but not of equal

size and not symmetrically locaËed relative to the jet.

The smal1 elecËrode in form of a ríng is located in the

vícinity of the jeË and connecËed Ëo the poLarlzLng voltage.

The polarLzLng voltage connected beËween the small elect,-

rode and ground.

(a) The electrode locat,ed near the jeË is kepË aË positive

potenËia1,

(b) The electrode located near Lhe jeL is kept at negatíve

poËenËia1-.

3. Exactly as in B-2 but the small elecLrode is kepË at ground

poËential and the collector is kept positive. The polarizing

voltage is connecLed between the collector and Ëhe ampli-

fier (applicable only when Ëhe jeË is made of non-conducting

maËerial) .

The most important modes for assembling FID systems listed above are sche-

matically shov¡n in Figure 8" Connecting Lhe electrometer directly to an

insulated jet and placing the polarízLng voltage between ground and the



4ig_ure 8

Examples of Various Mode_s for Asgernbli.rlg

the. Componenls qf_FID SysLems.

Heavy Lines - The components of the FID systems.

Dotted l-ines- Itleakage resistances" arLd exLra

capasiËance. tÏhite resistancestt

are those that increase the st.anding

current and trstippled resistancestr

are leakage resistances which are

parallel Lo the input resisLor.
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electrometer (Fig. 8, A-5), so that the

potential (posítive) r is an additional

the FID system whích can be classified

been mentioned in the literature.

electromeËer is at elevated

mode of combining the components of

under group A and which has not

The most widely used modes for assembling FID systems are

A-1, A-2, B-1, B-2 (Fig.8). Each one of these and the resË have some

characteristÍc advanlages. The possible sources of troubleri.".rleakage

of currents and undesirable capacit,ance are shown in Figure 8 with dotted

lines. Leakage of current between Èhe poinLs indícaËed in Fígure 8 occurs

due to inadequate insulation or failure to maintain the high insulation

under Ëhe operaËing conditíons. This ís apparenËly one of Ëhe most

contrnon causes f or loss of sensitivity in FID sysËems. Illith arrangement

A-2 which is one of the most widely used in gas chromatography, the

exËra capaciËance in Ëhe high resístance loop (created because of the

presence of Lhe polarízing voltage in this loop) usually causes loss

of response speed and is susceptíble Lo mechanical víbrations which in

t,urn cause loss of sensitívity.

3.5.2. Insulation

Securing very high resisËarice insulat,ion in the input circuit,

of a FID system is one of the first requÍrements for high sensitivity

measurements. A number of hígh resisLance ínsulatíng material-s are

available, however, the real difficulLy is to fínd high resistance maËe-

rials which can mainLain their properËies under the extremely unfavorable

condit,íons exisËing in the FID upiLs during operation. In measuring

very small ion currents by measuring the voltage drop across a very high

resisËace, Ëhe insulaLion resistance of the FID electrodes, leads and
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cables must be several orders of magnitude greater than the resístance of
10 L2

Ëhe input resistor of the elecËrometer. Input resistors of 10- to 10-- ohm

are used for high sensitiviÈy measurements. It is therefore necessary

Lo use insulating materials which have resistances of 1014 ohms at least.

Finding maËerials which can maintain such resisËace in a water saËuraËed

aËmosphere and at temperatures Lrp to 300oC is a formídable task (34).

InsulaLion maËerials. Teflon is the most satisfactory insulation

material for the resistance levels reguired in high sensitívity work

with vacuum Ëube elecÈromet,ers.trt.has: high volume resistivity and a

surface on which water vapor films do noË readily form. Teflon is quiËe

inerL chemically and can be readily cleaned. It is also easdly machined.

Teflonts principal shortcomíng is that it cannot be used above 22OoC an{

tlr,lt ,when.deformedrínËernal charges appear causing spurious volËages and

currents (104). Virgin Ëeflon must, therefore be used. Finger oils and

oËher cont,aminat,ion can be expected Ëo decrease its resistance and cause

loss of sensiËivity. Special care musË be Ëaken to avoid cont,arn-ination

of teflon parts during their construction in the machine shop. Polystyrene,

Kel-F and polyethylene are good general purpose insulators which can safely

be used in the interconnectíng cables between the FID unit and the electo-

meËer buË not as insulating maËerial for the electrodes of the FID, since

aË elevated t,emperatures polyethylene and polystyrene may give off smal1

quanËiËies of organic material t,o which the FID responds. . Various glasses

and ceramics are frequently used as insulators in consËrucËion of FID units.

Kaiser (34), however, reported that spark plug ceramic becomes unusable

at 140oC and that very few porcelain electrode holders retain the insulaËion

quality required for FID at 160oC. Another disadvanËage of ceramic or

glass is LhaË Ëhey are difficult to machine and have very poor surface
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properties at high humidity (104). Sapphire is considered as one of the

best insulators avaílable (104) " It is especially suiËable for FID units

sínce it is thermally sËable up to Ëemperatures far beyond the operatíng

temperatures encountered in gas chromaËography. Unfortunately, the use of

sapphire is limiLed because of its high cosË and the fact that it is

difficulL to machine.

Selecting the most suiLable insulating material for construction

of electrode holders is only part of the problem of securing highly ínsu-

laLed elecLrodes. Under the operat.ing conditions of a FID unit the posi-

tion of Ëhe insulator relative Lo the jeË ís of great, imporËance. For an

electrode holder posiËioned right above the flanre jet (66,81,87,89,90) it

would be much more difficult t,o maintain the high resistance than for elecË,-

rode holder posiËioned underneath Ëhe level of the jet flame (105,106).

Interconnecting cables. The ion currents produced in the FID

unít must be fed Lo the electrometer inpuË wiËhout allowing any loss to

occur in the interconnectíng cables. Special care musË)Ëherefore,be

Ëaken in the selection of suítabIe cables. Short screened cables which

offer best possible insulatÍon must be used (34,104). The cables must also

have hígh mechanical sËabi1iËy to prevenË variations of the input capaci-

Lance which occurs as a result of mechanical vibrations (34). Teflon

coaxial cable ís satisfactory and desirable. However, when it is possible

to bring Ëhe electrometer close to the FID uniË rand connect its input by

a rigid screened conducËor iË should be preferred over the use of cables.

The cables must be kept as clean as possible (107) to prevenL leakage

of current Ëhrough the contamination layers.
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3.5.3, Humidity

Formation of thin films of water on the surface of various

components of an FID system can seriously reduce their effective resistance.

The FID unit and the electrometer are especially suscepËible to hígh

humidities. I^lithin the FID unit waËer ís conËinuously generaLed whereas

only environmental humidity affecËs the elecËrometer.

Humidity f¡iËhin the FID uniL. Combustion water is continuously

generaLed in the FID unit and unless Ëhe whole unit is kepË at temperaLures

o
above 100-C, !,7ater vapors will condense on all of its par¡s. CerLain

FID units are built so thaL in order to have all the remote partsabove

o
100-C the unit itself must be kept at very high Lemperatures. For instance,

Ëhe Barber Colî.rnan Selecta 5000 gas chromatograph has the elecËrode and

Ëhe ignitor arms projected out of the detector oven and condensation of

waËer at the edge of one of the electrodes was observed even when the

deËector oven \ôJas kepÈ at 15OoC., FurLhernore, even when no condensaËion

occurs monomolecular layers of waLer may form in Ëhe rvaLer saturated

atmosphere of Ëhe unit and cause loss of sensiËiviËy. Two FID units

(74,L06)rwhich were independently developed, solved Ëhis problem by sr^7ee-

ping the electrode arm wíth air thus preventing diffusíon of T,^7ater

vapors into the cooler areas of Ëhe unitri.e.rËhe elecËrode holder.

Envi.ronmental humidity. Although menËioned in the liËerature (108),

environmental humidity is not always recognized as a facEor which can

affecË Ëhe sensitivity of Ëhe elect,romeLer. IË is probably due to the

fact Ëhat hígh quality electrometers are usually protecLed from conËacL

with Ëhe exËernal atmosphere by housing their high resistance components

(the input resisËors and the electrometer tube)in, hiermet:i-ea-Lty sealed
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enclosures. Also, some electrometers are built with inpuË resistors

which are coaËed with thin films of special \,^7ater repelling silicones.

A third point, is the fact Ëhat in many geographic locatíons in the

world the relaLive humidity is usually well below the levels that can

affect the elecËromeËer. Nevertheless electromeLers used in high

sensítívity applications must be continuously protected from high

humidíty in order to secure consistent results.

3.5.4. Special feaËures of the elecËrometers used in FID systems

Kaiser (34) presented an exellent and comprehensive description

of Èhe performance specíficaËions that would qualify an elecËromet,er

amplifier for use in a FID system. The purpose of Ëhis paragraph is to

discuss the special problems encountered when using electrometers in

FID sysLemsri.e.rthe special features required which are usually not

available with general purpose electromeËers or electromeLers produced

for oËher applicaËions.

The need to suppress rather large background currenËs is the

most importanË special factor in the application of electrometers as part

of FID sysËems. Many commercially available general purpose electromet,ers

lack provisions for suppression of background currents and cannot be

used in FID systems. OLhers are provided with capabilities of suppressing

only sma11 background currents. These electromeËers are limited for

use in FID sysËems only ín conjuncËion with very stable liquid phases

and only at relaËively low temperaËures.

Dual column ËemperaËure prografiming is a very useful technique

for analysis of mixtures which contain components of wide range of boiling

poinËs (39). This technique was extended several years ago to dual-

column, dual- flame temperaËure progrannning (39). The continuously
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changing background current, occurring during Ëhe programming of the

ËemperaËure is balanced by the current of the reference flame (67).

Several methods for combining the two FID units have been used. Some

of the dual flame systems are based on especíally designed dual input

single output elecËrometers. The provision of dual input (when necessary)

for the compensation of Ëhe column bleed in temperature progranuning is

the second special requirement ín the applicaËion of elecËrometers to

FID systems.

Background current suppression. The background currenËs can be

compensaËed (suppressed) eiËher at the input or at the out,put of the

amplifier. When relat,ively volaËile stationary phases are used background
-9

currenËs as high as 10 amperes must be suppressed and currents produced

due Ëo the presence of the sample in the flame as small as 10-12 
"*n.r""

(or less) be measured accurately. The laLiÈude of the zero compensation

of most general purpose elecËrometers is very small because iË is based

on compensation aË the ouËput of the elecËromeËer. Such electrometers

cannot therefore be used without additional equipment (',.,picoampere source)

or modificaËion. MosË of the elect.rometers desígned for gas chromatography

(87,9L,109-111) use the inpuË suppression method. For high sensitivity

work this ís the only acceptable method. If no ínpuË suppressíon is used

Ëhe high background currents will saturate the linear portion of the input

t,ube and,even if suppressed aË the output, Ëhe amplifier will noË be opera-

ble with high input resistances. The use of such resistances is essential

for the achievemenË of high sensítiviËies. The applicaËion of a general

purpose picoampere source cannot solve this problem entirely because the

resíst,ors used in Ëhe picoampere source must have resistances of at leasË

Ëwo orders of magniËude higher than the input resisLors of the electromeË,er
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in order Ëo avoíd ion currenËs passing through Lhem. In order Ëo produce

Ëhe relatively high suppressing currents with resistors lOO times hígher

than the input resistor of Ëhe electrometer, as required, one must apply
-9high voltages. For instance, in order to suppress a l0 ampere currenË

10
when 10 ohm resistor is used at Ëhe input of the elecLrometer one must

use at leasË u roL2 ohm resisËor in the picoampere source and appty

10OO volts. Cornnercially available picoampere sources (Keithley Instruments

Model 261) do not provide such high voltages. The conclusion is ËhaË

electrometers of special design are reguired for FID systems part,icularly

when high background currents must be suppressed.

Specíal requiremenËs for temperature prograrmling. I^lhen the elect-

rodes of Ëwo separaLe FID units or a dual jet FID uniË are interconnected

as suggested by Mcl,{illiam and Dewar (67), ordinary electrometers can be

used for dual column operation wiËhouË any modification. However, in

arrangemenLs which use a different approach, also described by Mcllilliam

and Dewar (67), the ion currents generated in the two FID units are separa-

tely fed through two matched input, resist,ances and the voltage drop created

in Lhem applied Ëo the grids of Ëwo maËched electrometer t,ubes. These are

the dual ínput single outpuL elecËrometers. A1Ëhough the most difficult

problem in dual-column dual-flame Ëemperature prograrnrning is Ëo achieve

perfectly maËched columns the matching of the performances of the two

electrometer inputs is also a problem. The application of a special elec-

tromeLer tube which actually contains türo elect,romet,er tubes in one enclo-

sure and which uses only one filamenË was suggesËed by Gesser (112). A

successful experiment with síngle column temperature programming at moderate

or high sensiËiviËies is described in section 4.2, parL rr.
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3.6. Sources of NoÍse in FID Systems

DeËecLor sensitivity, expressed in terrns of the minimum detecLable

guantíËyris defined as the quanLiËy of subsLance that produces a signal-to-

noise ratio of 2. The sensitivÍty of a FID system is obviously dependent

upon the noise. In a most general way noise can be defined as the fluc-

tuation of the baseline. Some of the factors that can cause flucLuations

of the baseline are; fluctuaËions of Ëhe column temperature, flucËuaLions

of the carrier gas flow raLe, flucLuations of the hydrogen flow rate)

mechanical vibrations of Ëhe electrodes, mechanical vibrations of Ëhe

interconnecting cables, puríËy of Ëhe gases, turbulence of the flame caused

by unstabíLLzed flow of the combustion air, temperature of the flame jeË

Ëipr construcËion materials of Ëhe FrD uniË componenËs: gas leaks and

contarnlnation.

In order to achieve high sensit,ivÍties with FID sysËems, all the

facËors thaË were menËioned in Ëhe previous four sections of thís chapter,

and the above mentioned sources of noise must be given t,horough considera-

t.ion.

3 "7 . ExperimenËal

3.7 "L. Description of the FID systems used.

AlËogether four differenL FID unit,s were used with five different

elecËrometers and four gas chromaËographs. In additíon, a slightly modi-

fied FID unit oÊ the Barber Colîman Selecta 5O0O gas chromaËograph was

tesËed wiLh a Cary model 31 vibratíng reed electromeËer.

Syst,em 1. Mîcro-Tek (M-T) original FID sysËem. Consist,s of a

Micro-Tek model 2500 research gas

electrometer and a FID uniË. The

chromaËograph equipped with a mulËi-range

FID uniË is provided r¡iLh Ëwo insulated
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elecËrodes. The jet is not used as an electrode (mode of assembLLngB-2,

section 3.4"L). The collecËor electrode is of a narrow cylindrical

design as shown in Figure 9. The collector is always at ground pot,ential.

The second electrode can be mainËained either posiËive or negative but

was always operated aL f300 volts.

System 2. M-T original FID unit combined with a Keirhfey 410

elecË,romet,er. ConsisLs of the original FID unit of the t"l-T model 2500

gas chromaËograph direcËly connected to the Keithley 410 elecLrometer.

The collector electrode was directly connecËed to the input, of Ëhe elecË-

rometer via a 1.5 ft coaxial cable and suitable Amphenol connecËors.

The second elect.rode was directly connecËed Ëo the special +2L6 voLx

polarizing volËage outlet of the Keíthley electrometer. This sysËem

was also used wiË,h the second elecËrode directly connected Ëo the origi-

nal meËal jeË (which was also insulated).

"System 3. M-T modífied FID .uiË combin.d wiËh a KeiLhley 41L

electrometer. consists of a modified version of the original M-T FrD

unit (Fig. 9), directly connected to the elecLromet,er as described in

Lhe foregoing. rn Figure 9 the second elecËrode of the FrD unit is

shown connect,ed Ëo the meËal plaËed tip of the glass sleeve which Ís

noË connecËed to the jet. This corresponds Ëo mode of assembling B-z

(sect,ion 3.4.1). TtÉ:' modified FID unit r'¡as also furËher slightly altered

by connecting Ëhe second el-ectrode to a hypodermic needle (gauge 18) which

was used as a jet and which was insulat,ed from ground by mounting it on

a small teflon cone. This .álLered arrangement corresponds to mode of

assembling A-la.

System 4. Barber Cgleman (B-C) original FID system. ConsisËs of



Figu_re 9

Modified FID Unit

Features two highly insulated eLectrodes

and arrangement for protecting the el-ecËrode holders

from water vapors and contamination.
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the componenËs of the Barber Col'rnan Selecta 5000 gas chromaËograph

which include a dual input single outpuË elecËromeLer, two 240 volt

U-160 Burgess batËeries for Ehe polarizing voltage and a sEainless

steel FID uniË which has only one insulat,ed electrode. The system

is assembled according t,o mode A-2. The dry cell batt.eries which

provide the polarLzLng voltage are mounËed within the electrometer

connected to the collector electrodes of the individual FID uniËs

3.5 fË heavy coaxíal cables (screened).

System 5_. B-C original FID uniË combined wíth a Keithley 6108

elecLrometer. Since Ëhe original B-C FID uniË provídes only one ínsu-

1aËed elect.rode, only mode of assemblin1 A-2 can be used. Special boxes

Ëo house Ëhe polari-,zLng battery Í7ere constructed in order to facilitaEe

the connection of Lhe KeíËhley model 6108 elecË,rometer"to Ëhe FID uniË.

A Burgess U-160, 240 voLE dry cell batËery was used to províde the pola-

rLzLng voltage and connect.ed wíËh the positive lead Ëo Ëhe collecËor

elecËrode of the FID unit and wiËh Ëhe negative lead to Lhe elecLrometer

vÍa 1 ft coaxial cables on each side of Ëhe box.

SysËem 6. Aerograph models 660 and 705 gas chromaËographs'

oríginal FID systems. ConsisË of a gold plated FID unit (which has two

insulaËed electrodes, a quartz jet and a wide cylindrical gauze collecËor)

and an electrometer which has a built-in polarizing voltage po\.{er supply.

System 7. Aerogrgp! models 660 gnd 705 origínal FID unit combined

wiËh a KeiËhley 6108 electromeËer. lhe FID uniL was directly connected to

Ëhe Keithley electromeËer by connecting the collector electrode Ëo the

ínput of Ëhe electromeLer using the original cable of the instrumenË since

Lhe inpuËs of both the original electromeËersof these gas chromat.ographs

and

via



and the Keithley electrometer use the same Ëype of Amphenol connector.

The polarLzLng voltage por{er supply of Lhe gas chromatograph was used

and therefore the original Aerograph electrometer r¡las turned on during

operation. A proper ground connecËion between the two electromeLers

must be secured in order to close Ëhe circuit, between Lhe FID unit, the

Keithley elecËromeLer and the polarLzing voltage po\¡rer supply. This

system corresponds t,o mode of assembling B-2.

SElern B. M-T original jr nÌgdified FID unít combined with g

Keithley 6l-08 electrometer. Combining a KeiLhley 6108 elect,rometer to the

M-T original or the modified FID uniËs was done exactly as with Ëhe KeiLhley

410 electromeLer excepË for the need Ëo add a source of polarizing voltage,

because the Keithley 6108 electrometer does not have a built-in polarizing

volËage. A special box made of aluminium similar Lo the one previously

mentioned was used to house a 240 volt U-160 Burgess baË,t.ery whích pro-

vided the polarizíng voltage. The positive terminal of the battery was

connected to the hypodermic needle jeL (which was used as one elect,rode)

via a coaxial screened cable. The negative terminal of the battery was

connected to the aluminíum box. The circuit, was closed via Ëhe screen

of Ëhe cable.

3.7 .2. Voltage dividers

The KeiLhley electrometers (models 410 and 61OB) have ouËputs of

5 volt and 3 volt reqpectively for full scale deflecËion and cannot be

direcËly connected Ë,o 1 mV poLentiometric recorders. For Ëhis reason

two simple volt,age dividers were made as follows : A 5000 ohm 2 waLL

resistor connected in series to a 100 ohm 5 wat,Ë variable resistor ',' '

Mi.-àg:': usêd to short the output of the electrometer. The outer and

the middle Ëerminals of the l-00 ohm resisLor were connected to Ëhe 1 mV recorder.
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Varying the position of the rniddle terminal of the 100 ohm resistor feeds

to the recorder varioirs percentages of the elecLromeËer output with a

100
maximum of 51¡.0- x 100 = 2% About one Percen¡ of the output \,Jas

usually used and was measured from Ëhe reading of the panel meËer of the

electrometer and Ëhe corresponding defleccion of the recorder. A second

voltage dÍvider similar to the firsL one which uses t\^7o variable resistors

and which provides two ouLlets for high and 1ow sensitivity recordíng

was made using a 10,OOO ohm 2 waEt resistor, a 100 ohm 5 watt variable

resistor and a 20 ohm 5 watt variable resistor.

3.7 "3. The modified t"I-T FID unit.

A modifíed version of the original M-.T FID unit consisting of

a brass enclosure on which Lwo electrode arms were mounted (Figure 9)

rdas constructed" The electrode at:rns vTere made of 0.5" brass tubing

on which teflon insulated electrode holders \A7ere mounted and inlets

for dry air sweeping of the electrode arms were soldered as close as

possíble to the electrode holders. A five inch long L/L6tt in diameËer

stainless sËeel rod which was silver soldered to an Amphenol connector

at one end was used to support the collect,or electrode. A similar arrange-

men¡ was used for l:he second electrode. The remaíning parts of the FID

unít were Lhose of Ëhe original M-T FID unit except that for parL of the

experiments Lhe original jet was replaced by a gauge 18 stainless hypo-

dermic needle the Ëip of which was cuË to a symmeËric circular opening

and which was shortened to total Length of 1 inch"

3 "7 "4. Measurement of the resistances of the FID electrodes.

The FID unit was removed from the gas chromaËograph and placed on

a wooden table. The electrode $tas.connected to the input of Ëhe electrometer
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(KeiLhely 6108) by a coaxial cable the screening of which r¡ras not allowed

È,o make cont,act wiËh Ëhe body of the FID unit, The positive Ëerminal of

a 240 volt battery \,lias connected to the body of the FID unit and Ëhe

negative terminal to the ground of Ëhe electrometer. The currenË passing

Lhrough the ínsulaË,ion was then measured and the resistance of the insu-

1aËion calculated using Ohmts law (R = I ) .

3.7.5. Stabilíty of a FID system as a funct,ion of Ëhe polarizíng voltage.

The Micro-Tek original FID unit was connecËed to a Keithley 410

electromeËer and Ëo a KeiËhley modeL 240 regulaËed high volLage power

supply as shown in Figure lOa. The high volLage por{er supply \^ias set on

'rpositive" and polarizing voltages increasing irl 10 volL incrementÊwere

applied to the electrode positioned near the jeË. The outpuË of the

electromeLer \^7as monitored on a Honeywell recorder and 5 
¡L 

oÍ. LLne

naËural gas \^7ere injected after each change of Ëhe polarLzLng volLage.

The signal of the detector resulting from Ëhe injection of line gas dÍd

not increase above poLarízing voltages of 40 volËs indicatíng Ëhat Ëhe

plaLeau of Ëhe current-volËage characËerist,ics of this uniË begins beLween

40-50 volts. The baseline stabiliËy aË each poLarízing voltage up to

180 volts \^7as recorded for 5 Lo 10 minutes. The measurementswere made

by operating the electrometer at the 3 x 10-10 r*0"=" range wíth 1% of

the output fed to the recorder. The stabíliry was qualitaËively evalu-

ated from the relat,ive magnitude of the baseline fluct,uat.íons and sche-

maËically pLotted versus the polarízLng volt,age as shown in Figure 10b.

3 .7 .6. The effect of environmental moisture.

Two experiments r¡lere carried out to find the effecË of environ-

menËal moisture on the sensiËiviLy of elecËrometers used in FID systems.



Figure, 10

The EffecË o! the Magnitude of the Polarizing VolËage

on Lhe'rstabiLiËy of a FID Sy-stem.

a. Layout of instruments used in the experiment

(schematic) .

b. The baseline stabíl-ity as a function of the

magnitude of the polarizing volrage.
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The fírst experimenË !Ías carried out at the Israe1 InstiËute of Technology

using a home-made elect,romeLer almoS idenËical to the one described by

Andreatch and Feinland (113). The second experiment T,,7as carried out aL

the UniversiËy of Manitoba using the M-T model 2500 original elecËrometer.

The home-made electrometer which T^ras connected to a flame

íonizatíon gas chromatograph (114) r¡7as r.^rrapped with a polyethylene bag

of suitabLe size" About 150 grams of activated silica gel were placed

insíde the bag which \,ras then carefully sealed to avoid any furLher

contact with environmenLal moisture. Samples of air (SO7t) which

contained several parËs per million of meËhane were injected into the

gas chromatograph in half hour intervals and Ëhe respofse recorded on a

55 mV Fisher Recordall potentiometric recorder. After three days the

polyethylene bag !ías removed and 50 FL of the methane containing air were

again injecËed in inËervals. A plot which shows the methane peak height

versus time is shown in Figure 11.

The electromeËer Ëube and the input resisËors of the M-T model

2500 original elecLrometer are enclosed by the manufacLurers in a special

box which presumabþ,'proËecËs them from coritact wilh environmental moisture.

IË was obvÍous, however, Ëhat this box \.^ias not built properly and could not,

protect Ëhe sensitive part.s from contact with moisLure. The following

experiment T,.7as therefore performed: A piece of copper tubing (5" x l/8" 0.D.)

was soldered to a hole made in Lhe top plate of the box and connected to

a 3-4 feet coíled L/9tt O.D. copper tubing which was placed in a Dewar

flask. The Dewar flask was filled with liquid niËrogen and nitrogen gas

at a raËe of abouË 20 ml/min l¡ias passed through Ëhe box f or several hours.

Samples of Rum of equal size were injecLed before and after Lhe "dry nitro-

genrt LreaËment.



Figure ll

lhe EffecL o.f Egviroqnelj:al- Huruidity

O.n Lhe S,ensitivitJ of a HoJg:-Made

ElecËromeLer.
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3 .7 .7. OpËimum operating flow conditions of various FID sysËems

The various FID systems mentioned earlier \ùere operated under

many dífferent flow condiËions. Horlever, for each jeL Lhere was always

a particular set of carrier gas (nítrogen or helium) to hydrogen flow

raLe , which gave hest overall performance in terms of stability and

sensitivity, and which was found on the basís of the accumulated experi-

ence with each of the systems tested.

The optimum flow rates for the various sysLems \,rere found t,o be

carríer gas hydrogen air
FID uniL ml/min. ml/min. ml/min.

M-T origínaI jet

M-T modified, hypodermic needle jeË

B-C Barber Coliman original

Aerograph original, qvartz jet

45-60

40-6s

60- 80

3s- s0

25-40

25-40

35-50

LB-25

(15-20 psi)

200

250

20 (oxygen)

3.7.8. CalculaËion of the absoluLe and the relaLive sensitivity.

The absolute sensitivity of four FID syst.ems ín terms of the

rninimum detectable quantiËy of substance was semiquantiËaËively measured

and calculaEed as follows: The peak area of eLhyl acetate appearing in a

sample of Rum (Rum B) run with the system in question at the maximum

operat,ing sensiËivity !,ras measured. Knowing the volume of Lhe sample

injected and the f,act that ethyl acetate is present in Rum in quanti-

Ëies ranging from 300 to 700 ppm (115), the ËoËal quantity of eLhyl

acetate injecLed rlias calculated assuming that Ëhe sample contained Ëhe

700 ppm of ethyl acetate. Using Ehis value,. Ëhe area of the peak and

Ëhe area of the smallest deËectable peak (a triangle of 4 nrn base and
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4 mm height was taken as the smallest detectable peak of elution time

similar to ethyl aceLate.) Ëhe minimum detectable quantity of ethyl

acetate \.^7as calculated.

The relatÍve sensitivity of various FID systems was estimated

by comparÍson of the peak heights or peak areas of the corresponding

peaks of Ëhe samples run separately with each of the systems being

compared (usually under similar operating conditions) and by taking into

account the sample size. For instance, 0.5 and 0 "OS yt of Rum A and B

r¡7ere run with systems 1 and 3 and their relative sensitivity was estÍ-

maLed from the areas of one of Lhe corresponding peaks" Similarly

0"2 and 0.05 ¡1 of grape fused oil were run with systems 3 and 4"
/

3"8" Results and Discussion

3"8"1. Performance of the FID sysËems tesËed

From the very beginning of ËLtis work it became obvious that Ëhe

commercially available gas chromatographs do noË offer sufficiently high

sensitivities for direct analysis of flavor consËítuenËs in alcoholic

beverages. One of the main objectives of our work, Lherefore' 't^7as to

develop.. a high sensiLivity FID system. This object,ive T¡7as materialLzed

by assembling and testing eight different FID systems under various ope-

rating conditions, by making modifications in the d€sign of FID units'

changing the mode of assembling and eliminating Ëhe undesirable effects

of various factors which cause loss of sensiLivity"

The evaluation of the relative sensiLivíty of the systems tested

and their performance is based on Ëhe results from over 2500 chromato-

grams obtained throughouË this work with Lhe systems described. These

chromatograms provided also the basis for qualiËative rating of the FID
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systems in terms of theír stabiliLy, susceptÍbílity to fluctuations of

the operating conditions, reproducibility and flexibÍlity" The sensiti-

viLy of four FID systems was also estimated in Ëerms of Ëhe minimum

detecËable quantity of ethyl aceËate and found as follows :

a
2.2 x LO'" gram

5.6 x 10-11 gr.*
-L25.6 x 10 gram

-q -104.0 x 10 - to 4.0 x 10 gram

system I

System 2

System 3

System 4

The sensitivity of sysËem:,3 (5.6 x 10-12 gram) is equal to Ëhe highest

sensitivity of flame LonizaXLon detectors reported Ín the literature so far

(34,81,87,96). No such FID sensitiviËies have been reporËed in Ëhe ana-

lysis of alcoholic beverages and by- products of alcoholic fermenLat,ion.

Selected illustrations of the greaË improvement of the sensíti-

vity of the sysËems developed in our laboratory over the commereÍally

available ones and relative t,o each other are shown in Figures 12 and 13 
"

Comparing the peak areas of ethyl acetaLe in Lhe chromatograms of Rum B

recorded wiËh systems 1 and 3 (Figure 12) whích were obtained with the

híghest possible sensiËivity and by taking inËo account the quantiËies of

material injecËed in each case, an increase of sensiËiviËy of about 3900

times for system 3 as compared to system 1 is observed. The chromatograms

of 0.05 and 0"ZyLof grape fusel oil obtained at maximum operating sensi-

tiviËy with systems 3 and 4 corresPondingly are shown in Figure 13. Com-

paring the indicated portions of Ehese chromaLograms reveals that sysLem

3 exhibits about 100 Ëimes higher sensiËivity as compared to Ëhe sensiti-

vity of sysLem 4. The special feaËures of system 3 are the high qualíËy

of the electrometer (high signal-Lo-noise raËio and high overall gain),

a very high insulaËion of Ëhe elect,rodes, a desirabi,e mode of assembling



Figure J-2

Comparison of the Performance of

FID Systems I and 3 aË. theír

Hiehest Operable SensitivitY.

A. Chromatogram of 0.5 þL of Rurn B* obtained

r¿iËh column 5 using FID sYstem L.

Col. Temp. progra$Ìmed from 80oc to lOOoC,

a rate of 2 deg/min.

B. Chromatogram of 0.05 ¡1 of Rum Bt'< obËained

with column 6' using FID system3(Co1. Temp.

6',5loc, isothermal) .

?k One of Ëwo samples of Rum received from Seagramr s

Research LaboratorYr LaSall-e, Quebec, for comparaËive

analysis.
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Figure 13.

Comparison of Ëhe Perfor¡nance o@

at .Ëhgi_r Hi-ghe sL 
-O 

perablejSensitivi ty .

A. Chromarogram of 0.2 rL of grape fusel- oil distillation

residue lrc obtained with column 6 using FID system 4-

CoL. temp. 89oc, flor^r rate 20 nl/nin (nitrogen).

B. ChromaLogram of O.O5 ¡l- of grape fusel oil* obtained

with column 6 using FIÐ sysLem 3. Co1-. Temp- 650C,

flow rate 1.2 nl/min (nitrogen) .

* SecLion 2.1-, Part III.
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(A-f) and elecËrode geometry which perrniËs an efficíent charge sepa-

raËion at the siËe of their formation (73). Since Ëhe same electrometer

is used both in sysLem 2 and 3 the net sensiËivíËy gain of system 3

over system 2 can be attríbuted Ëo the higher electrods insulaËion of

the modified FID unit and Lhe mode of assembling used. The insulation

of the electrodes of system 2 and 3 was measured as described in secËion

3.7.4" It was found to be as follows: The insulaËion of the collecËor

electrode of the M-T original FID unit at room temperature was between

9 11
10 and l0 ohms depending on the acËual posiËion of the electrode

holder (rotation of the elect.rode holding rod on its axis gave different

readings). The Ínsulation of the second electrode was 1OB ohms. The

resistance of both electrodes of the modifíed FID uniË was higher than
L4

the measuring capability of our systemri.e., higher than 10 ohm.

The sensitiviËy of system 3 in terms of minimum detectable quantiËy was

-L2 '-L2
found to be 5.6 x 1O - gram,i.e., of the order of 10 g"/sec. This

value is now generally accepted as Ëhe highest sensitivity obtainable

wiËh FID sysLems (34,81 ,87,96). trnlhen operated at its highest sensiËívíty

-11(3 x 10 ampere range) sysËem 3 was not, sufficiently stable for rouËine

applications. AL such high sensitivitíes the system becomes sensitive Eo

practically all the possíble sources of ínterference and noise. Although

Ëhese can be carefully eliminated certain desirable funcË.io4s such as

a¡Ëenuation during the chromatographic run and Ëemperature programming

could not be performed when sysËem 3 was operated at its highest sensi-

Ëívity. AËtenuation at Ëhe midst of a chromatographic run could not

be performed because only input at,tenuation was available and any swit-

ching of the input resisLance caused loss of balance for several minutes.

TemperaËure prograrmníng at such hígh sensitiviËies becomes impossible
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or límited to only a narrow raïLge of temperatures (approx . 2Oo ). Compared

Ëo system 3, system 2 offered sensitivity of only 10 times lower which is

adequate for many purposes and can be rated second best of the sysËems

Lested. In terms of sensitivity systems 4,5,7 and B together can be

rated at third place after system 3 and 2 with some of them (systems 5 and 7)

close to the sensitivity of system 2srThe qualitatÍ-ve properties and Ëhe

overall performance of some of Lhe systems (susceptibility to mechanical

víbraLíons, long Ëerm stability, sensitivity, etc.) can be attríbuted to

specific characteristícs of these systems. For insËance, Ëhe suscept,í-

bility of system 3 to mechanical víbrations can be explained on the basis

of Ëhe vibratíon of the electrode supporting rod of the FID unit in case

of sysLem 3 (Fig" f4) and on the basis of the fluctuatíons of the inpuL

capacitance in the inpuË cable in the case of system 4.

3 "B "2. The effect of selected factors on the sensitÍvity of FID systems.

Electrode insulation. The importance of electrode insulatíon for

the achievement of high sensitivities has been emphasized ín the literaLure

(34,72,89,104,106) " l"laintaining Ehe high insulation during the operation

of a FID unit is a dífficulË problem which was solved independently by

Karmen (106) ín L965 and by us in Lg&i," Our design ís shown in Fígure 9.

PracËically all FID units described in Ëhe literature have their collector

electrodes and their holders positioned above the leve1 of the jet" For

several reasons it is more convenient, to do so. The insulation of an

electrode holder mounËed on cooler parts of the FID unit or on parËs which

are projecLed out of the oven can in principle be maintained since it is

not subjecËed to high temperatures. 0n the other hand, it is being conËinu-

ously contaminaLed by non volatile combusËion products (106) and submitted



Figure 14

on Lhe Noise of :._FID SysteP J.

The recorder trace obtained during the operation

of the oven fan and after the oven fan was stopped ill-ustrates

the effecL of Ëhe mechanical vibrations oT1 Lhe noise of the

system.
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to the high humidity produced by the water of combustion. Karmen (f06)

solved this problem by placing the collecËor electrode holder well below

the level of the flame and supplying the combusËion air Ëhrough Ëhe metal

Ëube which encloses the elecLrode holder. I¡le solved the problem by remov-

ing the electrode holder from the vicinity of flame (n'ig. 9) and preventing

diffusion of water vapors or oËher combusLion producLs to Lhe electrode

holder by making provisions for dry air to sr.Teep Ëhe electrode arms conËi-

nuously. The same overall effecË is achieved boËh in our and Karmenrs

desígns. Our design, however, has Ëhe advantage of achieving the same

effect wiLhouË the need of making changes in the construcËion of the gas

chromaËograph and Ëhe disadvanËage that, air in addition t,o Ëhe combusLion

air must be supplied.

' Modes € assembling the components of the FID system. Six of

the mosL cofitrnon and interesLing modes of combining Ëhe componenËs of a

FID system are schematically shown in Figure 8. The possible locatíons

of current leakage or exËra capacitance are shown lrith doËLed lines.

SysËems Lr2r6 and 7 T,\7ere assembled according Ëo mode B-2, sysLems 3 and B

according Ëo mode A-1 and systems 4 and 5 according to mode A-2. Krugers

(72) was Ëhe firsL Ëo report Ëhe use of mode A-3. Mode A-5 is suggested

here as a ne\^r promising mode of assembling.

Inlhen Ëhe insulation of an elecËrode holder or other componenËs

of the FID sysËem is insufficient (less than 1013 ohm) Ehe circuit of the

FID system behaves as if an additional resistance or resistances have

been connected eiËher in parallel to the inpuË resistor of the electro-

meter or across the elecËrodes of the FID unit (shorting). These can

be called 'rleakage resistancestt. In Figure B, leakage resistances whÍch
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short the elecLrodes of the FID unit are shown with dashed lines (lefË

white). "Parallelrr resistances are shown with dashed lines which are stippled.

Leakage resisLances which short the electrodes of the FID unit actually

close Ëhe circuit and cause an increased flow of current through the ínput

resisËor. trlhen the leakage current is relatively small this causes

serious interference but not loss of sensítiviËy. Inlhen such leakage

currents are large they cause complete saturation of the linear range of

the electrometer amplifier and drasËic loss of sensitiviËy. The second

type of currenL leakage is caused by rtparalleltt resistances. These cause

direct loss of sensitivity by ttshorLing" the paËh of the current, through

smaller resisLances, i.e.1ess ion current flows through the input resis-

tor of the elecÉ,romeËer.

Of the circuiË Lested,mode A-1 proved t.o be the best and provided

Ëhe highest sensitivíty. Generally Lhis mode of assembling promíses good

ion collecËion (only electrons move againsË Lhe flow of gases issuing Ëhe

jeË), minimum of recombinat,ion due Lo separation of charges aL the site of

ion formaËion (73) and minimum competitive collection. Mode A-2 is widely

used in gas chromatography although it. has some distinct disadvantages ;

It is susceptible to mechanical vibraËions, it has slower response due to

the increased capacitance in the high resisLance 1oop, the rrheavytt positive
from

ions must Ëravel against the flow of gases issuing,rËhe jet and no effective

separation of charges can t,ake place (73. Furthermore, when the jet becomes

overheated it can readily emit, electrons which will cause a high background

currenL and noise. The advanËages of such mode are simple construcËion

and no competitive collection. Systems 4 and 5 were assembled according

to mode A-2 and exhibited sat,isfactory perfollnance at moderat,e sensitivities.

Since most of the troubles wiËh these systems aríse due Ëo Ëhe presence of
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Ëhe polarLzíng battery in the high resistance looprthe performance can

be considerably improved by eliminating the use of interconnecting cables

(by assembling the FID unit, the polarizing voltage, and the elecËrometer

as close as possible). Systems L,2,6 and 7 are based on mode B-2 although

they differ in geometry of the elecËrodes and in Ëhat a metal jet is used

in sysËems 1 and 2 and a qvartz jet in systems 6 and 7 " From the results

obËained with Lhese systems it can be concluded thaË Lhis mode of assemb-

ling performs well and can be used for moderate and high sensitivity work.

The dísadvantages of this mode are; it does not offer efficient separaLion

of charges, in some configurations (systems 6 and 7) one of the electrodes

is placed in Ëhe viciniËy of Ëhe flame which can be a serious source of .

noise and when an insulat,ed met,al jet Ís not used as an electrode it can

act as a competitive collector (if Lhe resistance of it,s insulation is

noË suffíciently high). A1so, it can accumulate charge and cause distor-

Ëion of Ëhe elecËric field. ülhen a meË,allic jet is used, however, the

system can be converLed Lo mode A-1 without any modifications, which is an

advantage" Mode B-1 shown in Figure 8 has not been Ëested in this work.

IL has been found by Novak and Janak (101) Ëo produce the ttinversion

effect,ttat higher flow rates. Seibel- (95), however, described an all cera-

mic unit especially designed for thís mode of assembling which exhibits

surprisingly aLtractive characteristics. Mode A-3 was also noË Ëested in

our experimenËs since it requires a special Ëype of electrometer. Krugers

(72) found this mode to perform better than the other modes tested by

him. This can be expecËed because the problem of input capaciËance can be

enËírely eliminated by the special guarding arrangements Lhat can be made

with such elecLrometers (103). Mode A-4 has not been reported yet in Ëhe

liËerature and . was noË Ëested in our r^iork, again because it requires
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a special electrometer as menËioned earlier. There are several good

reasons which make it possible to predict that such a system would be

very suiËable for high sensitiviËy work. Usually rapid response is

achieved when the collecting elecËrode attracts electrons rather than

the sluggish positive ions. trnlhen Lhe jet is positive,higher collection

efficiencies can be expected under a wide range of carrier gas flows since

the mobile electrons can easily reach the jeË. The whole body of the

deË,ector can be used as the second elecËrode thus entírely eliminating

compeËitive collection. The only serious disadvantage of this mode would

probably be Ëhe difficulËy to obt,aín highly insulated jeLs.

The ef fect of environmental moisture. I,Jhen the concentration

of water vapors in the aËmosphere of the laboratory reaches certain level,

monomolecular or multimolecular layers of \^7at,er can be formed on the surface

of the input resisLors of the elecLromeËer and on the surface of the elecËro-

meter Ëube. The presence of such water layers on Ëhe surface of the most

sensiËive component.s of the electrometer reduces its overall inpuË resis-

t.ance consíderably and causes loss of sensitivity very much in Lhe same

\¡ray as caused by leakage of current through t'parallel resistances" (Fig. B).

A semi-quantiLative experimenL whích demonsLrates the effect of environ-

mental moisture on Lhe sensiËívity of a home-made electromeËer was carried

out as described in section 3.7 .6. The response of the elecËrometer in-

creased abouË 50 Ëimes after being "dried" by silica gel (Fig"11). The

effect of environmenËal moisture on Ëhe sensitiviLy of unprotected electro-

meters is parËicularly sËrong in high humidiry areas of the world. However,

even in dry areas elecËrometers musË be protecLed from moisËure if high

sensitiviËy is to be secured and dependence of Ëhe sensiËivity upon their

distance from Ëhe tea ketËle is Ëo be avoided. Smith (108) solved Ëhis
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problem by mounLing his electrometer within a desiccaËor. The elecËro-

meËer of the Beci<¡nan GC-4 gas chromatograph is maintained at 50oC in order

to prevent formation of T,.7ateï layers. Some conrnercial elecËrometers of

higher quality (KeiLhley 410) have their Ínput resistors and electromeLer

tube enclosed in hermeLically sealed boxes. A slight improvemenË of Ëhe

sensitivíty of Ëhe Micro-Tek original electrometer was achieved by flush-

ing its input resistors area with dry niLrogen as described in section

3.7 .6. When samples of Rum of equal size were injecËed before and after

Ëhe dry nitrogen treatmenË, an increase in the peak heights of the pre-

eËhanol peaks of about 3 times was observed for samples Ëhat \^7ere injected

after the drying treatment.

Ejfect of Lhe_J¡olari?íng volËage on stability. A raLher strange

dependence of Ëhe signal-to-noise ratio of a FIÐ system upon the magnitude

of the poLarLzLng volLage was deË,ected and qualitatively measured as

schemaËically shown in Figure lOa and as described in section 3.7.5.

I,trhen this sysLem \¡ias operated at polarizing voltages above 70 volts the

sËability ri.e., signal-to-noíse ratio decreased proportionally to the

magnitude of the polarizing voltage as shown schemaLically in Figure 10b"

No explanation can be given r of Lnis phenomena since no further experiment.a-

Ëion was carried out. IË is possible, howeverr that the noise produced

by mechanical vibrations of Ëhe collector elecËrode is proportional to the

sLrength of Ëhe eleclric field"



Chapter 4

Experimental Difficulties Encountered in High SensitiviËy

Gas ChromatÖgraphy and Methods

for their Elimination

4 "L. InLroduction

The fact,ors vihich have little or tolerable influence on the

performance of a gas chromaËograph when operaËing aË moderaËe or 1or,'l

sensitiviLies become criËical and 1imíËing when Ëhe instrument is

operaËed at high sensitívities. Unless the effecË of these facËors is

elimina¡ed, reduced or carefully controlled, the useful range of sensí-

Livities of the insLrument or its range of applicat,íons is reduced.

Frequently the development of improved meËhods of conLrol or operation

is required to eliminate the interference of these facËors. For instance'

small fluctuaLions of the column temperaËure do not affecË the baseline
theY

stability aË 1ow sensit'ivitiesi however, at high sensiLivities^may cause

baseline fluctuations of consíderable magniËude which inLerferes with

deËection of trace constituents and limits Lhe usefulness of the high

sensitiviLy. Ihe interference caused by this facLor can be eliminated

by providing accurate temperature control. Similarly, the flucËuations

occurring in oËher parameters of the sysLem must be eliminated.

AparË from the need for precise control of the variables,

serious difficulËies in performing funcËions such as ËemPerature

programming, detecËion of Ërace constituenËs appearing on Lhe shoulder

of large peaks, eliminating minute contaminaLionretc., are encounËered.

The meËhods thaË were developed for performing these functions aË high
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sensit,iviËies are described in Ëhe followÍng secLions of Ëhis chapter.

4"2. A New MeLhod for TemperaËure Programming at

High SensiËiviLíes

4.2.L. Introduction

Progranrning the column Lemperature so LhaË it conËinuously

rises (linearly or non línearly) throughout Lhe chromatographic run

is a widely used technique in gas chromatography which is particularly

suiËed in analysis of mixLures containing constituents of wide range

of boiling points (39). Such mixtures are frequenLly encountered in

flavor research (39) which makes PTGC a very valuable technique for

the investígator of flavors. High sensiLivity is, however' a pre-

requísite in flavor research. TemperaËure programming can therefore

be of full value in flavor analysis only if it can be performed aË

high sensitivities. Recording a meaningful high sensitívity chromatogram

of a Lemperature prografllmed run using an ordinary gas chromaEograph

is practically ímpossíble " The conLinuously increasing vapor pressure

of the líquid phase rapidly brings the response of the deËecËion system

off scale. The dual column technigue (39) was introduced wiËh Ëhe

inLention to solve Ëhis problem. However, it appears Ëo be applicable

only for low or moderaLe sensitiviËies. For dual column temperature

progranrning aL high sensitivities the two col.umns and all the associated

componenËs of the ttdualtt sysLem musË be perfectly matched in their beha-

vior. Preparing perfectly matched columns was found in our laboratory

to be unobtainable even when special packing procedure \das used.

At h.igh sensitivities any small difference in Ëhe behavior of the

corresponding componenËs of the dual system, including the columns,
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exhibíts a strong effect on Lhe positÍon of the baselíne because iË is

amplified 100 to 10,000 times more than when programming aË low or

moderate sensitiviËies. Gas solid chromatography or use of the recently

developed porous polymer beads, permit temperature prograffining at high

sensitivities. UnforLunaËely, these approaches are presently applicable

only for separation of low boiling subsLances (117). trIe wished to find

a general soluËion to this problem and,as a result, a very simple idea

was Ëested and found successful for sÍngle column temperature program-

ming aË sufficienËly high sensit,ivities.

4.2 "2. Principle.

Programmed temperature gas chromatography is mosL difficulÈ when

liquíd phases of limiËed temperaLure stabílity must be used (39). Such

líquid phases usually consisL of polyiners of low average molecular weight

(400-600) " The meLhod developed makes use of Ëhe fact Ëhat Ëhe rate

of migraËion of the vapors of such liquid phases in another column of

a highly stable liquid phase is extremely slow at any of the temperaLures

at which the more volatile liquid phase is useful. This fact is used

in the following r¡iay : !'Ihen an ordinary analytical column conËaining

a liquid phase which can be used only up to 160oC ís connected Ëo a

second short column (3-B inches) containing a liquid phase which can be

used up Lo 280-300oC, the rate of migration of the vapors of the first

liquid phase into Ëhe second column is very slow at t6OoC as compared

to the rate of migration of the constiLuents which are being analysed.

In :other words the method makes use of the difference in Lhe rates

of migraËion of the vapors of the liquid phase and the compounds analysed

in a "bleed absorbing columnrtcontaining a highly st,able liquid phase.
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The vapors of the more volatile liquid phase do not reach the detector

during the one progranrning cycle. Only the vapors of the stabtre phase reach

the detector. However, the change of the vapor pressure of the stable

phase during the programmíng cycle is negligable at any of the useful

temperatures of Lhe more volatile phase.

4.2.3. ExperimenËal

Column 1 was mounted on an Aerograph 660 single column gas

chromatograph. The column effluent (30 ml/min.) was split in approxi-

mately ZzL ralLo and fed to a FID unit and to the inlet of a Hitachi-

Perkín Elmer RI,IU-6D mass specËrometer as described in section 5.2.2.

and schematically shown in Figure 18. The temperature of the column

wás.bhen manual,ly prograÍìmed up Ëo 160oC sËarting at 5OoC, at an average

rate of 4 deg/min without injecLing any sample. The ouËpuË of the FID

and the total ion monitor (Tru) sysËems were simultaneously recorded at

the highesË operable sensiËivity (atËenuation 1 x 10 on the FID sysËem

_o
and 0.1 x 1O-'ampere on the TIM sysËem). An eighË inch column 1/8" O.D.

packed \^/iËh 15% wt/wË of Carbowax 20I4-TPA on Anachrom ABS 60-80 mesh

(preconditiond at 2450C f.or 2 hours) which \das connected between Ëhe

outlet of the column and Lhe stream splitter was used as a bleed absor-

bing column. The temperat,ure of the column 1 and the bleed absorbing

column was then agaín prograntned (from 5Oo to 196oC) under ídent.ical

condiLions. The oven was kept at L96oC for 4 minuLes and then cooled Lo

100oC. Starting from IOOoC the programming of the oven temperaLure \nlas

then repeated at an average raËe of 15 deg/min up to 1920. In order Ëo

check the effect of Lhe bleed absorbing column on the retenLíon Ëimes of

compounds eluted from Ëhe analyËical column a mixLure of C10,C11, ttd Cl2
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norTnal parÆins was run before and afËer the connection of the bleed

absorbing column under identical flow and temperature conditions.

4.2.4. Results and discussion

The superimposed column bleed profiles obtained wíth the FID

sysËem without and wiËh the column bleed absorbing aËtachment are shown

in Figure 15. The liquid phase used in column 1 (Tergitol NP-35) was

earlier found to be applicable with FID systems only up Ëo 160oC. The

column bleed profile obËained afLer the atLachment of the bleed absorbing

column shows that the maximum operaËing temperature of this liquid phase

is exLended to 190oC. Figure 15 shows ËhaË the absorbing attachmenË

effecËively eliminates the exponenËial column bleed profile in the 50-1B5oC

range and enables sÍngle column temperaLure prograrmning at relaËively

hígh sensitivities. The bleed profile of Ëhe repeaêed temperature

programmíng carrieil out after the aËtachment of the bleed absorbing

column is shown in Figure 15 with a dashed line. The fact thac thís profile

almost, maËches the first one indicates Lhat the rate of migration of

the vapors of Tergitol NP-35 in the bleed absorbing column is neglig.ible

up to 190oC. The bleed absorbing column was found Ëo cause only a slight

increase, (L0%), of the retenLion times of the C10,C11 and C' normal para-

ffins at 125oC as compared to Lheir reËentíon times obtained on the analy-

tÍca1 colunrn alone. The additional retentíon caused by the absorbing

column is probably dependenË upon several factors and could be reduced

by adjusting Lhe lengËh, the percenLage of the líquid phase and the

ËemperaËure of Lhe absorbing column. These variables probably could be

optimized for minimum retention aL given absorbing capacity" The temPera-

ture of the absorbing column does not have to be the same as Lhe temperature



Figure 15

Supe.rímposed Column SLeed .Prof.iles ObLained by Single Colunn

Temperat.ure prograÍT$ing at Rel-ativeLy High Sensitivilies.

A. Golunn bleed profile of column 1.

B. First colurn bLeed profile of column 1 with

a freshly activated bleed absorbing columrt

aLËached to it.

C. Second coltrnn bleed profí-le of column I with

the bLeed absorbing coLumn without reacLÍvation

of Ëhe Later.
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of the analytical column. Furthennore, since the absorbing column must

frequently be rrreactívaËed'r it would be of great advantage to assemble

the absorbing column into a suitable comparËmenË which can be independently

heaËed even wiLhouË any special cont,rol of Ëhe temperature. Such a comparË-

ment can easily be installed r¿iËhin the column oven because it requires

only a limited space. From the results obtained with the eight inch

absorbing column it can be concluded that much shorter column (1-3 inch

cartridges) can be used. In order to avoid loss of resolution in Ëhe

bleed absorbing column the liquid phase used in it must be carefully

selecËed to match Lhe properËies of Ëhe liquid phase used in the analyËical

column as far as Ëhe order of eluËion is involved.

4.3 " llide Range Zero ShifËÍng for Ëhe DeËectíon of

Trace ConstiLuents.

4.3 .L. Introduction

Trace flavor constiËuents in alcoholic beverages frequently

exhibít reLention behavior similar to Ëhe retention time of ethanol,

the matrix component of these beverages. Even when Ëhe reËention time

of some of Ëhese constiËuents ís 30-50% longer than that of ethanol

they appear only on the shoulder of Ëhe ethanol peak which under high

sensitivity conditions extends over many Limes the full scale range of

Ëhe recorder. Under such conditions mosL of the shoulder of Ëhe ethanol

peak remaíns unrevealed in its 'roff scale'r porLion. Trace consLiËuenËs

appearing on Lhis shoulder remain Ëherefore undetected. If the sensÍtívity

of the detection system or sample size ¡is decreased so that a greater

porLion of the ethanol peak would appear on the chart, the detection of

Ëhe t.race peaks would again not be possible because Ëhe síze of these peaks
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vrould also decrease proportionally and frequently become smaller than the

minimum needed for detecLion. This problem was solved using a method

which we called t\¿ide range zeto shíf.ting't.

4.3 .2. Experimental.

Apparatus-. The modified FID unit, ehown in Figure 9 combined

with a KeiËhley 410 electrometer as described in section 3.7 .1. (system 3)

-10
were used at 3 x 10 ampere range wiLh abouL L% of. the output fed to a

1 mV Honeywel-l recorder.

procedure. SlÍghtly after the ethanol peak reaches ttoff scale"

the baseline posítÍon is shifted from -10.1 mV (which is the original

position of Ëhe baseline) to about -10 mV. fhís brings the range which

withouË the shift is Ëen Limes ttoff scale'r into the range of the 1 mV

recorder. One millivolt porËion of the ethanol peak shoulder is then

recorded. The baseline position is immediately shifted to -9 mV and

the portion of the peak which, wíthout the shifË, would be nine times

ttoff scal-e" is then recorded. Ihis procedure is repeated until the

baseline reaches its origínal position"

4.3.3. Results and discussion.

Samples of Gin, Coriander seed dist,iJifates and Juniper berries

distillate \.{ere analysed gas chromatographically using the zero shifting

method. The results obtained are shown Ín Figure 16. Peaks 11, 12 and

13 remain undeËected when the sample is run without zero shifting. A

large peak (No. fO) remains undeËecLed even wiLh Ëhe zero shifting because

its reËention time is Loo close to that of ethanol. When the sensiti-

vity of the system is decreased 10 times so that greater porËion of the



Fig.ure l6

DeËection of Trace Peaks

by l,üide Range Zero Shifting.

A1l- the chromatograms were obtained under identicaL condit.ions :

I'ID system 3 aL 3 x 10-10 "*p". range

Column 5

Gol. Lemp . 6goc

Carrier gas He

Sample size L.9 ¡t

The índividual chromatograms were obtained with the folLowing

sampl-es !

Chromatogram 

; 

."ttt":"t seed distillate 

;,

3 ,r rr tr III

tt 4 Gin B,

rr5ttA,.

,6rt[,

" 7 ALcohoL for Gin

tr B Juniper Berries distiLl-ate.
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eËhanol peak shoulder can be seen on the chart,

most of the samples remained undetected because

ËiviËy.

peaks LL,L2 and 13 in

of insufficient sensi-

4.4 " MonitorÍng Contamination and Decontamination

of Microliter SYringes.

4 .4 .1. Introduction.

Quantities of maLerial of Ëhe order of 10-11 gtu* can be

detected in high sensiLiviËy gas chromatography (9). It is easy to

visualize that cross contamination of the syringe used for injection

bf samples to Lhe gas chromatograph would become a critical problem at

such sensitivities. After a microliter syringe has been used with a

given sample it is usually repeaLedly flushed with solvent or wiËh the

new sample before ít is reusedrassuming LhaË a number of suchrrrinsing't

acËions (beËween 5-10) decontaminaËes the syringe. However, ít was

found (118) Ëhat the "memorytt of Lhe syringes to previous samples is

sufficienËly larpand that repeated ordinary rinsing cannoL remove the

conËaminant€.

OËt et. a1 (118) described a cont,inuous exLraction method for decontami-

naËion of 10 ¡1L ot larger syringes " They found Ëhat it is necessary
/

to keep the syringes for 15 hours in the exLractíon apparatus in order

Ëo remove all the det,ecËable contamination. Decontamination of 1 yt

Hamilton syringes is considerabl¡l more difficult Ëhan decontamination

of 10 yL slrLnges and cannoË be done wíth the extraction meËhod due

to their different design. A símple and a very effícient method for

monitoring contaminaËion and deconËaminating microliter syringes r¡ias

developed using a flame i-oni-zal-Lon deËecËíon sysLem and a modified mode
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of inËerconnecting Ëhe inlet and the outlet of a dual column gas chromato-

graph.

4.4.2. Experimental.

The "dual'r injection port of a Barber Col^man Selecta 5000

gas chromaËograph T,{as connected Ëo one flame ionization detector as

shown in Figure 17. One injection porË leads the carrier gas to the

FID unit via the column used for separation and the second ínjecËion

porË leads Lhe carrier gas aL flow raËe of 35 ': ml/mÍn to Ëhe same

FID unit via empty tubíng. The syringe Lo be decontaminaËed is inserËed

in the second inject,or andrafter abouÈ one second, vapors from Ëhe

contaminated syringe reach the detector and generaËe a signal which is

proporËiona1 Ëo the quanLity of Ëhe contaminanËs. The plunger of Ëhe

syringe is then moved in and ouL so LhaË vapor enLrapped wiËhin the

needle::i9 pushed ouL. This is done unËil no det,ectable signal ís gene-

rated.

4.4"3. Results and didcussion

One microliter syringes are very useful ín high sensitivity gas chromaËo-

graphy although they are less accurate than the 10 ¡,1 syringes. However,

Ëheir design is such Lhat their compleËe deconËamination by repeated

rinsíng is practically impossible. In mosË applicaËions of gas chroma-

tograpþy contaminations of Ëhe order of 10-10 or 10-11 gram per ínjection

may remain undetected. In analysis of flavors at high sensiËiviËies,

however, such quant.ities of conËamination can cause confusÍon and creaËion

of artifacts. The method described was found Ëo solve this problem

completely for 1 ¡.1 Hainilton syrÍnges. The method is considerably lesst'
suitable for decontaminaËion of. LO yl syringes.
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Arrangement f or_ DeconL-amínaË íon
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Chapter 5

The ldenLificat,ion of Flavor ConstiËuenËs DeEected

by Gas Chromatography.

5.1. InËroducËion

The ídentífication of gas chromatographic peaks is well

recognized as a difficult task (119,120), especially when dealing \.{Íth a

complex mixture of natural products. A large portion of Ëhe lit,eraËure

on gas chromaËography (30,31) deals with the various methods for peak

identificat,ion or their applicaËion Lo specific problems. The dÍfferent

approaches for identification of gas chromatographic peaks can be clas-

sified into fíve categories :

1. ReLenËion behavior.

2. Multichannel or gas density balance detecEion.

3. Auxiliary deËecËion.

4. Isolation for subsequent study.

5. Precolumn or posË-column reactions and pyrolysis.

A somewhat differenË classíficaLion was given by Crippen and

SmiËh (120). Frequent,ly, Ëvio or more methods must, be applied simultane-

ously or consecuLively for the solution of more difficult problems. The

selectíon of suitable methods and the scheme Ëo be followed in the identi-

ficaËion of cerËain peaks depend largely on the quanËiËy of substance

represenLed by the peak, on the available insËrumentation and on any

foreknor¿ledge of the sample. For instance, when a gas. chromatographic

peak represents quantiËies of the order of 10-10 g=u* the only applicable

methods for the identificaË,ion of Ëhis peak are those based on iËs retentíon
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behavior" On the other handrwhen sufficiently large quant,it,ies of pure
-4 -7subsEance (10 to l0 ' gram) can be readely collected, a variety of

meËhods, both classícal and instrumental) can be applied" In the identi-

fication of flavor constituents one rarely deals with sufficiently large

quantities of subsËance. As a result only the most sensÍLive mebhodsr : ,

for ídentification are directly applicable in flavor analysis. Of the

methods available, those based on the retention behavior and on multi-

channel detection are the most sensitive. Unfortunatelyr peak idenËi-

ficaLion based on reËention daËa obËained from one colurnn lack the

re1íabilÍty necessary for unambiguous identifÍcation (LzL) offered by

the spectromeLríc methods (L22). Nevertheless the methods based on

retenLion behavior are most, widely used for Ëhe identifícaLion of gas

chromatographic peaks. These methods are particularly successful when

combined with high resolution gas chromat.ography (34) and rnrhen some

knowledge on the nat,ure of the constituents of Ëhe mixture under ínvesti-

gaËíon is available.

One of the most powerful tools for identificatíon of organic

compounds is the high resolution mass spectrometer or mass spectrograph

(LzL,L22). Medium resolution mass spect.rometers are equally successful

when substances of known mass specLra are being ídentified" In addition,

the mass spectrometer is also one of Ë,he most sensitive instruments used

in chemical analysis. It can produce . inËerpretable spectra from quanËi-

tíes as sma1l as 2 x l0-B gram of subsËance (125). The capabilities and

the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer are therefore ideally suited for

the identifícation of flavor consËiËuenËs (2,L6) both when directly con-

nected to the gas chromatograph (3,L6,39,123-L25) or when used independenûly

(L26). UnforËunately, Lhe high cost of mass spectrometers prevenËs their
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universal use in the identification of gas chromatographfc peaks. The

minimum quanLities of maLerlal required Ëo obtain , IRr UV or Nl"fR spectra

of a gas chromatographic peak are considerably Larger than the quantiËíes

needed t,o obtain maBS spectrâ. Thelr applicability ts therefore llmited

Èo Ëhe idenËíflcation of peaks which represent the more abundant consËitu-

ents of flavor mixtures.

Trapplng gas chromatographíc peaks for further invesLigation is

a wideLy used approach for peak identificatíon (127- 140). The problem of

efficient fraction collection, however, is by far more difficult than iË

má)¡ seem Ëo be" The iact that fraction collection has been the subject

of nr.rrerous studies and pubi-ications (L27-L4O) supports this staËmenE.

None of Ëhe methods for fraction collection described in the literature

seem to be universalLy applicable. The dífficulty of collecting the sub-

sËances represented by chromatographic peaksr partícularly when presellt

in small quantities (121), has l-imited the appllcaËion of subsequenË

ínstrumental identification and promoted the development of inËerface

devices for direcË connecÈion of gas chromatographs to other instruments

(L2L,L25) " In this work the scheme used for peak ldentification involved

Ëhree somewhat indeper¡denL approaches ¡

L. Use of retenLion data for tentative identification

and aiming to confírm ít hy mass sPecËrortetry.

2" Tentative ídentifÍcation from the retention behavíor

which ís further confiimed or found wrong by the

standard additlon meËhod (34,120) c
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Collectíon of single

long term sËorage and

specLrometry, or high

Approach I ís applicable mosËly for trace peaks

-l 
rÕ

(10 ' to 10 gram), approacL, 2 f.or trace peaks

-rl10 -- gram) and approach 3 for alt peaks which

peaks or groups of peaks for

further examínaËion by mass

resoluËion gas chromatography.

3.

of inËermedrate size

of small srze (rO- 9 to
_1

represent more than 10 'gram

of substance. By using preparative scale enrichments of the trace consLi-

Ëuents appearl-ng in various regions of a chromatogram the constituenËs

--9 -8whrch are present rn 10 to 10 " gram level can be concenLrat.ed to the

levels necessary for approach 3. Peak identificat,ion is recognized as

a project for a team of qualified chemists. Sjostrom and Cairncross (141)

suggested a t,eam of 2 to 5 scíentists at the Ph.D. level (supporLed by

assistants) for physicochemical separat.ion and identification studies in

the flavor fíeld. In this work some progress and conLributions were made

in each of Ëhe above menËioned approaches. These are described in Ëhe

following sections of Ëhis chapter and should be considered as Lhe initial

stages in development of a general scheme.

It was hoped that the combined gas chromatograph mass specËrometer

(GC-MS) system whích is described in secliior5.2 would enable expedient

idenEifÍcation of many peaks. Ilowever,due to random fiuctuations of the

accelerating voltage of Ëhe ion source, no posítive mass identificaËion

could be made on Ëhe spectra recorded even when the spectra of kncwn hydro-

carbons were taken shortly before or after the experiment under identical-

operating conditions. In addition, ít was found that the bandwidth of

the arnpLifier was noË sufficiently wíde t.o perrnit truthful recording of

the mass spectra aË the scan raLe of 3,0 seconds for full massrange which
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is the slowest accept,abl-e in GC-MS for avoíding falsification of the

paÈtern,Such falsification is caused by Ëhe change of the sample concen-

Ëration occurring during the period of the scan. Thís fínding was later

confirmed by a representative of the Perkin Elmer Corporation. The

work with the GC-MS systeri, however: produced ínËeresting informatíon

which is described in secËions 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2. toss of Chsrmatographic ResoluËion ín the_Vacuum line

of a Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer

(GC-MS) System

5 .2.L. Introduction

The tandem operaËion of a gas chromatograph with a mass spectro-

meter has rapidly emerged as a mosL povlerful analytical method. Numerous

references pertaining to Lhe development or the application of such sys-

tems can be found in recent bibLiographies on gas chromatography (L42,L43)

and a recent review on mass spectromeËry (L44). lnsËruments which combine

both, a gas chromaËograph and mass spectrometer in a single unít are al-ready

conmercially avail-able from one company (LKn-InstrumenË AB, Stockholm,

Sweden) and other companies which produce mass specËromeËers offer espe-

cialLy designed models and optional accessories for the same purPose.

A variety of inLerface devices (L23,L24,L45-148) and methods

(L49-152) have been developed Ëo faciLit,aLe the interconnection of gas

chromaLographs t.o mass specËromeËers and achieve enrichment of the sample

Ëo carrier gas ratio. OËher specific problems such as scan raLe conside-

raËions (153), obtaining high resol-ution mass spectra (L23,L24,L48,L54>,

the effect of .:ç,olumn bleed (155) and change of sample concentration during
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Ëhe recording of the mass spectra of gas chromatographic peaks (149), have

been studied with considerable detail. I¡lhen the column outleË is directly

connected to the inlet of the mass spectrometer so that the Lotal column

effLuent enters in the vacuum line, loss of chromatographic resolution

may occur due Ëo the need to mainËain part of the column at low pressures

and very hígh f-inear velocities of the carrier gas. This aspect of the

"t,oLal effluent" mode of operation: ltâs first discussed by Varadi and

EËtre (1-56) and was later more Lhoroughly investigated by Teranishi et aL

(155). These works dealt with capillary coJ-umn only because Lhe vacuum

system of a mass spectrometer cannot tolerate the total- column effluent

issuing from packed column without the use of interface devices. lühen

the column out,Let is kepË at atmospheric pressure and only a fractíon

of the effluent is allowed Lo leak into the mass specËromeËer or !ühen

interface device are used, no loss of resolution should occur if the vacuum

Line of the mass specËromeËer or the interface device can maintaín the

chromatographic resolution. Henneberg (148) showed thaË this is feasible

buL expressed the opinion Ëhat only some of the interface sysËems described

in Ëhe literature can meet this requirement. In addition, vle suspecËed

that dead volumes or unswept pockets preseriL in the vacuum line of the

mass spectrometer may cause loss of resolution much in the same way as

dead voLumes in the gas chromatograph do. Dead volumes in the vacuum line

of the mass spectrometer are bound to occur parËicularly when general

purpose mass spectrometers are being modified fo:r interconnection Èo gas

chromatographs. IË !üas our intention Ëo use a modified generaL purPose

mass spectromeËer. lle therefore investigat,ed the effect of dead volumes

in the vacuum system of Lhe mass spectrometer.
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5 .2.2. Experimental

Apparatus. A HiLachi - Perkin Elmer model RMU-6D a1l gl-ass

inlet mass spectrometer was modifíed for interconnecLion wiËh a gas

chromatograph using an interface accessory kif model-led after the

helium separator described by tr{atson and Biemann (123,L24). this kít

was made available and install-ed by ïepresentatives of the Perkin ELmer

Corpora¡ion. tr{e assembled the components of Lhe gas chromatograph mass

specËrometer sysËem ffig. 18) which consisted of an Aerograph model

660 gas chromatograph, a imicrovolume stream spLitter, an FID system

(sysrem 6, section 3.7.1) a 5 ft heated capill-ary (0.OLrt l.D.) which

conÍrects the stream spl-itter to the mass spectrometer, a helium

separator, a mass sPecLromeËer equipped with a total ion moniËoríng

(TIM) electrode and a Keithley nrodeL 6l-08 elecËrometer (used in conjunc-

tlon with the TIM electrode). A Leeds and NorLhrup I mV potent,ionetric

recorder r,¡as used wiËh the FID system and a Honeywell 1 rnV PoLenËiometric

recorder wiËh Ëhe TIM system. A Welch, Duo-Seal- model' 1405H vacuum

pump (not shown in Fig. 18) was used in conjunction r,rith the heLium

separator. The hel-ium seParator was original-Ly connecËed by glasS blowing

to the inlet system of the massspectrometer at a Point which ï'7as half-

way between the pinhol-e leak and the ion source (Fig. 1-9a). After a

series of experimerfts the interconnection between Ëhe heLium separator

and the inlet of the mass spectrometer was made as cLose as possible to

Ëhe pinhol-e leak (Fie. L9b).

Procedure. The GC-MS sysLem \¡7as operat,ed as a FID-TII"I dual

channel- sysLem. The FID sysLem was used to record the chromatograPhic

resolulion at the ouËlet of the column and the TIII system to record the

chromat,ographic resOluËÍon at the ion source of the mass sPectromeLer'
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A Gas Chroma_tograph :. M.ass SpectromeËer

System (Schernatic)
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Figuåe 19.

Pg.iÊts of .Connection of Lhe lleljiufn Separator

to che Inlet Systenof the Ptass SpecLrometej

a. Point of connection at half-way beLween

the pinhole leak and the ion source.

b. Point of connection made as close as possible

to the pinhole l-eak.
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The column effl-uent reaches the stream spl-itter at the rate of 30 ml/min'

I,lhen kept at 200oC the interconnec¿ing capil-Lary allowed about 10 rnl/min

of helium to pass into the helium sepårator (according to the specificatíons)

This means LhaL the coltmn effluent was spliL aE 2zl ratio \'JiLh 20

ml/rnin flowing Lo the flame and l0 ml/min Lo Lhe helium separator. The

high vacuum section of the mass sPec¡rometer was kept between 3 x 10-6 to

5 x 10-6 ,o.r (rhe reading of the ion gauge). Total ion monitor (TIM)

and flame ionizat.ion (Fl) chromatograms viere simultaneousl-y recorded

durlng each chromatographic run, and the percent loss of chrorr'atographic

resolution in the vacuum l-ine of the mass spectrometer hTas calcuLaËed by

comparing Lhe corresponding peak parameters and resolution appearing in

fhe TIt"l and FI chromatograms obtained before and afLer changing the poinE

of connection of the helium separator. Colurnns I and 7 (Appendix 1) were

used under operating eonditions listed in Figures 20 and 21. Samples

of grape fusel oil (as specified in Figures 20 and 21) were run before

and afËer the Point of connection.

5 .2 .3. R.gsq!tq. a.r.td d1-.s-cqssig¡ -

The FI and the TEut chromatograms obtained with the origÍnal

GC-MS system (Fig. t8), in which the heLium seParator vTas connected to
a.t4

Lhe mass specLrometer at a point midway beËween Ëhe pinhol-e leak^Lhe

ion source (Figure l9a), sho¡v loss of resoluLion in the TÐ4 chromatogram

of S3%berween peaks 2 and 3 and 42%between peaks 10 and ll (Fig-20),

as compared Ëo the resoLution between these peaks observed in the FI

chromatogram. The original point of interconnection betr'reen the helium

separator and Lhe mass specËrometer (Fig. 19a) was the shorLest possible'

llowever, \,riLh this arrangemenË the volume beLween the pinhole leak and



Figur-e 2-0.

Loss of Chrornatographi,c Resol-ution iI

the Mass- Spe.ctrometer Vacutm Line

Shows the corresponding portions of the FID and TIM

chromatograms of grape fusel oil- distillation residue II

obtained with column I at 120oC"
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the point of connection represenLs an ttunsviepL pockettt which causes the

observed Loss of resolution.

In the FI and Tltul chromatograms obtained with the modified GC-MS

system in which the helíum separator is connected next to the pinhole

1-eak (Fig. l-9b), no loss of resoLution between peaks 30 and 31 is ob-

served,(Fig. 21). I{owever, some t.race consLituenËs aPPearing on the

shoulder of larger peaks which are deËected in the FI chromaLogråm âre

not seen in the T[4. chromatogram indicaLing Ëhat in the case of small

peaks following large ones loss of resolution still- takes place. This

is probably due t,o some hol-d-up by Lhe sinËered glass hel-ium separator..

With the point of interconnection beËween the helium separator and the

m.ass spectromeLer posit.ioned nexE to Ëhe pinhole leak an extra volume

of 20 ml and extra Length of. 40 crn l{ere added to the path of the gases

Ëo the ion source. A comparison of Lhe resolution in the TD{, chromaËo-

grams relative to the FI chromatograms obtained before and after the

change of the point of inËerconnection shows Ëhat the presence of unswept

vo¡¡mes in the high vacuum line of the mass sPectrometer causes serious

J-oss of chromatographic resolution whereas extra volume has little or no

effect on the resoLution.

5.3. TemperaËure Prograrnnning with a GC-I4S SysLem.

El-imination of the Continuous Change and

Interference of Lhe Background Spectra.

Teranishi er eÄ (r55) poinËed ouL that Lhe sensitiviËy of

a GC-MS system is limiLed by the exËent of column bleeding and showed

Ëhat only líquid phases that do noL obscure the mass sPectral patLerns

of the material being anaLysed can be used. This siLuation limits the



Figtre _21-.

Comparison gf IID and TFvi Chromatograms

a{Ëer Elim:inaËion gf the -'rU,nswept PockeL't

in the V¿cunm Line.

Shows the corresponding FID and TIPI chromaËograms of

grape fusel oil distí1]-aüion residue II obtained r''rith

col-umn 7 (t.emperature prograruned) .
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maximum operaLing Lemperat.ure of the gas chromatograph and drastically

reduces Lhe possibilities in Ëhe selection of liquid phases. In tempera-

ture.. prografiìmed operation of a GC-MS sysËem, the continuously increasing

rate of column bleeding causes a continuous increase in the magnitude

and change in the pat.t.ern of the bachground spectra. This complicates

the procedure of extracting Lhe sample spectrum from the raw data and

necessitates-. repeaËed recording of Ëhe background spectra during the

Lemperature prografirned run. However, when complex multicomponent fiLx-

Lures are being analysed, resolved or parËly resolved, const.ituents

of the mixture are eluted from the coluum in succession without a pause

which prevenËs the recording of Ëhe background spectra aL frequent inter-

val-s. Naturally, Ëhe coluum temperature can be progranmred again wiLhout

injecting the sampl-e and background spectra aË the appropriate tempera-

tures recorded but this is time consuming and sËill Leaves one with the

l-aborious job of subtracting the background spectra at each temperature

from the spectra obtained for each peak. These difficul-ties seríously

l-imit the applicabiLity of temperaLure programming with GC-MS systems.

T'le found rhat the method for singLe column temperaLure progrânming at

high sensitiviLies described in section 4.2 is directl-y applicabLe for the

solution of this probl-em and that it successfull-y eliminaLes Lhe interference

of the col-umn bleeding. Ihe system shown in Figure lB was used exactly

as described in section 5.2.2. The colusn temperaËure \iías first, programmed

without, the bLeed absorbing coluurn and background spectra at various

Lemperatures \¡7ere recorded (l'ig. ZZ¡. A continuous increase of Lhe

intensity of the background spectra is observed (FLg.22), indicatíng that

the sensitivity of the GC-MS system is inversely proportional to the

column Lemperature (155) . Coluurr LemperaËure \¡ras prograruûed again after

Ëhe connection of Lhe bleed absorbíng colunn and background spect.ra



Figure_ 22.

Sackground Mass Sp_ectga- of Col-umn L

aL Various-IeqqqraËu.re s ..
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recorded at various Lemperatures(Fig. 23). A consËant, background spectra

of low intensity ate observed throughout the temperaËure prograrnoring

indicating that the column bleed is effectivel-y absorbed and its interfe-

rence eLíminated.

5 .4. IdentíficaLion of Gas Chromatographic Peaks Based on

Lheir Retention BehavÍor

5.4.L. CompilaËion of gas chromatographic retention data-

Volunlnous gas chromatographic retention data hav.e accumulaËed

in the lasË decade. It is found both scaLËered in articles (l-57'158)

and col-l-ect,ed in forn of books (159,160). Unfortunately, it is noL

represented in a unified way and the numerous f-iquid pl,ases used hamper

its widespread applicabiLity. A more importanË source of difficul-ties

and inaccuracy of the inLer-laboratory use of retent.ion data originates

from sol-id supporË effect,s (161,L62). Scholz and BrandL (L62) showed

that the supporL effects include tail-ing, changes in retenLion time

with changes both in sample size and in Lhe sequence in which solut,es are

injected, and inversions of elution sequence caused by varyíng the

amolmt of ..liquid phase or sampl-e size.

Solid supporL effects towards certain groups of compounds (satu-

raLed hydrocarbons, al-kyl halides etcr) are negl-igib1-e and retenLion daËa

of these compounds are reliabl-y used. Unfortunately, oxygenated hydro-

carbons and particuLarly alcohols which were of major interesË in Lhis

work e>dribít sLrong interaction forces wiËh Lhe solíd suPporL originating

in hydrogen bonding (161-, L62). In,vírei of Schqlz.and:Bnasrdtjs findings

(L62) it becomes obvious that retention daLa available in the literature



Fi.gure_ 23_.

Backsround },l,ass SpecLra of Column Í- + Bleed

Absorbing Coltmn at Various TemperaËures.
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cannot be reliably used for the idenËificaËion of the compounds of interest

in this work. It was concluded that only retention daË.a produced on Ëhe

same column would be successfully appticabl-e and the compil-ation of such

data on the liquid phases of interesL was therefore undertaken. IË was

of speciaL interest to obtain Ëhe retenËion behavior of various homol-ogous

series of compounds in order to compensate for Lhe incompleæflgss of the

avail-able ttLibrarytt of refererice compounds. EighLeen test mixtures

Listed in Appendix 2 containing homol-ogous seríes of alcohols, esters,

aldehydes, ketones and noi:na1- paraffins lüere chromatographed on eighteen

colurnns (Appendix L) at two or three column ÈemperaLures. Since FIÐ

sysLems were used (systems 1,4 and B, section 3.7.1) hold-up times were

calcul-ated as foll-o\.^7s ! Each coltunn \¡¡as seParaLeLy connected to a Carle

microvolume therual conducLivity detector and operated as an ordinary

gas chromatograph using hel-ium as carrier gas. About. 20 
fL 

of aír r¿as

injected through an injecËion port arrangemenË which was free of unswepË

pockets and eLution times T¡lere measured with a stopwatch. Knowing the

hold-up timerthe flow raLe and the inlet and outlet pressures' the free

volume of the column, Vr^"¡ \úâs cal"culat,el-"ätttt equaLion 7 (40).

v ,3!i- r
- -Z gas \Po' - I-lEh =.-3 F rlil2-î L/)

'Po '

where : L_
h

vgas

Pi,Po=

gas hold-up time

coluurr free volume

inlet and ouLLet pressures

fLow raËe at column LemperaËure.

Knowing a¡e Vgas of Lhe coLurur, the fl-ow rate at the operaËing LemperaËure,

Ëhe ínlet and ouËlet pressllresr'ri\ie caLcul-ated the hold-up Ëimes for Ëhe
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conditions used during the compilation of the data and used it for

obtaining the corrected retenLion times. ReËenLion indices (163) were

calculaËed from the data obtained. However, Lhe mixture of n-paraffíns

used for obtaining the reLention indíces \^Jas frequenLly eluted consÍderably

faster than expected and since iË. did noL coritåin normal paraffins of

sufficienLly high carbon numþer the retention indices of a number of

compounds could not be caLculated. Ihe resulLs obtâined are surnnarized

in 1able l. Relative retention times !üere purposely not calculated

because it is easier to converË Lhe reLention Ëimes to reLative reLenËion

Ëimes for differenË reference compounds Lhan to convert relaLive reËen-

tion times from one reference compound to relative retenLion time of

another reference compound.

5 -4.2. Standard additíon

Ì{hen the idenLily of certaín peaks is suspected (eiËher from

theír retention times or from foreknowLedge ofl the composition of the

sample), standard addiLion (34,L20) offers a sÍ:npLe and reliable method

for positive idenLification. The appl-icabiliLy of the meLhod, hor"/ever,

is limited onLy to--the identÍficaLion of compounds which are avaiLable

for addiËion t.o Lhe mixtures analysed. When combined wiËh high resolution

columns (34) standard addition is Lhe on1-y appLicable method for the

-10identificaËion of peaks which represent Less than 10 gram of substance.

Standard addition r¡as:found:to be parËicul-arly suitabLe for the teßtative

identification of trace constituents in grape fuseL oil revealed by wide

range temperature programmed capil-lary columns " Twenty- eight peaks in

the chromatogram of a grape fusel oil disË.ilLation residue (Fig. 24) were

tentatively identified (faUle 2) using Lhe following approach I The
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Ei,gure -24.

IdentificaËion of Peaks

By åËandard_ AddiLion

Illustrates the identification of smaLl peaks in a complex

chromatogram of O.S yL grape fusel oil distill-aLion residue II

obtaj-ned wirh temperature prograrnned capilLary columfc (colunn3).

Ethyl hepLanoate (F2) , ethyl nonanoate (H4) and phenethyl aceËate (I9)

are shown to increase in peak height (dotLed peaks) after addition of

theseconpounds Lo the mixture.

:'ç ChromaLographic coqdiiions as in Figure 28.
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Tab Ie

Tentative ldentification of Peaks in Grape Fusel- Oi1 (Distill. Res_. I¡ II)

Chromatograms by Standard Addition.*

Peak
De signati ont'r* Compound

Chromatogram
number

F2
Go
H4
Io
Jo
C4
F6
G4
Hl0
I5
c6
G4
T4
Ko
Do
D8
F9
FL2
H2
H]-B
r.9
Mo
T6
B2
E1
F1
Lo
Fo

Ethyl Hept,anoate
EËhyL OcËanoate
Ethyl Nonanoat.e
Ethyl DecanoaLe
EËhyl Laurate
n-Butyl al-cohol
n-HepËyl acetate
n-Octyl acet,aÈe
n-Nonyl acet.aËe
n-Decyl aceËaLe
Isoamyl acetate
lsoamyl octanoate
Isoamyl nonanoate
Isoamyl decanoaËe
2-Hexanol
2-Heptanol-
n-Heptyl aLcohol-
2-Oct,anol
n-Octyl alcohol
n-Nonyl alcohol
PheneLhyl aceËat,e
Ethyl palmitaËe
ELhyl phenacetate
Propyl aceLaËe
lsoamyl propíonate
Isoamyl- butyraËe
ELhyl- myrisËate
n-Hexyl al-cohol

BC 3027
illt

It ll

" 3028
tr ll
It ll
t] 3029
It tt

tfil

illt

" 3030
ilil

illt

ilIt

rt 3037
illl

ilil

ll tr

ltil

It lt

ll ll

'r 3039
iltt

'r 3038
Itn
ilil
ilrt
il lt

* On Lemperature prografilgled capiL1-ary col-umn.
** FLgure 24
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original grape fusel oil- sample was chromatographed under the condítions

described in FLgure 24i then, to approximately l0 ¡L of the oríginal

mixËure 0.01 to 0.05 
¡L 

of. one or more compounds suspected t,o be present

were added and the mixture re-run, under the same conditions.

The chromatograms obtained wiLh and wilhout the added subsLances r¡7ere

compared. Peaks which increased in relative heiþht without increase

of their width at half height \,ùere considered as tentatively idenLified.

Using this approach,eighË high boiling compounds and four low boiling

constituents appearing in the chromaËograms of samples of distilled spiriLs

(received from Seagramrs Research Laboratory, LaSall-e, Quebec) were

tenËaËively identified.

5.5. Collection and tong Term Storage of

Gas ChromatograPhic Fractions

The difficuLËies encounËered in trapping minor constituents emerging from

å gas chromatographic column have repeaÈed1-y been pointed out in the Litera-

rure (134,L37,L39,L40,L64). A¡Ly s.11 a1-. (137) recenË1-y described an exeellenL

me¡hod for the col-lecËion of micro-or submicrogram fractions. Their method

consj-sËs of coll-ecting the substance of interesL on a small quantity of

column packing which ís placed in a melting poinË capillary. This method

is applicable onl-y in conjunction wiËh a soLid sample probe of a mass spectro-

meter. Unfortunately, the use of such a probe is restricted ,to', sampLes

of l-ow volatility (more volatil-e subsËances would evaPorate and be pumped

out even before the probe is inserted inÈ.o the ion source). In addition,

upon direct sealing of Lhe mel-ting point, capillaries,decomposition of

small quantities of subsLance mây occur. Also, Lhe method described by

Any C! al (1-37) does not secure gas tight connectíon between the coll-ecLing

capillary and the outl-et of the gas chromatograph.
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A somewhaL improved method for fracLion collecËion r,¡hich is

applicabLe for wider range of quantities and boiling points of the coL-

lected substancesr particularly suitable for 1-ong Ëetm storage and

compatible wiLh several methods for subsequent analysisrwas developed.

A special seË of t,ools was designed for use with one particular size of

thin wal-l gLass tubing and assembLed as shown in Figure 25. The unique

features of this system for fract.ion collection consisL of a heating

arrangement which prevents condensation of the sampLe on Ëhe tubing

edges so that sealing wíthout decornposÍtion can be perfo:-red and a special"

cooling arrangemenË which per:nits control of Lhe temperature of the

coll.ection tube by adjusting the fl-ow rate of air passing through the
+

cooling jacket" The coLlection tubes (8" 1-ong, .L97':.0L3rr I.D.) were

cusLom made by Fríederich & Diunrock Inc., Mil-lville, New Jersey.

An O-ring arrangemenË permitted gas tighL connection between

È,he collection tube and the outleL of the gas chromatograph. The col-

lection tubes were made so thaË they can be filled with any type of packing

(solid adsorbenËs, colurnn packing and glass beads). The seaLing of the

collection Ëubes for long term sLorage rüas done with a small glass blowing

flame so thaË Ëhey can laLer be magnetícaL1-y broken in the in'let system

of a mass spectrometer. After sealíng and storage Lhe colLecÈion tubes

were cooled and cenËrifuged. The maËeria1 collected was Ëhus broughÊ

to the naïroç end of rhe tube and could be removed for subseguent anaLysis

by cutting and using a I or l0 yL syringe. Using the meËhod described

collection effíciencies of up to 85% for medium and Low boiling ethyl

esËers vere obLained for 2-5 
¡t 

of subsËance injecÉed.



Figure 25.

Fraction ColLection APparaËus
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PART III

THE APPLICATIONS OF C"AS GHRCD4ATOGRAPIIY TO TI1E ANALYSIS

ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION BY-PRODUCTS

Chaprer L

InËroduction and Brief Review of the LiteraLure

WaLer solutions of pure ethyl- alcohol Lack a parËicuLar odor and

cannoL be tasted (L2). Even in fairLy high concentrations it, has on1-y a

rather faint sT¡7eet tasËa (L2). The flavor of aLcoho]-ic beverages must'

therefore, be at,Ëribut.ed to many known and unknown Lrace consLiLuents

presenË in these beverages. It can be expect,ed Ëhat a comprehensive

chemical anaLysis of the composition of the t.race flavor constiËuents in

aLcoholic beverages would be relaËed to its flavor definiËion. Hoi,üever,

in spite of much work done on the chemical analysÍ-s of aLcoholic beve-

rages, Ëhe overall effect of the compounds found on the sensory perception

has not as yet been elucidated (165)ri...rthe findings of chemical anaLyses

frequently cannot be correlaËed with the flavor definition of the samples.

A possíbfe expLanation Lo this situation can be found in the fact. that

our senses are in some cases 102 to l-04 ti*." more sensitive than the

most sensitive deËectors (5,f66). I'his means thaË a more det,ailed ana-

lysis is required to permit a fLavor-compositíon correLation to be made.

Gas chromatographic analysis of fusel oíls and alcoholic beve-

râges has been the ,subjecË of numerous reporËs in the liËerature (L67-L92).

Analysts working on alcoholic beverages and relaËed producËs began to

become a!;are of the potentialities of gas chromaËography in L958, after

OF
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the first reports on the subject appeared (L67- 173). These reports

demonstrated that even wiËh the l-ow sensitivity of Lhe instrumenLs

avaiLable at that time,gas chromatography held great promise.

Van der Kloot and I'Iileox (168) recognized that higher sensitiviËy is

essenÈ.ial for extending the specÈrum of components that. can be deter-

mined by gas chromatography. BavisoLto and Roch (169) demonstrated

Lhe applicability of gas chromatography in analysis of vol-atiles in

beer during its brewing,fermenLaËion and storage. Fouassin (173)

determined quantiLies of nine Ërace fl-avor const.ituenLs in forty-seven

dífferent. brands of alcoholic beverages. Using gas chromat.ography, ,

Baraud (L74) determined and compared the quanËities of nine alcohols

and fourÈeen est,ers in the fusel oils of several product.s showing LhaL

Ë,he quantitative composiËion varies greatLy. Bouthilet and Lowrey (L75)

presented gas chromatographic dat,a on the major fusel oil constituents

of grape brandies and at,t,empted to correlaËe the results wíth those

obtained by colorimeËric procedures. AusËin and Boruff. (L7í)described

a method for concenLration of congeners of grain spirits and their ana-

lysis by gas chromaËography. They expressed the belief that ul-timately

gas chromatography may serve for controlling the distiJ-Lation streams.

Mecke gg aI (L77) developed a method for exLraction and concentration

of the flavor consËituenËs of wines for further gas chromaËographic ana-

lysis of the concentrates. They detected and detemoined about, fourteen

flavor const,ituents in a number of different wines but coul-d not correlat.e

their composiLion with the differences in their organoleptic tests. i,Iebb

and Kepner (1-78) investigated the properËies of selecLed liquid phases

for the gas chromatographic separaLion of the major consË,ituenËs of fuseJ- oils.
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Kepner and i,üebb (L79) studied Lhe corrposition of muscat raisin fusel

oil- using boLh preparative and analytical gas chromatography. They

detected about forLy consËituents and identified Ehirty of them most,ly

by using retentíon data.

Using a flame ionizaLion gas chronatograph Maurel (fBO) determined fhe

compositíon of Len different alcoholic beverages monitoring nine consËi-

tuents and analysed five different, fusel oils for the eight main constitu-

ents. Sihto g! e! (165) discussed in detail Lhe problems and the potenti-

alities of gas chromatography in the analysis of alcoholic beverages.

They obtained good resulËs by using a FI detecËor at apparently l-ow or

moderate sensitÍvity but concl-uded that the avail-ability of more sensi-

tive deËecLors will promote research on alcoholic beverages. In L962,

Hirose gt al (181) reported the results from a comprehensive study of

the composit.ion of corn, barLey and sweet molass€s fusel oils. SËarting

with fracËional distill-ation of tr,JenËy líËers of fusel oil and proceeding

with adsorption chromatography and fínaL1-y gas chromatogrgphy, they iso-

lated about sixty-five components and identified fifty-nine of them,

Hirose g! al (181) expressed the view that dífferent fusel- oils consist

of many conmon compounds pressrlt in varying quantities. Tn L963, Pfenninger

published a comprehensive review of the literature on fusel- oils (LBz))

a description of gas chromatographic procedures for the deLermination of

the relatively low boiling constiLuents appearing ín fusel oil-s (183) and

the resulËs on the analysis of seven consË,ituents of fuseL oils of various

sources (184). In a commercial bulletin Kabot and Ettre (f85) reported

the analysis of various alcoholic beverages by flame ionizaLion gas

chromatography and a specially developed column (column 6, Appendix 1-).

In a series of articles Kayahara et A! (186-188) reporËed the meuhods
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ând the results in their studj-es on the flavor componenLs of whiskey

using gas chromatography in conjunction with an elaborate scheme for

exËraction and fractionation of the flavor components. They showed

marked differences in the composit.ion of various brands of whiskey.

Bober and ltaddaway (189) used the gas chromatographic pattern of various

alcoholic beverages for the identification of Lheir brand or type.

Later (190) they developed an interesting procedure for the concenËra-

Lion of congeners in alcohoLic beverages by using sËationary phases as

exLracËing f-iquids. Kepner eL e.! (191) showed that when high sensitivi-

Ey LonLzatj-on detectors are used, direct analysis of head space vapors

of alcoholic beverages, which gives a precise measure of the arona compo-

sition of Lhe sample, carr. be successfull-y performed. Singer and St,iles

(L92) compared the col-orimetric and gas chromatographíc methods for Lhe

detemination of the higher al-cohols in al-coholic beverages. They found

Lhe gas chromalographic data to agree wiLh the method of A.O.A.C.

In his paperrrQuality and E].avor by Gas Chromatogrephyr', Bayer (5) showed

impressive multicomponent, chromatograms of Ëhe pentane extracLs of al-co-

holic beverages obËained on capiL1-ary column. The main working sLages of

the scheme proposed by Bayer (5) for an¿lysis of fLavors involve ext.ract.ion,

preparative gas chromatography for removaL of Ëhe sol-vent and analysis of

the enriched sample by high resolution capillary colu¡nns.



Chapter

Selected Examples of- Gas thromatographic Analyjis of

Al-cbholic Fermentation By- Products

2.L. Analysís of Fusel Oil-s.

Fusel oil is defined in the Encyclopedia BriLanica as tt.. .. Lhe

mixËure of volatile oily liquids of characteristic odor and taste produced

during alcoholic fermenËaLion processesrt. In oËher words, fusel- oil can

be defined as a complex mixture of by-products of al-coholic ferrnentation

which consists mostly of isoamyl, active amyL, isobutyl and n-propyl- alco-

hols. The amounL of fusel oil produced during al-coholic fermentatíon is

comparat,ively small and is dependent, on Ëhe raw material used and on the

conditions of fermentat,ion. In distilleries, ethyl- alcohol ís recovered

from the fermented liquor by distiLlation, leaving most of the fusel oil

as a residue. This residue can be considered as a concentraËed for:n of

the fl-avor constiLuents whích have passed wiLh eËhyl- alcohol inLo the

distill-ate. As such iL is ideally suited to funcLion as a modeL mixture

in the development of gas chromatographic meËhods for the analysis of

alcoholic -L;-everages. Most of the constituents presenË in the fusel oil

can be expected to be Present in the distiLLed spiriËs, a1-though many of

them may remain undetected due to their exLremely Low concenLraLions.

Indirectl-y the fusel- oi1 represents Ëhe flavor spectrum of the distil-led

spirits. Itre development of gas chromatographic methods for detailed

analysís of fusel oils was therefore considered as an importanË stage in

this work. Most of the experiments \,Jere carried out with graPe fusel oil

which was received from Seagramts Research Laborat.ory, LaSalle Quebec.

Grain fusel- oí1 received from the same source was aLso studied.
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In order Lo obtain further enrichment of the trace flavor constit,uent.s,

10 nl-. of grape fusel oil rvas distilled up to 133oC leaving a L.5 ml of

residue which was designatëdttgrape fusel oil distilLation residue I't'and

used for gas chromatographic analysis. A second distillation was carríed

out up eo l-40oG sLarting with 50 ml of graPe fusel oil- and; leaving 5 ml

of residue. This residue was desígnaË,ed I'grape fusel oil distillatíon

residue IItt and used for gas chromat.ographic analysis.

The original grape and grain fusel oils and Ëhe grape fusel oil

distiLl-ation residues were exËensivel-y anal-ysed by gas chromatography.

Due t.o limitations of spåce, however, only few selected examples are

presented here.

2.L.L. Preliminary gas chromatographic investigaËion of grape and grain

fusel oils.

The alcohols of fusel oils which contaín six or l-ess carbon aLoms

and esters which contaín ten or less carbon aLoms can be considered ,: the

J-ow boiling point consLituents of fusel- oil. In the preLiminary analysís

of the Low boiling constituents of fusel oil, grape and grain fusel oils

were directly chromatographed under idenLícaL conditions on tv;o different

liquid phases, Carbowax 2t{t and THEED, using four different Levels of

detector sensiËivity. The superirnposed chromaËograms of graPe and gnaiûn

fusel oil for each sensitivity are shown in Fígure 26, Twenty-six compo-

nents were deLected on column 5 (Fig . 26c) and fourËeen on column B (Fig.26d)

One of the components separat.ed on column B (peak 5, Fig. 26d) Tdas noË

separated on colrunn 5, thus bringing the total- number of separated dif-

ferent componenËs Ëo t\¡Terrty-seven, Eleven const.ituenLs listed in Figure 26

were ËenËatively identified by utiLizaLion of published reLenLion data (193,

L94). From the chromatograms shown in Figure 26 iL becomes aPParent Lhat



F_ígure 26.

Superiqposed CJ:romatograms of

Grape and__.,l9rain Fusel Oils

a. Tow sensitivity
Dotted l-ine - Grape fusel oil (f .o.)
SoLid line - Grain f.o.
FID sysLem 1

Golumn 8

CoL . temp. l-OOoc
Flow rate 35 nl/min
Sample size 0"t pL
ALËenuation 10" (3% of. the output)

Iligh sensi.Ëivity
SoLid line-Grape f.o.
DoLted line-Grain f.o.
FID sysLem 2

Column 5
Col Ëernp. Bl-.5oc
Flow rate 35 nrl/rnin
Sample sLze 0.2 /L"n
AtËenuaËion 3 x 10-'"amPs.
(I% of the output)

Peaks identified ín chromatogram

Peak No-
2. Acetaldehyde
3. AceËone
4. Ethyl acetate
5. Ethyl alcohol
7 . n-Propyl al-cohol
B. isoButyl al-cohol

10. n-BuËyl alcohol-
L2. isoAmyl acetaLe
1-3. isoÁmyl alcohol

b. Low sensitivíÈy
DoËted Line-Grain f.o.
Solid 1-ine -Grape 'r
Flow rate35 rnl-/nin
FID sysLem I
Column B

Co1-. temp. . l-0ooc
As í-n a exept: o
Attenuation l0' (LL% oL
ouËput)

d. Medium sensitívíËyil
exept
Column B -g
Attenuat,ion 1 x L0 amps.
(L7" of. the output)

L4. n-Anyl alcohol
L6. Unidentified
L7. '
19. rr

19. Hexyl al-cohol

th(

g.

Peak No, 5 in chromatogram d was idenEified as 2-buËanoI 
"
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grape and grain fusel oils consist mostly of couunon consËíluents (181);

holvever, Ëheir quantitative composítion differs largely. I'l.ost of the

published gas chromatographíc investigatiors of fusel oils have been

carried out wíth thermal conductivity detectors (L74'L78,L7 9,183,185) or

with flame Lon|zatLon detecËors at moderately high sensítivity (L65 '180) .

Many Lrace components may thus have escaped detecLion. The fact that

twenty- seven constituents \nrere detected by exposing on1-y the J-ow boiling

portion of the fusel oils indicates that fhe composition of this portion

has been revealed wiËh consíderable d.,taíl through the use of high sensi-

tivity.

2.L.2. Revealing the complexity of grape fusel oil by temperature

programming and high sensíLiviËy using packed columns.

MosL of the published daËa on gas chromatographic anal-ysis of

fusel oils has been carried out isoËhermal1-y at rel-aLively low tempera-

tures (L65,L74,L83r184). However, Ëhe compounds known to be present in

fusel oils (181) cover a r,¡ide range of chemical sËrucËures, concentra-

tions and boilíng points. Their derailed anaLysis therefore necessíâüqsir

the applicaËion of eiËher lengËhy fractionation procedures (179,1-81) or

more advanced gas chromatographic Ëechniques such as temperature pro: -

grarnrning and high sensitiviLy. Ttre gas chromatographic approach offers

speed, simpl-icity and applicability in routine moniËoring of Ëhe level-s

of the flavor const,ituents. By applying the dual colunrr wide range

ËemperaËure prograrnming (60o- 24OoC) method to the analysis of grape fusel

oil- distillation residue using columns 9 and 10 in conjunction with a ther-

mal conductivity detector at leasL sixty-two constiLuenLs r¡7ere detected

(Fig. 27a). Combining this informaLion with Ëhe information of three more



Figure 27.

Chromatograms of Grape Fusel OiL at

Various Sensitivities

A. Dual column wide range temperat,ure programmed run of grape fusel oi1
distiLlation residue II.

Thermal conducËiviËy detector 04-T) .

Columns 9 and 10

Col. temp. progïaûmed (60 - 24OoC)

FLow rate - 20 mL/min (helíuur)

Sample sLze 4 
¡tL

B. lsother:nal run of grape fuseL disËilbtion ,,

residue I at moderate sensitivity

FID system 4

Colusn 6

Col. temp. 95oc

Flow rate 20 rnl/rnin (nitrogen)

Sample size 0 .t f,
C. As in B exept ¡

Col. temp. 89oC

Sample síze 0 .2 lnLI

Ð. IsoËher-ural- run of grape fusel oil at high
se.nsitívity

FID system 3

Gol. temp. 65oC

Flow rate L2 rql/rnin (nitrogen)

Sample size 0.05 
/L
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detaiLed chromatograms of the low boiling consËiLuents using colurrr 6 in

conjunction with FID systems 3 and 4 (secËion 3.7.L, Part II) as shown

in Figure 27, a total of eighLy two constituents were deLected.

Hirose et al- (1S1) who performed Lhe mosL comprehensive anal-ysis

of fusel oi1-s reported the presence of sixty-seven consËiLuenËs starËing

wiË.h 20 liters of fusel- oil and usíng a tedious fractionation procedure.

From the resul-ts obtained in this work it can be concluded that high

sensitivity and teuperature prograrnmed gas chromatography can subsLitute for

or produce superl-or resuLts to lengtfiyfractionation procedures in a deLaíl-ed

anal.ysís of fusel- oil.

2.L.3. ReveaLing the cornplexiLy of grape fusel oil bY LemperaLure

programned high resolutíon gas chromaLography 
"

Fusel oils have not. been investigated wiËh capil-lary columns.

The complex nat,¡Jre of the fusel oil mixtures, however, requires the applí-

cation of hígh resoLution columns and temperature programming for a detai-

l-ed analysís. FurËhermore, the results obtained with packed columns

(secLion 2.L.L and 2.L.2 ) indicated thaL many Lrace constituents appearing

beËween major ones (Fig. 27') remain unresolved and undet.ected due to the

1ow col-uslIl efficiency of ordinary packed columns. IL was therefore exPec-

red Lhat high efficiency capillary columns would further improve the re-

sults. Column¡L,which Ís a capiLlary column (100 ft 0.02" I.D") containing

Tergitol NP-35 as liquid phase was used in Ëhis study. A column of 0.02"

I.D. was preferred in this case over the more frequently used 0.01r'I.D.

columns since the O.O2 T.D. columns offer higher sampl-e capacity thus

providing higher detectabil-ity. At l-OOoC column l- exhibited an average

of 30r000 theoretical plates for 3-pentanol (average of 3 measuremenLs of
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the same chromaLogram). Grape fuseL oil distíllarion residues I and II

were chromatographed on column õ whíle prograrncríng Ëhe ËemPeraË,ure

from 65oC ro 170oC at low program rate (1.5 deg/rnin.). Two of the

chromaËograms obtained are shown in Figures 24 and 28. These chromato-

grams reveal Ëhe complexity of the fuseL oil mixËure with the greatest

det.ail obËained so far. By combining Ëhe informat,ion from several-

chromatograms obtained aL slightly different operating condit,ions and

sample sizesrthe presence of at least 150 compounds was revealed.

Due to Ë.he limited stabiliLy of Lhe liquid phase the column È,emperaÈure

could not be raised more Lhan 170oC. This means thaË the chromatograms

shown in Figures 24 and 28 represent only the l-ow and mediun boiling

poinL constituent,s of the grape fusel oil. It can therefore be expected

fhat by using more stabLe f-iquid phases an additíonal increase of the

number of deËectabl-e const,iËuents will be observed aË higher column

ËemperaLures. Using the standard addit,ion method (section 5.4.2, ?art II)

Lwenty eight of the peaks appearing in the chrornaËograms shown in Figute 24

and 28 \^rere tentatively identified (TableZ ). In addition to these the

identiLy of at leasL six oLher peaks of the rvel-l known constituents of

fusel oi1 (ethyl aceLate, ethanol, n-ProPyl alcohol, isobuLyl alcohol,

isoamyL aLcohol and n-hexyl al-cohol) is recognizable from their position

in the chromatogram and their relative sLze. The chromatograms i shown

in Figure s 24 and 28 reveal- the presence of at least sixty compounds

previously unknovrn as fusel- oil constítuenËs.

2.L.4. Freliminary investigation of fusel oil by dual channel gas

chromatography.

Dual channel gas chromaËography and parËicularly the combination

of a flame ionizaLion (ff) wittr an elecLron caPt,ure (EC) deËector offers



Figure 28.

Chrgmatogram of Grape FuseL OiL DistiLlation Residue II

ObLained with a Temperature ,Programmed Gapillary Column :k

Gonditions I

FID system 4

Column 3

col. temp. prograrnmed (60 - L80oc)

Inlet pressure 250 nn Hg

SplitraËio 1:100

Program raLe 1-.5 deg/rnin

Sampl-e size 0., ft

:l Peak designation as in Tabl-e 2
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additional possibiliLies in high sensiLivity analyses and identifica-

tion (195 ). In analysis þfi complex mixtures FI-EC dual channel ope-

ration enables Lhe detection of heavily overl-apped and unresol-ved peaks.

fhe applicaLion of dual channel gas chromatography Ëo Lhe analysis of

fuseL oil has not been reported in the l-íteraËure. A duaL channel gas

chromatographic sysLem consisting of the original Aerograph 660 electron
and

capture system^FlD system 7 (Ísection 3.7.1, Part Il) was assembl-ed using

col-nmn 7 anð a microvoLume stream spLitter. Nitrogen was used as the

carrier gas aL a total flow through the coh¡mn of 40 nl/min which was

spliL ln 211- at the out.let, feeding t\^To parts to the EC detecËor (27'

rnl-/rrin) and one part to the FI deLector. Column temPerature was manual-ly

progranned a¡ a rate of approximatel-y 3 deg/min. The ouËputs from the

two detectors r,tere fed to two I mV potent,iometric recorders (Texas and

Leeds & Northrup). In order t,o secure synchronizalLon of Ëhe FI and the

EC chromatograms, 12 marks \^7ere made on both charts throughout the chromaËo-

graphic run. A dual channel chromatogram of grape fusel- oil distí1lation

residue II is shown in Figure 29. In many points where the FI record

shows no peak the EC record shows strong signal-s. Dual channel seem to

hold promise as a tooL for obtaining a more detailed picture of Ëhe compo-

siÈion of fusel oils and oLher complex mixtures of naLural products.

2.2. Analysis of Al-cohol-ic Beverages.

The abil-ity of gas chromatography to differentiate between samples

of alcoholic beverages of different flavor definiËion has been proven (L72,

173,180,189r190) , Ilowever, it roay frequentl-y occur thaL¡

l-. Part of the differences in Ëhe chemical composition are not



Figure 29.

Dual, Channel Chromatogram_of_ Grape

Fusel- Oil DisËlLlation Resídue II

FI - Flame Ionization

EC - ELecLron Capture

FID sysLem 7

EG system - Aerograph 660 original

Goltrrrr 7

FI to EC split ratio l- : 2

Fl-ow rate 40 nl/uín (helirinr)
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reLaËed to the

2.. The differences

Ëhe differences

dífferences in flavor (5).

the chemical composit.ion do not explain

flavor (l-65) .

In the first case Ëhe infor-mation needed to explain the

differences in flavor is obscured by useless infor:¡ration. In fhe second

case the information needed to expl-ain Lhe differences in flavor has not

been obtained and more det,ailed anaLysis is required in order to reveal

it. In order t.o reveal which of the compounds present are related to a

particular flavor definition the crude informâtion produced by the gas

chromatograph must be processed and analysed in terms of accumulated

infomaËion on many simiLar samples. The comparison of ,the chemical-

composition of Lwo isolated samples of different fLavor may never yiel-d

clues as to the reasons for this difference unless the infl-uence of each

of Lhe constituents on the flavor is well known. A graphic approach for

processing of the raw gas chromaËographic data using the resuJ-ts obtained

with a series of samples of organol-eptical-ly defined spirits was therefore

devised. Thirty-Ëlro sampLes of distilled spiriEs were isothermally chro-

matographed under identical conditions on column 5 using FID system 2

(Section 3.7 .L , ParL II) ' The peak heights of six of the fLavor consti-

LuenËs detecLed were measured in al-l the chromatograms and aSranged in

order of increasing magnitude, whích gives a plot of the type shown in

Figure 30. Most of the graphs thus obLained show "p1-ateautr regions indi-

caLing Lhat a grollp of samples contain the same quantity of this flavor

constituent. The nurnbers of the samples represenLing a rtplateau" group

were then recorded and the organol-eptic definition checked to see whether
Same

Lhere is anyËhing in coûunon. ALso it was checked whether some of Ëhe.sample

LN

l_n



Figure 30.

lll-_ustr.aËion of a Graphjc Method for

Flavor- Compositi on CorreLat ions .

The graph represent a ploE of the peak heights of a peak(No. 5)

appearing in the chronatograms of s:eries of samples versus Lhe

sample number and shows 'tplaEeau region'r.
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numbersappear together in the same plaLeau of more than one graph. The

only correlation that could be made was thaË the sampl-es found to

conËain Lhe highest quantíties of eËhyl acetate were found to include

t'fruity" or "apple" flavor characËerisËics in their definiLions.

2.3. Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Gins

and Rel-ared SamPles.

The only example of gas chromatographic analysis of gin that

could be found in the literalure (fB5) shows practicalLy nothing but ethyl

alcohol, even rhough the anaLysis was carried ouË \"7iLh a fl-ame i-onLza-

tion detector. Three samples of Gins (O1, Ul and Ar), three ALcoholic

DisLiJ-lates (I, II and III) from coriander seed, an ALcoholic Distil-l-ate

from Juniper Berries and Al-cohol- for Gin rùere received for comParative

sLudies from Seagramts Research LaboraLories, LaSalle, Quebec, and ana-

Lysed under iden¿icaL conditions using FID systern 2 (section 3.7 .L, Part II)

and ,the wide range zero shifting method described in secËion 4.30 Part II.

The chromatograms obtained are shown in Figure L6. All the chromatograms

shown in Figure 16 were simulËaneousLy recorded at two sensiËivities (the

J-ower sensitivity record is not shown) thus permitting measurement of Ëhe

peak areas of peakswhich are off scale at the higher sensitivity. Part

of the above mentioned sampl-es r¡iere also analysed on different dates under

different chromatographic conditions (using Ëhe same column).

The resuLts of these analyses together with the results obtained from the

chromatograms shown in Figure 16 can be sunmarized as follows :

1. Eighteen flavor consLituents in the Gins and the Distill-ates

from coriander seed were deËecËed.



2. Changes in the composition of Gins A, and B, upon storage

were detected by comparison of chroa.atograms obtained on

the dates approximateLy 38 days apart..

From the peak areas of the constituenLs aPpearÍng in the

chromatograms of the Distillates (I, II, III) from coriander

seed,it may be possible to calculat.e the percenLages of the

different coriander seeds (I, II, III) to be míxed in order

to obLain unÍform levels of the major flavor const.ituents.

Linalool was tenÈ.aLively identified in the Distill-ates

from coriander seed (using retenËion times) 
"

Geraniol- \^ras tentaËively identified ín the Distillate from

Juniper Berries (using retention times).

From several chromaËograms of the Distillate from Juniper

Berries, obtained aL Ewo temPeratures, a total of 40 fl-avor

consLítuents were detected.

These resulLs could be produced only wiLh a high sensitiviLy FID system

developed in this sLudy. AttempLs to analyse these sampLes on a Barber

Col]man Select.a 5000 gas chromatograph faiLed to produce any useful-

results.

Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Distillates

from Fermentation-Time SËudY.

)¿t

A study of the effect of the duration

on the composítíon of fLavor constiLuents was

Research LaboraËory, LaSaLle, Quebec, and the

150

of Ëhe fementatíon process

carried out by Seagramrs

dj-rect gas chromatographic

J.

5.

6.
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analyses for deËermining Lhe changes occurring with time were made with

the systems developed. Ihese anaLyses \^rere carried out in the following

sEages :

L. Preliminary gas chromat,ographic separations under different

conditions for exploratory Purposes.

2. RelariveLy low sensitivity runs of most of the samples

under identical condiLions for separa¡ion and measurement of

the major consËituents.

3. High sensitivity low temperaLure runs of alL samples under

idenLíca1 condit,ions for monitoring the varíation in compo-

sition of the highl-y volatile "pre-ethanolrr flavor consËitu-

enLs.

4. Medium sensiËivity higher temperature ruTLs of all samples

under identical- conditions for monitoring the variation in

composiÈion of two less Volatile 'rposL-isoamyl aLcoholrr

consLituents.

41L Ëhe analyses \47ere carried out on column 5 (Carbowax 201{) using FID

system 3 (Section 3.7.1, Part lI). Peak heights of eight peaks were

measured in all Lhe samples and plotted versus time of fermed--- -'.r.,

Lation (sampLe number). The resultíng graphs are shown in Figure 31.

Certain peaks show definite changes with Ëime of fer¡tenLation and some

tentative correlations between the changes in composition and the changes

of the flavor characteristics of the sampLes were made. For instance,

ttslightly eËherealtrwhich is part of the description of Bourbon sampLes

I and 2 night be interpreted to be a resuLË of the high content of Peak

No. 4 in Ëhese samples 
"



Figure 3L.

ÇIaphic Present,ation of Valiation of

the Levels of FLavor Constituents

with Time of FementaËion.

Shows the variation of peak heights of eight peaks appearing

in Ëhe chromat.ograms of eleven samples of distilled spirits ferrrented

for different periods of time versus Lhe sample number (t.iure of fer-

nentaLion ).

1. Corn high wine peak 4

2.llllttll6

3. lt lt tl rl I

4. rr tt rr rr L9

5i; Bourbon peak 4

6. t rt Lg

7. rr rr 2L

B. Corn hígh wine peak 2L
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Flgure 31.



SM,S{ARY AJ{D CONTRTBUTION TO KNOTII.EDGE

I, Fl-avors consist of complex mt¡lticomponenL mixtures whích exert their

strong infLuence on our senses at extremely Low concenËrations.

Their detailed analysis is therefore a difficutt task. Gas chroma-

tography has been shown to be ideally suited for analysis of flavors.

Sensitive gas chromatographic methods.were developed for the analysis

of alcoholic beverages with the view to control the production vari-

ables and for securing high uniform quaLity. The combinaLion of such

methods with plant breeding programs is proposed for the devel-opment

of new varieties of grain.

II. High resoluËion and high sensiËiviËy are the basic reguirements for

application of gas chromatography to flavor analysis. High resolu-

tion was achieved by the combined effect of high column and liquid

phase efficiencíes.

L. Capillary columns have proven very successful in high resolution

gas chromatography. A new method for preparatíon of such columns

which provides the conditions for híghly const,ant flow of the

coatíng solution is expected to deposit highly uniform fihns of

liquid phase on the walls of the capillary.

2. For higher detecËability, columns of higher sample capacity are

desirable in high resol-ution gas chromatography of flavors. Long

narrow-bore packed columns were found to offer about 100 fimes

higher sampLe capacity as compared to capil-lary columns, A method



J.

for preparation of such column's innsingle length

produce comparable resul-ts to columns prepared

A 37-ft narrow-bore packed column was found to

to a 100-ft 0.02t' T.D. capil-1-ary column'

L54

was found to

in short sections.

perform comParablY

ThesensitiviLyofFlDSystemsisdependentorì.manyfactors

incl-uding the design of the FID unit, the performance of the

electrometer and the mode of assembling the componenLs of Lhe

-L2
system. Sensitivities of Ëhe order of 10 ^" gramfsec vrere

achievedbymodifiyingacor¡nercialFlDunÍt,usingahighqual.ity

el-ectromeËer and selecting a desirable mode of assembl-ing'

IL was shown that environmental- humidity Can drasLicall-y reduce

Ëhe sensitivitY of FID systems 
"

Special problems are encountered when using high sensitivíty

detection systems for the anaLysis of flavors. The column bleed
Lo

rest.ricts Ëhe use of temperature prograurmingnonly ' low or

moderaLe senSitivities; the trace constiLuents apPearing on the

sl-ope of the matrix comPonent cannoË be detected and cross conta-

mination of the samples during injection becomes a serious problem'

New methods for eliminating the effects of these factors were

devel-oped and tested"

The identification of flavor comPonefits detected as gas chroma-

tographicpeaksisadifficulttaskbecauseofthelimitedamounË

of material that can be isolaËed (if any). Mass spectrometry and

retention data are the most sensitive methods available for the

ídentificaËionoforganiccompounds.TheonestagecombinaLion

LL

5"
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of gas chromatography and mass spectromet.ry is a powerfuL method

for analysis of flavors. Such â system was assembled and rrunswepË

pocketsrt in the vacuum Líne of Ëhe mass spectrorneËer were found

to cause severe loss of chromatographic resolution. A new meËhod

for the eliminaËion of the interference of the background spectra

in a temperature prograûuned gas chromatograph-mass specLrouteter

system was developed. This method increased the sensiËivity of

such systems and wi1-l permit Ëhe use of practically alL liquid

phases. Strong solid supporL effecLs prevent Lhe inter-labora-

Ëory use of retention data of polar compounds such as alcohols.

The compiLation of reËention data of alcohols, estersrketones and

aldehydes was undert.aken as a preliminary stage in Lhe systematic

identificatíon of flavor components of alcoholic beverages. The

sËandard addition method was found particularly suitable for the

idenfification of trace const,ituenLs of complex mixtures revealed

by temperature prograÍmed capillary columns.

IlI. The appl-icat,ion of the high sensitivity systems developed to the ana-

lysis of alcohoLic fer-rentation by-products produced superior resul-ts

Ëo the results reported in the l-iËerature for similar samples.

1 " Grape fuseL oil was found Ëo contaín aL leasË

only about 90 compounds have been reported in

compounds whereas

1iËerature.

2. The chemical composiLion of different alcoholic beverages is not

easil-y correlated with their flavor. A graphic meLhod which is

intended to aid the correlation of the chemical- cornposiËion of

series of sampl.es to Ëheir organoleptic definitions is proposed.

l-5 0

the
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3. The direcr anal-ysis of samples of $Ln and rel-ated products with

a high sensitívity FID system revealed the presence of LB flavor

constÍtuents in ¿fin and 40 consLituents in a distillate from

Juniper berries.

4. Dual channel gas chromaËography combining elecEron capture and

flame ionization detectors \^7âs found to be híghly promising for

Lhe analysis of a complex fusel oil mixture '
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APPENDIX 2

Test Mixtures Used for Cprng!þl-ion
..,7

of Retention Data.

Mixture l.
ã@ottol-
ethyl tt

n-propylrt
n-but.yl rr

n-amyL rr

Mixt_ure 2.

n-amy1- alcohol-
n-hexy1- rr

n-heptyl rr

n- octyl rr

n-nonyl rr

n- decyl tr

n-undecyl rr

n-dodecylrt
n-teLradecyl "

Mix_Ëur.e 3.
2- propanol
2-but.anol
3-pentanol
2-hexanol
2-hepLanol
2-octanol
2-nonanol

Mixture 4"

isopropyl- alcohol
iso butyl alcohol
íso amyl rr

act. r '.',. amyl tr

I'tixture. 5.
methyl fo:¡tate
ethyl for:nate
n-propyl- formate
n-butyL formate

Mixture 6.
ãã@t.t.
ethyl tr

n-propyl It

n-butyL rt

n-amyl- tr

n-hexy1- rr

Mixjure 7.
n-amyl acetate
n-hexyl rr

n-heptyl rr

n- ocLyl rr

n-nonyl tr

n-decyl tr

Mixture 8.
isopropYl acetate
isobutyl rr

isoamyl tr

Mixture 9..

Methyl ProPionate
ethyl rr

n- propyl- 't
n-buLyl rt

n-amyl rt

l"lixture. L 0 .

isopropyL ProPionate
isobutyl rr

i soarnyl rr

Mix-ture Ll "

methyl butYrai:e
ethyl tr

n-propyL rt

n-butyl rr

n-amyl tr

Mi-xture l-2.
ãîñfñ.pt.noatetr octanoate

tt nonarroaLe
rr decanoaLe
tt dodecanoate
rr pentanoate
tt hexanoate
rr undecanoate

I"lixture l-3
;ffiffiããcanoaËe

tt tetradecanoate
tr penLadecanoate
tt hexadecanoaËe
tt octadecanoate
tt undecanoate

Mixture 14.
ã-rma-ãu
aceËa1-dehyde
propanal
butanal
pentanal
Mixture 15.
Zõropanone
2-butanone
3-pentanone
3-heptanone
4-heptanone
2-octanone
2-nonanone

4ixture 16
n-hexane
n-heptane
rr-octane
fI-fiOIlâTl9
n-decane
n-dodecane
4ixtgre l-7
n- decálne
n- dodecane
n-tetradecane
n-hexadecane

Mixture t8
n-penËane
n-hexane
n-heptane
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